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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Six Pages
•
New Series No. 642

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NMI EVERY 9FERR

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon August 17, 1939

Manson Cook Makes $2,000 CRACK UP LINER
Bond As Carlos Evans Dies IS DERAILED IN

COOK WAIVES CASE Mrs. Butterworth
TO FALLFALL SESSION Dies of Pneumonia
OF CIRCUIT COURT

NEVADA SUNDAY

Suspects Are Held for
tianing in "Planned"
Disaster
•
The Rev. A. V. Havens Has Charge
of Funeral Services in MurRAILS ARE MOVED BY
ray Wednesday
UNKNOWN PERSONS

Fire Committee
Meets in Office of
C. of C. Tuesday

red Holland Dies
Early Wednesday
In Denver, Colo.

The advantage of conducting a
fire prevention campaign in Murray was discussed at a meeting of
the fire prevention conunittee,. a
unit of the Chamber of Commerce,
in the office of Secretary T. T.
Elkins Tuesday night. Present were
Chairman of the Committee -K. C.
Frazee, Willard Davidson, A. G.
Hughes, 0. Brown, George Hart,
Frank Lancaster, and Robert Carney.
The group decided to hold a joint
meeting with insurance field men
late in September. The insurance
men would be able to instruct the
committee on way; of conducting
a progressive fire prevention program.
Mayor George Hart told the committee five new fire hydrants have
been ordered by the city, all to
be erected soon, three on South
Twelfth street. Additional hose also
has been purchased, Hart said.

Word was received nere Wednesday morning from Denver, Colo.,
of the death of Fred Holland, 44,
former resident of Murray and a
brother of Preston Holland, athletic director and coach at Murray
High school. Death came from a
heart attack Wednesday morning
at 4 o'clock, the dispatch said.
Preston Holland left immediately
for Denver to attend funeral services tot-4'1ns brother,.wiiich will be
held today or Friday.
Holland was librarian of the
Ololorado Supreme Cour t.
He
was a graduate of law. Survivals
are his brother, Preston; an aunt.
Mrs. Mayme Randolph, Murray;
an uncle. R.
Holland, of this
county: and his widow and an
adopted son. Mrs. Margaret Dulaney, Galesboro, N. C
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FIRST REA LINES IN County High Schools to Open
COUNTY ARE GIVEN Next Monday With Programs
POWER ON FRIDAY
Presbyterians To ARNETT FORESEES
Erect Buildings
SATISFYING YEAR
FOR SCHOOL WORK
Superintendent Usrey Says
Wiring of all Houses of
Subscribers Necessary
ALMO AND KIRKSEY
AREAS WORK ON LINES

The Rev, Howell Fergy is in
Charge of Construction Work,
First Unit to be' Student
House

Declares He Struck Youth
Mrs. D. M. "Myrtie" Butterworth.
Prominent Men of County
Energizing the first section of
RENO, Nev, Aug. 17—Deaths
The _ Westminste`r_ Presbyterian
81, who died early Tuesday morn- mounted to 24 Monday in the
with Fist After Being
its Calloway county lines Friday in
Are Chosen to Deliver
its
of
leadership
the
under
church
ing after a 2-day's illness of bron- wreck of the streamline train "City
the Brown's Grove section, the
Called Ugly Name
Opening Address
pastor. the Rev. Howell Forgy, bechial pneumonia at her,, home on of San Francisco- as police pushed
West Kentucky Rural .Electrifica- gan con§truction today of the first
South Tenth greet, was buried a general roundup of suspicious
anMonday
cooperative
tion
AT
BURIED
IS
that
EVANS
unit ofv*a building program
Wednesday afternoon in the Marnounced it would complete the when completed will include . a MOST TO DISMISS BY
railroad yard characters in quest
OLD SALEM MONDAY tin's Chapel cemetery.
major portion of its construction student building. a
NOON ON MONDAY
of the mass murderer blamed for
Westminster
this week.
The Rev. A. V. Havens conducted
house in which the pastor will
Manson "Cub" Cook, about 35, funeral servicesfor Mrs. Butter- last Sunday's tragedy.
Project Superintendent Robert live, and a church building with
Calloway county's six 4-year high
Two men were questioned in
who lives northwest of Concord in worth at the First Christian church
Usrey here today urged immedi- an auditorium for ministerial ser- schools, and one junior high school
this county, executed a bond of $2,- here at 3 o'clock that afternoon. jaifs of two states as rescue crews
homes
in
arrangements
wiring
ate
vices.
will open for 6-week terms Mon000 here Monday after he was ar- Mrs. Butterworth was a member found the bodies of two women
of subscribers on extension routes
The student building and the day morning at 9 o'clock, accordrested Sunday night upon the death of the Murray First Christian and a man in the train's twisted
the
half
With
county.
Calloway
in
ing
to An announcement made towreckage The other men died in
Westminster house will be the first
of Carlos Evans, 27, who it was church.
project energized. he said prompt to be erected, with present work day by County Superintendent T.
an Elko hospital of their injuries.
alleged died from the result of a
units
installation
all
of
four-daughby
wiring
`survived
isi
She
buildArnett.
student
C.
•
the
to
devoted
being
blow struck by Cook in an elecLatest victims recovered late
would expedite electricity on the ing which Mr. Forgy hopes -t6
tem, Mrs. Della Stark, Mrs. W. C.
tion night fracas here August 5.
Attractive opening-tidy programs
Monday from the wreckage were
remainder no end. He listed Sam have completed by the middle of have
Farmer, Mrs. Oscar Robinson. and
been worked out by each
Evans never regained conscious- Mrs. Charles Walker; one son, R. Mrs. Henry P. Vaux of Port Ledge.
Calhoun and Carroll Farmer as September when school is resumed school,
according to principals of
daughter,
ness from the time he was struck C. Butterworth, a sister, Mrs. Wash Rosemont, Pa., and her
electrical contractors who have during the fall semester at Murray each
community. Coldwater is the
about 10 o'clock the night of Au- Boyd; and a brother, 0. C Baker, Miss Susan M Vaux.
done most of the work in Callo- State College.
only 2-year .high school in the en114 Hurt, Shaken
gust 5 until he died early last sun- Muskogee. Okla.
way county. Electrical energy canThe Reverend Mr. Forgy came tire seven institutions. Its instrucOne hundred fourteen others
day night
not be turned on REA lines until here in June from Colorado as tors are Buford Hurt.
Pallbearers were, active. Reginprincipal;
Cook was charged with "wilful ald Butterworth, Robert Linn But- were injured or badly shaken up,
an average of two persons per minister of the Murray Presby- Velma Gray 'Douglas,
and Marelle
according to County terworth, Chesley Butterworth, nearly 100 requiring at least first
murder,"
The revival -meeting at the Me- !Saturday—"The Opportune Day.• mile have connected with the pow- terian group, and inee that time L. Morris.
aid treatment, when the Southern morial Baptist ,church will conJudge J. W. Clopton.
the Issue er line:
Autrey Farmer, Cletus Robinson,
-Sunday—"Facing
has been energetically working for
Four-year high schools are. AlPacific's $2,000,000 train was hurled
Cook, who spent Sunday night and Hollis Walker; honorary, Ed into a rocky canyon Sunday night tinue throughout this week, the Squarely"
The Almo section of the line has funds to begin his building pro- mo, Faxon, Hazel. Lynn Grnve,
Harvey
Drinkard,
pastor,
Clint
said
Hubbard,
A
Carroll
Rev.
examining
special
Farmer.
service will be bald not been built, but according to gram. He hopes to have all strucin jail here, waived an
said
New
authorities
which
Concord, and Kirksey.
rail
by a
-today. Evangelist E. A. Petroff of In the auditorium of the church information released today by Mrs. tures complete within two Tears.
trial and let his case rest until Turner, H. P. Wear, Bill Whitnell, was
deliberately misplaced.
Prentice Lassiter, principal at
Springdale, Ark.. Mr. Hubbard Sunday afternoon at 2:30 O'clock Whit Imes, Keyes Futrell, and 0
church
members
the November session of the grand and Charlie Anderson. Pretbyterian
Chief of Police Andy M. Welliver said, is bringing earnest Scripture when
Evangelist Petroff will give S. Wall, feasible routes have beers have been without a pastor since Alm°, declared this morning that
jury. Although circuit court is now
asserted he probably would release messages to large audiences. Mrs. his
famous lecture, "Out of Catho- worked out. The Ahno and Kirk- Kid. Bruce B. Maguire . left for Supt. Arnett will deliver the opIn session here, the grandiury adBob La Duceur Federal. local and Petroff is ably assisting her hus- licism and Infidelity
Into Christ." sey sections will be entered by Ohio State University' to work on ening address at his school, with
journed Saturday after concluding
railroad police spent all of Monband in the song service and in This message is the life-story of the cooperative as proposed ex- his doctor's degree sri September of suitable accompanying special numits indictments. It indicted Cools
day questioning him.
the well known evangelist from the tensions, and will be given atten- 1938. Mr.- Maguire is now pas- bers including music..Teachers in
work with the young people.
under a charge of "malicious strikWelliver said the man was araddition to Lassiter are Raymond
At the close of serviced last night time he left Bulgaria as a mere tion immediately upon completion tor of a church in Cincinnati.
ing" and placed his bail at $250.
rested because he answered the de- there had been a number of con- lad to the
Story, Charles Baugh, R. L. Cooppresent time. It is ex- of the main project here.
Although the street was crowded
er. Mrs. Mary Smith. and
scription of an "earlesaw man" versions and additions to the pected that a capacity Crowd
Mrs.
will
Marshall county. Usrey said, is
at the time Evans was hit, im- Declares Too Many Acres of Corn whose strange action made him
Charles Baugh.
there
that
hear
church.
expected
is
the
It
lecture.
Drug,.
Jones.
making a strong bid for REA servmediately in front of
one of the main objectives of the will be more before the meeting
Grown; Recommends
At
Faxon, Principal Holman
The meeting will come to a close ice. A delegation headed by Dr.
store where nearly 500 people were
search.
Cover Crops
Jones will have John S. Neal, pubvilth a baptismal service Sunday J. Bean is now at work in the
comes to a close.
milling about, there were few who
Not At Wreck Site'
lisher
the Ledger & Times, as
of
Mr.-',.Petroff will speak on the evening The church and pastor ex- Brewers section and will be ready
knew anything out of the ordinary
The police chief reported T. J. following subjects in the remain- tend an invitation to all
his main speaker. Other teachers at
Declaring that Calloway county
the people to recommend a procedure
was happening until Evans was lyFaxon are George Hurley. Mrs.
is growing far too large an acre- McLaughlin, federal Bureau of In- ing evening services:
of Murray and Calloway county
ing on the ground bleeding .from
age of corn and obtaining too low vestigation ..agent, had established
Degrees Come at Close of Summer Carroll Hubbard, Irene Brandon,
Thursday—"Pilate Before Jesus.' to be in attendance at these serv- 41,
a gash in the back of his head and
Pyramid
at
was
Duceur
La
that
and Mrs. Lucille W. Dodd.
Semester This
yields on that acreage, W. C. Johnices.
Friday—"Is Jeaus the Christ."
Cook was running off through the
Week
stone, extension agronomist from Lake, Nev. Saturday night and
Giving the main address at Hacrowd. Those nearby said there
the University of Kentucky, told Sunda,- 'morning and could not
zel, Principal Vernon James said
had been no quarrel.
Seven Calloway' county students today, will be Dr. W. H. Mason,
Calloway county farmers Tuesday have participated in the wreck. He
Questioned by officers here Sun- in Murray and at Murray State said the man apparently was ridwill receive bachelor's degrees from Murray, with the devotional being
day night. Cook declared Evans College that until Purchase farm- ing a freight train from Portland,
Murray State College at .the close led by S. J. Ruskjer. Instructors at
he
and
name,
ugly
an
called him
A good-will tour from Princeton, of the summer semester this week. Hazel in addition to James who
ers take up the use of cover crops Ore.. to Fernley, Nev but was left
struck him with his fist. He said as a permanent practice they can- behind at Pyramid Lake when the
sponsoring that community's an- it was announce -,today. - They are: teaches history and is principal are
the wound in the back of the not go ter toward building up their freight pulled' oat while ha was
emia! Tot:seven Festival, will stop off
Miss Mary Meese Whoever, Mur- Cannon Parks, agriculture; Ethel
youth's head which doctors said soils.
getting a drink of water.
in 'Murray Thursday afternoon of ray, will graduate from Murray Paschall. home economics; Mrs.
caused his death must have re"He had breakfast with memit was declared today.
State College at the close of the Koska Jones, English: Geraldine
Johnstone suggested the substiCampobello Island, New Bruns-1 velt has 'decided to issue a paOC- next week,
of 60 summer semester with a degree in Milstead. mathematics; and Frances
The tour will consist
sulted from his head's striking the tution of grasses, clovers. and sod bers of the Southern Pacific secI laination setting, November 23 as
RouseAugust
wick,
17—President
Princeton business and professional Bachelor of Science in home eco- Curd, Robbie Irvan, Modest Branconcrete sidewalk or a car fender crops for corn, and declared that tion crew there Sunday morning veil is going to
move Thanksgiving I Thanksgiving Day. He said he
when he fell.
don. Mrs. Lowry Raines, and Miss
barley to a certain extent could according to members of the crew," Day up a week this year, he said i found Thanksgiving was the only men and will be accompanied by nomics.
sound trucks and the Butler
two
said.
Miss Windsor, who taught at Merle Jones in the first six grades.
"I'd gladly change places with replace corn acreage and still not Welliver
at a press conference Monday at National holiday not set by Fedband.
School
year.
High
Questioned
Five
last
School
High
Blandyille
Bus drivers at Hazel will be Herhim now," Cook is quoted as tell- materially reduce production of
eral law, although a few States
his mother's summer home.
Members of the tour will dis- has recently accepted a position bert Alexander, Dink Myers, and
Five men were taken from an
Mg officers here Monday morning, grain for feeds.
For the last six years. he ex- have the date set by statate.
and
in
souvenirs
literature
tribute
the
in
economics
Salt
freight
at
train
eastbound
home
teaching
Jones. Kelly school has
George
that
said
The state soil expert
He recalled that in the early
plained, a great many people have
Dr. R. M. Mason, vino attended
an effort to creat further interest
Lake City, Utah. for questioning. been complaining that
High School. While at been consolidated with Hazel, thus
there is too days of the Republic a day in in the Tobacco Festival in Prince- Morganfield
Evans while he was in the Mason the use of lime and phosphate on
one was
Murray, Miss Windsor was active completing the consolidation of the
hospital, declared there was no soil here makes available all other Four were released but
long an interval between the La- October was marked down for ton August 31 to September 4.
held for further questioning. From bor Day
in class activities, being secretary Hazel district.
holiday early in Septem- Thanksgiving and that it was not
evidence of a fracture, but indi- necessary elements, and declared
Ogden to Oakland, Calif. police her and Thanksgiving Day toward until after the war between the
of the seniorclass during the year
Huron Jeffrey' is principal at
cated the patient was suffering the only way to get lime and phos:
PURCHASE PICNIC
just past.
phate on the soil is to buy it watched railway yards for the the end of November, and that States that the last Thursday in
Lynn Grove. The Rev. Carroll
from brain concussion.
Housethe
of
and
railroad
man"
a
for
"earless
member
a
was
She
and put it there. The logical con Hubbard will make the principal
the time is too short between November was selected for obFuneral services for Evans were
The Purchase Growers Picnic hold Arts Club, and was in the address,, and special musical numelusion, then, he said, would be man who raved against the com- Thanksgiving and Christmas.
servance.
conducted Monday afternoon at Old
1938.
at
day
today
Park
the
for
the
Noble
pany
of
before
scheduled
wreck.
Minstrel
Junior
and
lime
with
land
the
to treat
bers will precede and follow his
This sounds silly, he said.
Salem church two miles Southeast
in Paducah will leature addresses
Chief Welliver said the earless
Leonard Baratta Almo, expects remarks.
Buses will make their
phosphate, sow it to a cover crop
of .Murray. and burial was in the
by J. E. Stanford, editor of the to receive his Bachelor 'of Science usual routes. This year, an extra
Retailers Ask Mange
GRIGGS FINED
after plowing, and then establish man had been - reported "acting
Old Salem cemetery. lie lived
Southern Agriculturist, Nashville; degree from Murray State College bus has been added to furnish conBut he added that stores, worka sod crop from two to four years. suspicious at Fernley, and had innorthwest of Concord
Walter Griggs. of Calvert City, James P. Pope, director of the at the end of the summer term. veyance for the three new consolHe recommended rye grass for quired Sunday morning at a Fern- ing people and retailers had proHe is survivep by his mother,
garage,
anything
ley
hap'Has
be pleaded guilty in county court Tennessee Valley Authority; and He majored in history and political idated schools, Paschall, South
that
Thanksgiving
posed
fall and winter pastures. if such,
Mrs Tronie Evans; a sister, Mrs
usual last Wednesday to a charge of breach of Dr. Harry L. Brown, assistant Sec- science, while his minors include Howard. and Salem. Assisting facthe
changed
from
are to be turned under penedr "
however,
three
McCuiston;
Kelly Brooks
Under one of the cars. company Thursday in Novemben This year peace and assault and battery on retary of Agriculture, Washing- mathematics, geology, and geog- ulty members at Lynn Grove are
for spring cultivation, he advof
brothers, Eddie Bruce, Paul, and
Modest Jeffrey, Bobbie R. Grogan,
Thanksgiving would normally fall T. H. Lee of Murray. Pie was fined ton. Brown will speak at 3 o'clock. raphy.
cated the sowing of crimson clover
Pat Evans, and his maternal grandHe was a •member of the Geog- Miss Ann Herron, Eula Mae DoRye grass will survive (See "TRAIN WRECK" Page Five) on November 30, and Mr. Roose- , $50 and costs The attack occurred Tuesday evening.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Parker and vetch.
raphy Club and the Young Demo- herty. Modell Miller, Dulcie Mae
when sowed on any -kind of land,
crats. Burkeen expects to teach in Swann, Mrs. Dalton Dodds. Opal
according to Johnstone, if there is
Margaret
Mrs.
R. Hale. and
the future.
moisture enough to support it.
When questioned what he thought Brooks,
of Murray, Burkeen replied, "An
Comingas a new member of the
opportunity for everyone in ad- faculty is Ernest Fiser, who has
joining territory to receive the best taught previously at Gilbertsville.
type of educational training, as it Birmingham. and Calvert City. who
is equal to any other school in will be principal at New Concord.
Elmo and Fred Workman, brothevangelist
Pogue,
Eld. L. H.
the state, and it is the best-equip- His main speaker Monday morning
ers, have purchased the Day and
will
minister,
Christ
of
Church
ped school of its kind in the will be Fred ghultz, Murray State
Nite Cafe from their brother,
The:Murray CCC camp which for the South."
According to officials of
member. Special
College faculty
Lloyd Workman, and will continue begin a series of gospel meetings the last six years has kept an av- to Hartford. Ky., in the spring of tree seed collection; opening of
M. 0. Thomas, Murray. will re- music will come both before and
VS run the same high class restaur- whibee.will continue through the erage of 200 men employed in Mur- 1933 and after a short stay was lime quarry and crushing unit from camp, much of the camp's success
have
ant, according to Elmo Workman. first Sunday in September. at the ray will move its entire personnel moved to Murray under command I which 25.000 tons of lime
Calloway ceive his Bachelor of Scieriee-de- after the address. After a short
while it has been in
They announced that the cafe Coldwater Church of Christ Sun- including 11 technicians and fore- of Lt. William E. Smith. U.. S. been obtained and spread on Cal- county is due to the cooperation gree with a major in chemistry, at meeting of the students. Fiser said,
in
moved
people
forestry loway farms; 7.000
a
the end of the summer session at school will be dismissed by noon.
will remain open 24 hours eaah day afternoon at 3 o'clock. Services men, two officers, and 187 enrolless Navy. It was then
show- Murray State. Thomas was a mem- Other instructors at New Concord
day. Elmo recently returned from will begin at 7:45 each evening to Leitchfield to continue the soil camp in the erosion control divis- boats out of Flooded Paducah in which the citizens of Murray
concrete
370
days:
man
and
193/-1.400
ion
until
remained
as
such
3:00
the
at
of
and
establishment
the
Since
week
ed.
ber of the Pre-Med Club and are L. E. Hurt, R6bbie Mae WilDetroit where he has been em- during the first
conservation work it began here.
73,000 camp at Murray, Superintendent and took part in intramurals.
Warren
liams, Dale Parker. Lee
ployed. He formerly owned the in the afternoon and at 7:45 dur- Camp Superintendent Wallace G April 1935. working on a total of dams in terrace outlets:
60 teems comprising about 6.000 square yards of seeding and sod- Smith and Educational adviser
ing the second Week.
Codie Lee Caldwell, Lynn Grove, Fox, Mrs. Juna Wilson. and MinPost Office Lunch here.
Smith said today.
H. Ashbrook was su- ding terrace outlets; 2.500,000 trees Martin said, the community
has will receive his Smith-Hughes de- nie C. McCuiston.
The services will be conducted
;The announcement was not un- acres. Ennis
under a large tent, with Curtis expected since it had been an- perintendent of field activities, re- planted:- 56 acres of strip-cropping; made material contributions to its gree in agriculture when he reMax B. Hurt, an alumnus of
terrace
of
.feet
linear
until
66,000
so
January
maining
1936
when and
welfare, religious, recreational, and ceives his Bachelor of Science de- Kirksey and now assistant postmasDoran, Mayfield. in charge of song nounced in April that the Murray
construction.
outlet
channel
he
Herrin
was
replaced
and
Allen
by
City
programs.
Murray,
educational
services.
gree in August. While at
ter at Murray, will give the chief
camp would be -moved. At that
When citizens here put in their county officials, they said, have Caldwell was a member of the talk at the opening of his alma
Pogue's Sunday morning subject time. Murray citizens drew up res- who. remained until Smith came in
responsilargely
and
helpful
been
In
part,
took
and
Club.
will be "The Saddest Word." His olutions asking the camp's reten- July 1936.
Agriculture
meter. Elder L. H. Pogue will conplea to re
retain the camp here, they
ble for the cordial relations, exist- intramurals.
Captain Ronald E. Smith, infan- said it
subject Sunday evening will be tion and submitted thpies to each
duct the devotional. Instructors at
the
because
"needed
s
Friday
here
A circuit court jury
ing between the community and
"The Most Beautiful Word,"''
Carlos Clifton Erwin, Murray, Kirksey are Heart Darnell, princiof this area's Congressmen or Sen- try reserve, took command in the
$112.000,000 Kentucky dam at Gil- the camp. Local ministers con- will receive his Bachelor of Arts pal. J. H. Walston, Mrs. J. H. Walfound Alfred McGehee, colored,
ators in Wilshingkofi.
summer of 1934 and remained in
at
services
religious
guilty of stealing from a common
regular
bertsville is being built in this ducted
degree from Murray State, August ston. Dallas Lancaster, Lurwin
Smith said Ma* Cheaney and
carrier, and sentenced him to five
im- the camp and attendance of camp 47, with majors in English and Swift. Nellie Ruth Jones, and Mrs.
absolutely
William J Ashbrook. camp conser- charge until his transfer in 1937. area and it is
has
churches
local
at
personnel
years if the state penitentiary.
conservation
soil
the
that
perative
camp
Heart Darnell.
history-political science.
vationists; Henry Carlton, camp During his stewardship the
Through cooperation
Carl Ray. white, tried on the same
Whitehead, was awarded the gold medal as program be continued her to pre- been high
Erwin has actively been engaged
Paul
forester; and
Superintendent Arnett said tocharge, was acquitted. It was
camp engineer, along with 42 en- outstanding camp of the Fifth vent soil erosion and silt from fill- with the Murray Board of Edu- in club affairs, being a member day that indications point to one of
charged the two broke into a loadcation and Murray High School. of the International Relations Club,
WASHINGTON, Aug. 17—Pay listed men have been in Leitch- Corps area (Indiana, Ohio, Ken- ing up the dam reservoir."
the, best-school years in long.
ed railroad car of sugar and increases for 46.000 hosiery work- field for nearly a month preparing tucky, and West Virginia).
In addition to numerous fire Camp Murray was able to have the English Club, Kipa Pi, and Les
to
500 ers, effective September 18. were the camp site there for occupancy,
second
than
more
program
with
athletic
escaped
an
In an interview today, Smith calls in the immediate vicinity. the
Camarades Francais,
pounds
assured tonight when Wage-Hour building barracks, and taking soil said the Murray camp planted,more' camp organization participated in none in the District, Its basketRobert Hoffman, son of Mr. and
dlsKentucky
the
,won
team
ball
on
Charles Kinley. Jr., was given Administrator Elmer F Andrews conservation contracts.
operatioy
salvage
emergency
trees and worked on more farms
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman, Murray.; may
championship this spring
three years in the penitentiary for approved recommendations of a
be this spring than any either conser- the morning of February 14, 1935, trict
All camp equipment will
receive hi; Bachelor of Science
storehousebreaking. and Paul Hol- Wage-Hour Industry Committee. -transported to Leitchfield, with the vation unit in Region 3, consist- when fire 'destroyed the
Mason while its baseball team won tro- degree from Murray State College
193'7.
and
1936,
1934.
in
phies
1935,
Being
land, Jr., found guilty of dwellingThe recommendations were the exception of the 18 buildings on nen
ga/Cn'entruncdkiyana, Ohio. Memorial Hospital here.
f ldicahnid
es
e no
the close of the summer seThe camp's educational program at
housebreaking, was sentenced_ to first approved by Andrews since the Campus, which will be turned Tennessee, and
too late to assist in the re•
mester.
March
in
inaugurated
formally
was
youths
years.
Act
Standards
.Labor
CCC
two
the FaV_
Since the local camp became a moval of patient?, the
over to Murray State eollege as
Hoffman,,w,ho will .work for Du- Was Father of Lloyd Allbritten
last October. laboratory and dormitory facilities soil conservation Junit, its pro- arrived in time to help remove of 1934 when Martin came to Mur- Pont, in''Nashvilleafter graduaeffect
Names of additional persons in- went into
Preptietor of Collegiate Inn;
dicted by the grand jury before it They establish a 32os cents per for 150 NYA student employees gram has included terracing, re- records and equipment and to con- ray as educational adviser. With tion, majered in chemistry and
Burial is Today
State
Murray
hour minimum for 80,000 workers who will live there.
adjourned Saturday:
+forestation, hitting gnd fertilizing, fine the fire to the main building, the assistance of
biology. He was laboratory assistthe
School,
High
Murray
College,
Lonnie Tucker, Eual Scott, Gib in the seamless hosiery division
Personnel heads who will leave better land usage, pasture im- When "-the 1937 flood 'endangered
"Dick" Allbritten. 69. father of
ant for thrce. years. and was a
Colston. and Monroe Scott sharged and 40 cents an hour for 60,000 the Murray camp are Wallace G. provement, the fencing of perma- life and property on the Ohio and county school superintendent, the member of the Nathan B. Stubble- Lloyd Allbritten, who is proprietor
the
education,
adult
Of
supervisor
workers:
Murray
hosiery
the
assembly,
full-fashioned
public
a
rivers,.
with disturbing
Smith, superintendent; Harry C. nent pastures and forests, and rock the Missisippi
field Physics Club, and the Chem- of the Collegiate Inn here. will
with bail set at $50 each; Jesse'
Givens, William E. Fowler, E. M. quarrying. It has completed work camp added its strength to rescue Mason Hospital and Love Studio in istry Club,
be buried this afternoon at New
battery, $150,
Mathis, assault an
Parrigan. and William L. Parr. on 199 farms. comprising 23.000 workers, aiding in the early stages addition to camp personnel, the orJohn Breot Underwood, Hazel, Providence.
able to set up
Luther Suggs, for drawing a deadly
foremen: Eugene M. Hood. Jr.. sen- acres since April 1. 1935, and is of the flood to remove families to ganization has been
Funeral services will be conhas applied for his Bachelor of
ior technician; and Gayle M. cgiallfied sto list the following ac- safer locations. When the flood wail a program both varied and effec- Science degree from Murray State ducted this afternoon at 2 o'clock
weapon upon another, $250; James
•
ave.
company.
This corn. complishments: 25,000 rods of fence at its highest point, the
Thompson. mechanic
Ftizzell, child desertion, $250; ManProvidence,
The movement to Leitchfield will College at the close of the summer in New
woland was in charge of evacuation of
woodland
prises the technical supervisoryil built for pasture and
son. l'Cub" Cook, malicious striking,
Mt. Xllbritten, born and reared
steerr,..v
ed
un
sem
Lieut.
second
of
charge
in
be
Paducah
South
the
colored
from
refugees
Hardin.
Wells
will
of
who
yards
leave
Hula
Mrs.
men
farce. Army
.900130 square
$250; Franklin Miller, drunk and
ood, in his four years at in this county and for the last 25
disorderly conduct. $50; Gurtsel servant in the home of Mrs E are Lieutenants W. F. Manion and sloping gully banks; 2.600,000 square section. Another detachment was Thos. F. Manion. Jr., Engineer-Re- Murray. has majored in science, years a resident of Murray, had
building serve, who assumed command of
Hickman
desertion, $250; S Dluguid, Sr. for -the last 45 C. E. Efallantine. William Martin, yards of' seeding and sodding gul- on fluty at
Paschall. child
heart
with
ill
March 3 of this year. and was a member of the Social been seriously
Quentin 'Manning, for using ab- years, died August 7 and was bur: educational adviser,, will be:, trans- Lies; 14 miles' of contour furrows; emergency flood walls. Members of the company
for the Islet two weeks.
trouble
Internationthe
and
Forum
Science
officer.
junior
new
company's
The
helped
force
kitchen
212 acres of Forest Stand Improve- the camp's
(erred to Mayfield..
usive and insulting language. $250. ried it the Murray cemetery.
He is survived by two sons,
al Relations Club,
She had been raised by the fam- • The Murray unit was one of the ment demonstration; 200 acres of to operate the Red cross kitchen in Lt. C E. Ballantine will also acand Willis and Hardin Manning, on
teach upon gradu- Lloyd in Murray, and ()cut Allits
'to
plans
to
organization
the
company
concentratiOn
when
the
Murray
of
acres
12
control;
pest
organbe
insect
to
tree
a
companies
ill
was
first CCC
the same charge as Quenttri Man- ily of A. G. Wells She
Witten in New Coocord.
ation.
new home.
.
ized at Fort'Knox, Ky. It was sent pasture seeding; 71,000 pounds of station wgs located here.
•ie
'Month befape death came...
ning, $50 each.
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Memorial Church Revival
To Close Sunday Evening

JOHNSTONE SAYS
MUST BUILD SOILS

7 COUNTIANS TO
GET MSC SCROLLS

FDR Changes Thanksgiving
From 30th. to,23rd. of Nov.

•

Workman Brothers
--Buy Day and Nite Eld. L. H. Pogue
Cafe From Lloyd
To Begin Meeting

GOod-Will Tour /
From Princeton
To Stop in City

Murray CCC Camp Will Move Monday
To It's New Location at Leitchfield, Ky.

Three Sentenced
In Circuit Court

Hosiety Workers
- To Get More Pay

J. R. AThbritten
Dies Wednesday

Colored Servant
Dies in Murray
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C. L Markwell, Mr. and Mrs. Ottis
Valentine, Mr and Mrs. 0. B.
I Boone. Mr. anti Mrs. Freed-Cothi ant. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
ta.
Mr_ and Mrs. Joe Houston. Mr
and Mrs. Max Churchill. Mr. and
Mrs. Mac Cardwell and Mr and
Mrs_ Walter Boone.
• • •••
Service Circle Class- Has Picnic

1day evening at the home of MlbS
Mrs. A. H. Kopperud is
Hinkle at a bridge party and per/logien at Bridge.
sonal shower honoring Miss FarmMrs. A. H. Kopperud entertained er.
Misses Juliet and Anna Hilts
With three tables of bridge at her
home in Cellege Addition Tuesday Holton received the prizes for high
I
was
prize
afternoon. High score
and second high score respectively,
won by Mrs. D. H. White: low and the honoree received many
Johnson.
Frances
Mrs.
score by
lovely gifts.
An ice course was served to
A party plate was served to Miss
Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mrs. Frances Farmer, Miss Opal Johnson, Miss
Johnson.' Mrs. E. J, Beale, Mrs. Will' Ruth Sexton, Miss. Franoes SexWhitnell. Mrs. D. H. White, Mrs. E. ton, Miss Juliet Holton, Miss Anna
H. Houston, Mrs. Henry Holton, Oats Holton, Miss Ruth Lassiter,
Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs. George Ba- Mrs. Robert Burnett Milter, Miss
ker. Mrs. Tom Keenan, Mrs. John Gracie Nell Jones, Mrs. Bradburn
Oury, and Mrs. G. B. Scott.
Hale and the hostesses,
Tea guests were Mrs. J. H.
Coleman, Mrs. P. A. Hart. Mrs.
Miss Farmer was complimented
Rt>bert Mahn. Mrs. Howell Forgy, on Saturday evening by Mrs: WayT.
Mrs.
and
Mrs. B. F. Scherfflus.
mood Cooper at her home in MayT. Elkins.
field with a dessert bridge and
linen shower. Miniature newspaper
'
.
Mettle Bell Hayes Clan
copies carrying the announcement
Holds Meeting.
of the engagement were used as
tallies, and prizes were awarded
Miss Kathleen Patterson and Mrs. at the conclusion of the game.
Garnett Jones were co-hostesSes
A shower of appropriate gifts
Monde); evening at the home of the
was presented the honoree.
further for the regular meaing of
The guest list included Miss
the Mattie Bell Hayes circle of the Farmer, Miss Elizabeth Randolph,
Alice Waters Missionary Society.
Lassiter, Miss Mayrelle
Mrs. Roy Farmer was program Miss Ruth
Johnson, Miss Ruth Sexton, Miss
leader and gave the devottonat
Sexton, Miss Daisy Hinkle,
from parts .of the fifth and tenth Frances
chapters of Matthew. An interest- Mrs Robert Burnett Miller, Miss
Jones, Miss Kathleen'
ing article on "Life Recharted" was Gracie Nell
Martha
presented by Mrs. Rue Beale. A Robertson, Miss Mary
Miss
Murrelle Hartsf held,
Bible quiz was on the book of Overby,
Hartsfield, Mrs. Hamp
Effie
Mrs.
John.
Miss Opal Johnson,
A picnic was planned for the Brooks and
September meeting when names all of Murray, and Miss Hattie
will be drawn for Sunshine friends. Paige of Cuba, Mrs. Victoria ReyMrs. nolds, Mrs. John Baker and Mrs
Mrs. Shelbey Hadden and
Kelly Crornwell were recipients of Waymond Cooper of Mayfield.
lovely gifts from the circle.
A dainty ice course was served .Continuing the series of parties
the members and two visitors. Mrs. for Miss Farmer. Misses Ruth and
Max Hint and Miss Frances Brad- Frances Sexton were hostesses at
an informal tea Sunday afternoon
Icy.
at their home on Main street. The
• • ••
roams were decorated with a proMiss Manor Compliments
fusion of summer flowers. Guests
Guests.
were received by Miss Farmer.
Miss Bertie Manor was hostess at Misses Sexton' and Mrs. H. C,
bridge Saturday evening in com- Pogue of Kansas City.
Mrs. J. D. Sexton presided over
pliment to her house guests, Mrs.
Mary the punch table which was draped
John Harkless and Miss
with a lace cloth and held a cenLouise Harkless. of La' Center.
The prize for high score was terpiece of garden flowers in paswon by Mn. G. B. Scott and sec- tel shades.- A dainty tea course
was served.
end high by Mrs. Harkless.
About twenty close friends of the
The -hostess served a party plate
to Mrs. Harkless, Miss Harkless. honoree called during the 'late aftPreston
ernoon hours.
Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs.
Ordway. Mrs. G. B. -Scott, Mrs. E.
S. Diuguid. Jr., and Mrs. Marvin. Presbyterian Auxiliary Meets
Fulton
With Mrs. Mellen.

* COLLEGE BAZAAR PREVIEW *

The Service' Circle class of the
First Christian church enjoyed a
watermelon supper
picnic and
Thursday evening at the farm of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart on the
Hazel highway.
A bountiful supper was spread.
and the, evening was spent informally.
There were about twenty-fiVe
present.

Copy for tills page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.
•

I Hamlin. Mrs. Hilda 111cCuiston.
Mrs. Maude Fielder, Mrs. Mary
Rowlett. Mrs Amos Lax. Mrs. May
of
residents
to
interest
Of'wide
Wilson. Mrs. Betty Finney. Mrs.
New Concord and neighboring Eathie Coleman. Mrs. Flossie Byrcommunities is the announcement of ley. Mrs. Mattie Byrley. Mrs. Ola
the marriage of Miss Pauline Hen- Ilamlin. Mrs. Flossie Coleman. Mrs.
. ry and Mr. Preston Guest which Selina McCuiston. Mrs. Ocelee Mrs. Orr Entertains Stitch and
to* place August 6th in Lees- Smith. Mrs. Raymond Fielder and
Chatter Club
burg. Va.
. -Mrs. M. B. Mitchell.
the honoree,
The Stitch and Chatter Club met
Mr
of
daughter
the
Mrs.
Guest,
included
gifts
Mrs.
Those sending
Henry, was Ada Smith. Mrs.:Fsaye .- Fielder. Mrs. last Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
and • Mrs. Emmett
'formerly from New Concord. and Willis Fielders Mrs. Rennie Hicks. Vester Orr at her home on Poplar
Mr. Guest. was- formerly from Miss Robbie Steele.' Mrs. Minnie street.
• • McCuiston. Mrs. Pearl Byrrey. Miss
Sunshine friend gifts were - exGreenwood, Va.
Following the wedding ceremony. Erin Montgomery, Miss Ruth Mont- changed and informal entertainweek's
was furnished.
a
took
ment
groom
the bride and
gomery Mrs. Lizzie Dunn. Mrs.
The hostess served a delightful
honeymoon trip up in the moun- Pearl Housden, Mrs. Ruth Bur.
tains of Virginia and West-Vir- keen. Mrs. Maybell Warren: Mrs.. salad plate to Mrs. Owen West,
ginia but are now, back in Wash- Opal Coleman.
Nerene Fielaer. Mrs. Karl Kingins, Mrs. Bryan
ington. D. C.. where they expect Mrs. Lois Williams. Mrs E. C. Tolley, Mrs. Claud Miller. Mrs. R.
L. Ward. Mrs Charlie Hale, Mrs.
to make their home.,
Fielder,
. ..-;
Noel Melugirs Mrs. Lena Watkins.
• • e • •
Desiree Fair. Mrs. Glen JefMr. and Mrs. G. S. Poole
- Mrs.
Mrs. Mouse Sykes Honored
frey and Mrs. Tommie Lavender.
Are Hosiored With Shower
On Eightieth Birthday
The club will meet on Thursday.
:
- A lovely householdlhower 'was
Nt4lie
Sykes. 'Marne. August IS' with Mrs. R. L. Ward
Mrs
given by Mrs. Lee Norsworthy Tenn.. mother of W. D. Sykes. Sr. at her home.
Thursday afternoon. July. 27, in Murray lumber dealer, -was honhonor of Mr. and Mrs. S• G. Poole ored Sunday with a famiy reunion Easelian Class Meets With Misses
at her former home.
Swann
and dinneri at her home just across
Lereely and useful gifts were the Tennessee River in Stewart
Euzehan Sunday School
The
presented the honoree.
county.
class of the First Baptist church
The afternoon was spent in conWatt all her eighty years she
held their regular meeting Monday
•
versation end games.
remains a staunch and loyal supRefreshments, consisting of' sand- porter of her church and glories evening at the home of Misses Lorwere
lemonade
Swann,
wiches. cake, and
in its -advancement _Riagardtess of ene and Louise
Miss Rebecca Tarry conducted
served to the sixtysfive present
the fact that she has lived and
exercises, after
devotional
the
enjoyed eighty years on this. earth,
duet 'was rendered
South Pleasant Grose Missionary her hair. is set coal .black, and she. which a vocal
Miriam
'retains the. true dignity of those by Misses Dot Currier and
Society Holds July Meeting
pioneer settlers who long ago MeElrath, accompanied at the piano
With Mrs. Ernin
• staked their homesteads in this bY Mrs. Ralph Churchill. Miss Dot
Currier gave an interesting review
The July Meeting of the South - part of the country. . .
ETWEEN classes college girls gather at their- favorite haunt, the corner drugstora,sdrinic-pop and
W. D. Sykes. Sr.. eldest son. in- of the book. "Footsteps of Jesus."
-4rot!'a'Missionary 'Society
Plant .
exchange choke tidbits. Their clothes, as featured in August's Harper's Bazaar. Is part cf the basic
.A social hour folloWed the pro,of' Mrs. troduced Judge N. A. Link who
convened at the home
college wardrobe. The girl on the let is wearing two sweaters, a csrditse and pull-over of natural ShetAmelia Erwin. with 19 „members gave a brief -history 'of the Sykes gram during which the hostess land wool, and a green Harris iw•ed skirt.- Ir. the center, a plaid skirt seth ascot to match, tucked into the
- - family.' Following Judge Link's served a party plate to the seven- neck of a new middy jacket, calif'', a Muddle:, of dark blue wool jersey. On the right. a Harris
and 3' visitors present.'
reversible
Mrs. Louise" Gupton . was in address. Frazier Higgins. prominent teen present raincoat of wine red wool outside, natural gabardine inside.
charge of the regular monthly pro- citizen of Stewart county made a
gram. giving an interesting -fits. few. brief remarks pertaining to Neal Children Are Hosts To
- from the study- from the the hitpitable atmosphere of the --• Friends Al Birthday Party
cussion .
cently mos.fed into her new home ford. Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs A. and baby's breath
Members of the Presbyterian
Sykes' borne which had grown
- - study pamphlet.
Mrs. Roy was attired in navy Pre-Nuptial Parties Honor
and Nancy Neal on Olive street, was given a stir- F. Yancey, Mrs. H. B. Bailey, and
Neal
Danny
Auxiliary held a work meeting
The last session of the Mission with the passing years-.
Miss Farmer.
were host' and hostess- for their- prise house warming and shower Mrs. C. C. Ashcraft; Press, Mrs. H. blue with matching accessories.
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Stsrly - war 'held • by'Mrs. K.
At noontime a kaounteous and birthday party last Saturday after- Monday afternoon by Mrs. Carney I. Sledd. Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs. L.
Mrs. Wyatt is the only daughter
spread- On
Since the announcement of her Mrs. F. D Mellen. Plans were made
Dunn. who, discussed the book. delightful dinner
noon held at eheir home on North Hendon and Mrs. Carroll Lassiter J. Hortin. and Mrs. E. B. Ludwick, of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. West, of Fulof
Calhoun
study
Jack
The
shade
to
huge
a sale to be held later.in the
Advance".
engagement
for
the
Invincible
the lawn beneath
Sixth Street.. Danny was five Guests met at Mrs. Ross' home and Legislation. Mrs. E. B. Houston.
wa? 'held • for council recognition. trees. The Rev, A. C. Parker, the years of age August 13r and Nancy presented her with many lovely Mrs. J. H. Richmond, Mrs. Wells ton, and since graduation from the Livermore, Ky.. Miss Ola Mae season.
The next meeting will be held i,tat
'Tasteful refreshments were serv- honoree's pastor, offered thanks.
Purdom, Mrs. Robert Jones: Year Fulton high school in 1937 has Farmer has been complimented at
and useful gifts.
Jane 2 years old, August 3.. .
been a student at Murray State a series of lovely parties.
•
September.
ed by, the hostess at each session. - At 1:13 tit tha afternoon. the
were Book. Mrs. Hall Hood. Mrs. E. S.
Delightful refreshments
Jane
Nancy
Guests
included
College.
Miss Elizabeth Randolph was
The next rneeeting will be with Rev. A. C. Parker preached to Wear. Ann Curry, Nancy
•iuguid, Jr.. Mrs. E. W___1)erryAnn served by' the hosesses.
Mr. Wyatt, the son of Mr. and hostess at bridge at her home Dale Circle Holds Meeting
Mrs.'Hub Dunn.
the- group with the honoree being Sammons, Patricia Broach. Betty
Those present were Mrs. Robert berry. and Miss Mildred Beale,
several Mrs. W. E. Wyatt. of Benton, is a Thursday evening in honor of Mrss
for
gussr Of honor at the services. -4
Recommendations
Jones, Mrs. Paul Gholson, Mrs. 'W.
Nix. Prentice Anne Overbey.
Farmer
including
Mae
Announces
Ola
present,
The Dale Circle of the Alice,
changes in the constitution and by- graduate of Murray high school and farmer.
Party
Among those
Sue Havens. Mai/ Roth Coch- M. Reeder, Mrs. Herbert Du
Marriage
WCa'flOwa
SOcieff
-The high score prize wits awar
Waters Miss Everyn aws were presented and adopted. iftiericFed -hfilrray- College for three
ran. Jimmie Boone, William Jonah lMrs. *MK.
D Sykes, Sr.. Tom Sykes, Pat Gibson. Danny Boone, Bill Sledd, Linn, Mrs, 0. C. Wells, Mrs. Walt Club house plans -and hospital in- years. He was drum major of the ed Mrs. Robert Burnett Miller and Tuesday afternoon at the home of
W.
the
annouhce
A 1 •-., ::. i,srty to
*ices,. Bobbie Sykes. Helen Sykes,
Key. Mrs. Myrtle Farther. surance were among_ the matters d !Jeffrey, Alga ;school and college Miss Farmer was presented a 'gift. Mrs. J. F. Dale with Mrs. C. H.
approse.'nes Marriage of Miss Ola Mrs. .1. b. Wilford and children. John Lennox. Dorsey 'White, Nal lace'
Refreshments were served to Bradley and Mrs. J. G. Clprian as• Wade. Onterford, Mrs. Rad? lpterest whieh were 'discussed, and bands and was business manager
.• Mae Farmer to Jack Calhoun of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wallace and Houston. Jk. Morris 'Hetzler, $1-.. Smith. Mrs...Luther Jackson. MM. entrance blanks in 'the "Kentucky of the College News. He assisted Miss Ola Mae Farmer, Miss Opal sisting hostesses. The program lead. LIVennore. Ky.. twee gin • Sat- children. Btnnpus Mills; Mr. and and Jean Paul Sarrnrions.
The kiddies played during the Carman Graham. Mrs Boyd Gil- Club Woman's" menu contest were his father in publishing the West Johnson, Miss Frances Sexton. Miss er was Mrs. A. F. Doran and the
urday night, by Miss Opal John- Mrs. Dick Sykes. Mr. and Mrs.
afternoon- and were served ice bert Mrs. Dewey Jones. Mrs. Will distributed to eleven members who Kentuckian in Murray for two Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. Robert Hol- subject was, 'The Radiant Heart',"
_
sorL
Mr.
Sykes.
Blanc
Sykes.
yours. and at--present-as associated land, Frank
Daisy Hinkle; - Miss---with interesting discussions- preWard. Mrs. Lexie Ward. Mrs. Chas. will send in suggested menus,
., The guests played bridge dur- and Mrs. Jack Sykes and daughter. cream and chke as refreshments. I Hale, and Mrs. Cletus Robertson of
A club picnic was planned for with his father as publisher of the Mayrelle Johnson, Mrs. Robert steeled by Mrs. Doran and Mrs.
high
for
Prize
ing the evening.
September 21 at the home of Mrs. Marshall Courier in Benton.
Erin. 'Tenn.; Mrs. S. J. Pardue. Mr. And Mrs. Henry Barrow
Barnett Miller and Mrs. Will H. W. A. Bell. Mrs. Ed Phillips read
St_ Louis.
Johnny
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt left immedi- Whitnel.
Erin. Tenn.: Mrs. Minnie Sykes
.se score was won by Mrs.
Those sending gifts were Mrs. Joe N. P Hutson and an entertainment
the scripture lesson and a reading
Marriage
Aenoances
Daughter's
Parker and cut prize. by Mrs. and children. L. A. and
Mary
ately after the ceremony for LouisBaker. Mrs. Crete Beard, Mrs, R. L. committee appointed.
was given by Miss Mary Jo Skaggs.
' Hobert Holland.
Sykes
Mayfield
The district meeting at
ville. They will be at home in
izabettr. Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
e•Mr. and Mrs.. Henry Barrow. of Ward. and Mrs. Nestle Wells
Miss Daisy Hinkle and Miss May- -' Announcement of the -wedding and son: Mr. and Mrs. Harold Model. Tenn.. announce the mar10.
October
for
announced
was
• • ••
Benton after this week.
relic Johnson were hostesses Fri- .SOCIETY Continued on Pace
to be held in the early fall was Sykes and children. Earl Ward, riage of their daughter. Lura. of
Refreshments were served at the
cleverly reeealed, printed on white Norma Jean and Harold Jr.. and Murray, to G. P. Paschall. son Jimmie
conclosIon of the business meet1494•174~
44•49W/M5W/rWerrZOW.WASSIOW///////4:erwbw/rwzr••••///zow././////r/////////////////•••/////////////r71////////////////•V////////////////////////r/rrre
Birthday.
Odin ribbon- and jied with bow- his son. Terry . °Neat .,Mrs. E. of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Paschall.
ing.
- knots orf wedding bands. These Jones. Lloyd Walker..yeiners Ark.: of Murray.
ted his fifth
aaes
rrt
-b
lekb
ee
Cc
ne
i
e
n
or
:
B°
mie
'e .on the attractive salad plate
t.
1._CgsthAer. Mr. l'Sd Mrs. B.
inaPressive,ring ..feremony birthday Monday afternoon with a Holland Family His Reunion.
•
,
- Oersted by fFe hostess.
Wofford and daughter gessieTTeriir was read Thuicaday evening. AugThane present - were Miss 91.a Dunn. Mr: and Mrs. J. F. Wallace. ust p, at. Benton. Ky.. -by Judge party at the home of his parents.
A reunion of the Holland family
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone.
Mae Farmer. Miss Frances ."-ift,on. Bumpus
, Lloyd . and Taz John Hall- in the presence or
Games furnished amusement dur- was held Sunday -at the home of
•Waymood Cooper of May- Miles. Wade Caves', Ralph Wear. Pierce McDougal and Elwood Goring the afternoon and balloons were Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Houston at
-- Mitt; Ruth Lassiter. Mrs. Mary 'Wear. Mr. and Mrs. T. B. don.
P
f
presented as favors. The birthday Hico in honor of visiting -relatives.
Tem' Rowlett. Mrs. Robert Holl- !begins. Mrs. Joe Biggs, 'Mr, and
The bride was attired in a love- cake held five burning candles and
At the noon hour a lovely tabls
siM. Miss Juliet Holton.. Miss Anna Mrs. H, L. Higgins. litr
irsErazier ly navy bluep dress with accessoa was set on the shady lawn with
was beautifully decorated in
1tz Holtons Mrs.' Bradburn Halo. Higgins and children.
. Fan- ries to harmonize.
•
An
white.
and
pink
of
scheme
color
delicious things to eat. The,table
Anna Elitabeth Rain:Mph. nie' Langston.- Mrs. Emma Nance.
The coiiPle left immediately for
•Bob Miller. Miss Daisy Hin- Sally -Aim .Lanceiter and Miss. a_shortr_tour to points South. but ice course was served. Mrs. Boone was decorated with beautiful gladwas assisted in entertaining the iorais-and sunflower dahlias.
kle. Mie.s-,Gracie Neil- Jones. .Miss Flossie Issr_ gent.
•'
Muni's:I-S=13w afternoon. 'They guests by Miss-Lois Neely Sam Those present were Mr" and Mrs
Motile 0i,ei tees. -Miss Kath• a
t
•
at
.
be
will
home"
'tothedr
friends
moos,
Marvin Houston. Mr. and -Mrs
i rY Robertsors Mrs. Johnny Par. lt
at
506
Poplar
street.With
Meets
-Club
Those present were Betty and Elsie Jones and son, Jimmie. Mr.
Sexton: Miss Bridge
• • • •.6 .
ker.. MU- ---RuSh
Mrs. - Wallis
Nancy Cotham. Lochie Fay Hart. and Mrs. Alvie Towers., Mr. and
Mrs. ,Eoin
Johnson.
Mlyrelle
Joyner Family Has Annual
•
Patricia Broach. Mary Frances and Mrs. Ernest Holland of Baltimore.
Swann,''Mrs. Caiiita Butterworth
hostess
was
Wallis
Reunion in Paducah at
. Mrs „.Vinglesj
Kay Weatherly, Mary Alice Hop- Md.; Mr. and Mrs. Ladle Towery
- .. Janes. Mrs. Ethel Bowden. Miss Saturday afternoon at her home
Noble Park
kins. Nancy and Gene Paul Sara. and - cldren. Franklin, Bobby
Marrelle •Hartsfield,, , Wks. - Effie
Street to - members of
Poplar
on
Beard. Janice Smith. Jean. Helen. and Henry Holland, of
Hartisfield. Mrs: Gus Johnson. and
The annual Joyner family re- moos, Virene
her bridge club.
Allen Louisville. Ky.: Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Carolyn Melugin. Frank
hese Chaflyn Hartsfield.
The high score prize was won union was held Sunday at Bob Pool. Danny Neal, Jon Lennox.
Towery and children, Liddie Marie,
Noble Park-in Paducah.
Whitne!
John
Mrs:
by
Rob- Dewie Jean, Dees, and Royce, LynJones.
Junior
Gibeon,
William
Miscellaneous Shea er Is Given
Those. present were Mr. and Mrs.
Monty refreshments were served
OvEdward
Hou.ston,
Dtagear
ert
lira. Mitchell
vine, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Puckett
Clarence Joyner. Bardwell; Mr. and
to the 'eight .members present.
e_rispv. -Carl Everett and Frankie and son. James Palmer. n,,,•
Mrs. J. 'B. Mantle. Wickliffe: Mr.
•• • • • •
Horace and Janies Ma- Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
)itrS. M. B. Mitchs-,11 was given
Maxm
Shroat
and' Mrs Wayne Cockerel and son.
a :miscellaneous shower Friday at Sea and So Club Compliments
son Churchill. Buddy Buckingham.
Metropotis, Ill.: Mrs. Barley Joy- George Robert Allbritten. Billie Joe and son. Jerry Vernon.
the home of Mrs. Raymond YieldMrs. Overby
ner. Wickliffe: Mrs. Gene Estes and Parlcer. ierry Knight. Eugene Gue- Tenn.: Mr. and Me§. Elmer Wilkell by, Mts. Chester Fielder. Many
inson of Murray. Mrs, Liddie SoDetroit, Annabel -Shroat. 0: gar& Mrs* Hayden ''''Bogard and
nice and useful gifts. were pee- 'Members pf the Sew and So Club- children. Dexter. Mo: Mrs. CS T. rin
seated the honoree. The afternoon gave a surprise dinner bridge Elliott. Paducah; Misses Gertrude B. Boone. Jr:. and Jimmie Boone.
children. Wilma Francis, .Thoma
Thursday evening at the home of Joyner. HiandviliEr Miss Evelyn
was spent in conversation:
Paul and Anna Gertrude, Mr. and
In the _later part of the even-- Mr. and Mts. Walter Boone in Call. -Metropolis. Ill.: Mrs. 0. E. Mrs. Havens is Given
Mrs. Milburn Holland and daugh. ing cake, .peaFhesj-trod. tea _were honor of Mrs. George E Okeelsy,- Harris and eon.. Joe Gene. Flint.
Party.
Surprise
ter. Sue. Mr. and Mrs Earl Lee
"was served at -small Mich.: Al Cooper, Flint, Mich,:'and
Dinner •••••
' served. Mr. and Mrs. Boyce -McCiard and
MurMrs. A. V. Havens Wasegiverr a
- 4/Those present wer. .Mrs Oleta tables on the lawre and bridge Mn.-and Mrs._ Charles
Dwain.
Tuesday„in honor of children. Fintsfe May and
party
surprise
BaUcUM, Mrs. Parie Baucum. Mrs. was pla"yeel afterward with prizes
• s •.• .4.
Mr: and Mrs Edgar Wilkinson and
. II; G., SMith, Fass,„Baucurn.l.nret- being awarded Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
her birthday - By members of the
daughter. Virrtnia Nell. of Murray,
Bridge Party Compliments
4
Firine-Y.- Mrs. Niarkwell.
Missionary _Society -of the First
- ta
Jeffrey. Paducah, Mrs.
Mrs: Riker.
,Those .present were Mr. and Mrs.
Wirinie
Christian Church. Guests met at Mary Leete
_Wipe Kline., 7.\",
and children, JoMr and Mrs.
•Mis rsse M,•(-• '
Havens home, each bringing a Lillian McClard
the
Mrs. C C Kiker. of Sheffield.
. and a delightful seph Franklin -and Raid l Grey. Mr
La *as- honor guest on Friday covered dish.
Adams, Mr. and
Halt
and -Mrs.
was served at noon.
'hen her hostess. Mrs. luncheon
honoree was presented a Mrs_ Willie Lee. Trethon and RamThe
• urge M Baker, entertained at
iel. Towers'. Ralph and Rudel Bofrom the group.
dee af het home' on Twelfth and lovely gift
about thirty present. gard, Miss Estell Bogard, MISS Belwere
There
white
stregts. Red • and
Sc
•• ••
va Ragsdale of Obion_Tenn.: Paul
idioli and tube roses wer`e .ar-Hopkins. Rafe Brooks. Misses ArWith Mrs. '
arrapged throughont the Club Meets
-and l'eurtns Cunningham:•
Howard Johnsen, Misses Anna Lee
•
.
'
The''prize . far high score was - The Tuesday, morning bridge club and Maud- Williams. Mies Ernestim....rded Mrs. Wells Overby. low, met Viis week with Mrs. Carney Tosser'. and Miss Pauline Houston
,..re 'prize to Mrs. Hugh .Houston liend6n at. her home on
Olive
d intetmothate score. to Mrs! Ira street Mrs. Johnnie. Parker re•,ylor. -. Guest prizes., were pre- ceived the high score prize.
,
Sallivan-Wyatt Wedding ist
• rsed Mrs.• Kiker and Mrs. Jerry
Refreshments we served to the.„
Solemnized
'1 Porter of.litemphis. ' members anclawo additional guests.
a' ' stied Mrs. 0. B. Boone and Mrs: Ardell
The hostess. served
Ky.. Aug. 17-Of inBENTON.
sirsie at , the panelusion of the Knight.
terest to a large circle of friends.
.
•
,me.
is the announcement of the marInclusied in the hospitality were Woman's Club Holds Slimmer
riage of Miss Linda Sullivan and
-.7rs. Ktker, Mrs. Jerry M. Porter,
Business Meeting.
Wyatt. The wedding waa
Marshall
ounces Mrs John D
..1 rs. Hugh
. .her. Yfrs. ..I. Beale. Mrs. Wells
Mrs, 13 F. Scherffius opened her solemnized at half after,. twelve
r•erby. Mrs. G. B. Scott. Mrs Ira home .Thursday afternoon for the o'clock Saturday In Elizabethtown.
All Sales Final-41I Sales Cash—No Alterations at These Prices
,yjor. Mrs. R: R meofan.- Mrs. summer finsiness meeting of the Ky.. with the Rev. A. H. Gregory,
-- ant Albert Stubblefield. .. Mrs. Murray Woman's Club. Tha Alpine pastor of the Methodist church.
yin H. Whitnell. Mrs. T.'H: Kee- Department was host--with_the fol- reading tlie ceremony in -the church
•
-at. Mrs. Charles ,Williatrisors. Mrs. lowing committee_ in charge. Mrs. parsonage. The only, attendants I
All Washed In Pure Soft Water, Returned
s' M. Lennox. Mrs. T. H. Stoke, Ben Grogan. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr. were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Roy, of
Fresh Like New
L Boren.
McElsath and Mrs. Joe Benton. and •Joe'Coutter. of :Eliza•si ists.
bethtown.
Tea' guests were Mrs F. 0.• alel- T. Parker.
•
.....
The bride wore a frock of
Mrs. Joe Lovett, chairman pre.
...-r, and,Mris.-•.1.'1( Oury. '
. silted and named the -following crepe with white lace- trim and
•
sass. Ross is Given House. .standing corn rn ittees for the year: h"lero Her necesseries were blac
12141rWest Maia
Phone 303
l‘tra and she were a large black picture
Wm. Mrs. N. -M
hold Shower'.
•
Craw- hat She wore a corsage of roses
.Mis:stlerma 'rs:. Bois.. who has re- -Gristles _Wallis% Mrs.
• ....
Hestry-Glest Wedding
111 Announced

•

B

•

August Clearance!

One Rack of COTTON DRESSES—Fine
Dresses for the School Miss. Up to $3.95
Values, Choice
One Rack of BETTER DRESSES
Up to $19.95 Values, Choice

One Group 25c ANKLETS

$1.95 PLAY SUITS

$1.95 SWEATERS and BLOUSES

=5=?27ZLL!Z
M,

QUILT & BLANKET
SPECIAL
AUGUST 18 to SEPTEMBER 4

$1
15c
25c
20c
35c

Quilts, 15c, 8 at one time
Single Cotton Blankets
Double Cotton B-lankets
Single Wool Blankets
Double Wool Blankets

$1.25 BATISTE GOWNS and
'PAJAMAS

i

SWIM SUITS 1-3 OFF,

GLADIld cSCOT
S T'S

a

MURRAY LAUNDRY'

41.

$1.00 SWEATERS and BLOUSES

$1.00
$4.95
10c
$1.00
$1.00
690
790

FL.

'::•714(4.661•41•44444.446••••••:144..404.2.4x4,4•40404•04,4•
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Gooch. Mr. and Mrs. Hernaiut Outland and Sarah, Mr. and Mrs. Caleb
Parker and children, Norma Jean,
Clara Elaine, Beta Lu and Jimmie
Funeral services and burial were
Newton, Mrs and Mrs. Lave Parker,
Farley Reunion
held at Lassiter cemetery WednesZera and Edgar Purdom.
Last Sunday, August 13, was a day conducted by _the Rev. RobThose sending gifts were: Misses'
happy slay for Mr. and Mrs. Guy bins.
Calloway Circuit Court
(Continued from Page Two)
Lola and Iva Garner, Mrs. Eliza
Farley when their children and
Mr. Jones wiu a member of the
Wells Overbey, Committee fur
Purdom, Miss Bea Purdom,' A, T.
a number of other relatives and Oak Grove Baptist church. He was
Mrs. M. S. IMaryl Jones 'and
The closing prayer was by Mrs. Crawford, Nix
Crawford, Bob
close friends gathered at their a quiet unassuming gentleman, a
Mrs. M. S. (Mary) Jones,
Max Hurt.
Raymond Parks, Galon
Swann,
home for a family reunion.
good citizen and good neighbor.
Plaintiff,
During the social hour a sur- Wilkinson, Mrs. Kate Vaughn, Mr.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Vs, JUDGMENT
prise shower of lovely gifts was and Mrs. Robert-I/Unpin of
Johnnie Granuald and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Starks and
Totale Lancaster Et Al,
presented Mrs. Dale who will leave
Margie Ruth. Jack James, and friends Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark
Defendants at an early date to make her home
Laurine, of Ft. Worth, Tex.; Mr. of Philadelphia, Penn., are spendBy virtue of a juagment and In Cadiz where her daughter, Miss
and Mrs. Miller Farley and chil- ing their vacation in the home of
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- Dorothy Dale, holds a teaching podren, Dot and Pat, of Logan, W. Mr. and Mrs. George Starks and
cuit Court, rendered at the Aug- sition.
Va.; Mr. and Mrs. Porter Farley family.
ust term thereof, 1939, in the above
Refreshments were served to
of Detroit. Mich.; Mrs. George Ray
is
Mrs. Ent° Atkins of Wiswell
cause fun the purpose of support twenty-two members.
Saturday, August 19
aka Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Zelna visiting in the home of her mother,
of Mrs. M. S. (Mary) Jones and
Mrs. J. RS Williams will enterFarley and daughter, Alita, 4.11 Mrs. J. R. Brandon, south of Hadivision of property, and costs
tain the Sunshine Friend bridge
of Parties for Mrs. Porter.
Birmingham, Ky.; Jack Brandon 01 zel.
herein expended. I shall proceed to Series
club with a luncheon at her home
Detroit; - Mr. and Mrs. Herman
offer for sale at the court house
Mr. and Mrs. H.. I. Neely were in
Mrs. Jerry M. Porter of Memphis. at 1 o'clock.
Clanton, Mr. and Mrs. Irvan Fair Benton Tuesday on business.
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the who spent several days last week
and Thomas Edd. Tommie Fair,
highest bidder at public auction, on with her sister. Mrs. J. R. Oury.
Mrs. William Hull and children
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jackson, Mr. John, Barbara and Ann, of Paris
Thursday. August 24
Monday, the 28th day of August, was honoree' at several informal
and Mr, George Marine, Mr. and were week-end guests in the home
1939, at 1 • o'clock or thereabout parties during her visit. '
The Magazine Club will meet at
Mrs. Oscar Trevathan, Mr. and Mrs. of her brother, 0. B. Turnbow,
isame being county court day),
On Friday evening Mrs. G. B. 3 o'clock with Mrs. F. D. Mellen at
Above: Right over the tops
James Potts, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert and family.
upon a credit of six months, the Scott had guests for bridge at her her home onsPOlive street.
of mountains is the route
Hendricks, Mr. and Mrs. Virgel
following described property, be- home. Refreshments were served
Mrs. Willie Flood of Tampa. Fla.,
of Sky-Line Drive. Firm
Walston and son, Will Rob, Mr. and came in last week to spend a few
ing and lying in Calloway Coun- to Mrs. Porter. Mrs. Wells OverThe B. and P. W. Club will hold
road foundations, topped
Mrs. Wilson Farley and children. weeks with her mother. Mrs. Julia
ty, Kentucky, tss-wit:
With skidproof pavements,
by, Mrs. J. R. rimy. Mrs. Nat the- regular meeting at 6:30 o'clock
Gray and. Bobbie Laurine, June Bray, who is sick at her home in
1
PLOT
Ryan, Mrs. Marvin Whitne4 Mrs. with Mrs. T. C. Doran chairman of
provide added safety for
Max and Jo, Mr. and Mrs. Orville West Hazel.
motor travellers.
/ Beginning at a point where the E. S. Diuguid. Jr.', and Mrs. Joe arrangements. She will be assisted
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey
Ferry
Eggner's
and
Wadesboro
Lovett.
Paschall
Mrs.
and
by Mrs. Grady' Miller and Mrs. C.
Bernie
Mr.
and daughter, the Rev. Gilbert and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Road intersects the East side of the
A. Hale.
Left:
Spreading
the
white
Blakely, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Farley Ray Lassiter and children spent
roadway of the Nashville, ChatMrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr., had guests
flakes
of
calcium
chloride.
and daughter, Hilda. Mr. ansV Miss Sunday at the Sulphur Well camptanooga & St. Louis Railway line, at her home Saturday afternoon
This material is used in StaLeland Steely and daughter, Mrs ing place.
thence South with the East side complimenting Mrs. Porter and Mt. Carmel WMS Meeting to be
bilizing the road base be"Mettle Smith, Otley Farley, K. D.
of the right-of-way of the Nash- Mrs. John W. Frost of Louisville.
Mrs. Bettie Miller is in Paducah
Held Tuesday Morning.
fore the final paved surface
Farley, K. C. Farley, and Mrs. this week visiting her daughter,
Bridge prizes were presented the
ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis RailIs constructed.
Allen McCoy.
guests
additional
stake,
a
and
honorees,
zone meeting of the Womto
rods
(80)
The
eighty
way'
family.
and
Mrs. Julian Dismukes,
A nice dinner was enjoyed and
thence East forty-six (46) rods were Mrs. J. R. Oury, Miss Suzanne en's Missionary Society will be held
Mrs. Berdie Allbritten of New
Mr. and Mrs. Farley enjoyed hav- Providence was in Hazel Monday
which are so dangerous to mosix 16) feet and seven (7) inches Snook, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, at Mt. Carmel on the Kirksey
tern is the preparation of the
the U. S. Bureau of
torists and costly to correct'
ing their children, relatives and to visit her sister-in-law, Mrs. Sole .D
1 Public Roads is through,
to a stake, thence North eighty (80) Jr.. Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs. G. B. charge next Tuesday morning at
road base before final surfacing.
friends present.
1,1:30.
John Motorist will be able to
To guarantee long life and easy
rods to the Wadesboro and Egg- Scott, and Mrs. E. J. Beale.
This, of course, is but one of
Allbritten, who is sick.
••••
maintenance of the finished
the measures taken to insure
ner's Ferry road, thence West
Mrs. Iris Smith and son, Bobby. enter a mountain-top highway
Mrs. Dunn Ules
at
hostess
was
Royal.
Beale
and
Front
at
Virginia,
roadway,
particular
J.
E.
Mrs.
attention
safety
Club Meets With
and
three
WLI5
and
rods
comfort
(47)
for
forty-seven
travellers
Funeral services for Mrs. Ruth have returned home from Hunthas been given to provide a
of the mountain route. The biMias Joanne Fulton.
(3) feet with the Wadesboro and bridge Saturday evening In honor
Lamb Dunn. 48. wife of Bill Dunn, ingdon where they visited relatives. ride south with the clouds for
nearly 600 miles. The first secfirm, consolidated foundation. A
tuminous pavement is of coarse
Eggnerar Ferry Road to the Nash- of Mrs. Porter.
who died *inday afternoon at her
Fred F. Scherffius and family
WLB Club had its firstAnieetThe
this scenic highway,
of
tion
typical
to
used
method
accomtexture to prevent skidding,
Prizes were awarded and refreshville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
home a ftrw miles east of Hazel of Tulsa, Okla.. spent last Wednesseason in the newlyknown as Sky-Line Drive, is
plish this purpose is illustrated
stout guard-rails give protection
Railway Company's right-of-way. ments were served at the conclus- ing for this
with cancer were held Mondat day in Hazel as guests of his sister, now nearly completed and is
furnished club room at the home of
above.
wherever necessary, and parkion of the game.
PLOT 2
afternoon from the Hazel Church Mrs. Mary Singleton. They also visopen to traffic for almost its
Here, a carefully proportioned
Miss Joanne Fulton on South 10th
ing overlooks are provided at
•.• •
Beginning at a point on t he
of Christ with Elders Charlie ited Mrs. Raker and daughter, entire 97-mile length.
mixture of coarse and fine soil
street Wednesday afternoon. Later,
frequent intervals to afford panWadesboro and Eggner's Ferry Scherffius Family Has
Sweat and Robert Hart officiating. Helen. of Murray.
To link Sky-Line Drive in
materials has been placed on
refreshments were served at the
oramic views without the denroad forty-seven (47) rods three
Reunion Saturday.
Mrs. Dunn leaves beside her husBrother Claud Wilson will preach
the Shenandoah National Park
the roadway, then stabilized _
stopping on the travelled
home of Miss Virginia Jones.
(3) feet East of the . Nashville,
band, two Children. Mary and J. and also conduct the young peowith the Great Smoky Mounwith calcium chloride, a chemiway,
Those present were Jane -Jones,
The annual reunion of the ScherRailway
Louis
St.
&
Chattanooga
Pleasant
South
relat
of
meeting
number
a
and
tains
C. Dunn,
National Park in North
ple's
cal used to absorb and retain
Georgia Helen Key. Virginia Jones.
When the Blue Ridge Parkright-of-way, thence South eighty ffius family took place Saturday on Mary Jo Pentecost. and Miss JoCarolina and Tennessee, con•
moisture. During the time preatives and friends.
Grove Sunday night.
way section of this scenic high(80) rods to a stake, thence East the old home place, occupied by anne Fulton. Club absentees asere
ceding application of the biW.M.S. Meets at Hazel
Artie Jones is confined to his struction of the Blue Ridge
'way is completed a few years
forty-seven (47) rods six (6) feet Mrs. W. A. Brown, oldest member Eva Nelle Thompson. Margaret
tuminous surface, this stabilized
The Woman's Missionary Society room in Southeast Hazel with Ill- Parkway is progressing rapidly
hence, American motorists will
andlt is expected that over 150
and seven (7) inches to a stake, of the circle, in Graves county Buckingham. Evelyn Bourland, and
layer solidifies anti packs down •
of the Hazel Baptist church met ness.
enjoy a mountain drive withas dense as concrete. In furnishthence North eighty (80) rods to about' three miles from Lynnville. Judy Allbritten. There was one
Tuesday afternoon et the church' Mrs. W. H. Miller is in Detroit additional miles will be open
There were 93 persons present.
out parallel in the whole world
ing this firm foundation for the
the Wadesboro and Eggner's Ferry
and held its regular monthly Royal this week visiting 'Mr. and Mrs. 'o travel by the summer of 1910.
Those from a distance were Mr. visitor, Gwen Petway, of Gilberts—a monumental tribute to the
Characteristic of the careful
final surface, the engineers have
Road, thence West with the WadesService Meeting with Mrs. Frank Bill Wright and family.
Mrs. Fred SCherffius and fam- ville.
and
ingenuity of the country's high•ngineering employed in buildreduced
greatly
possibility
the
•• ••
Road
Ferry
Eggner's
and
boro
spent
program
Miller
Edd
Mrs,
the
and
Mr.
.
conducting
Vaughan
ily from Tulsa, Okla.; Mrs. Rachel
-g this mountain highway sysof future frost bumps and dips
way engineers.
forty-seven (47) rods and three
The topic was, "Carrying Out the last week in Trenton visiting relLexington, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. Lumsden is Given
Ligon,
(3) feet to the point of beginGreat Commission in the Orient." atives and friends.
Mrs. W. N. Ligon, Dayton, Ohio.
Shower.
ning.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Frey of Paris
The meeting opened by the group
Only nine of the 14 children in
'PLOT 3
singing, "The Kingdom is Coming." were guests in the home of her
Mrs. Harold Lumsden of Matthe.. family were present. Dinner
Beginning at a point on the
Those assisting on the program sister, Mrs. Floyd Fudge.
was served on the lawn. A motion thews, Mo., was honoree at a loveFerry
Eggner's
and
Wadesboro
Milstead
Mrs. - Robbie
were
Mrs. Bob Maddox of Murray is
picture film of the gathering was ly shower Tuesday afternoon when
Sunshine Farmer spent the week road ninety-four (94) rods and six taken by cameramen present.
We are needing some of that exand Mrs. Paul Daily. Following the visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fudge.
Mrs. George E. Overbey and Miss
• •.
Patients admitted to the William end with Pauline and Wilma Pas- (6) feet east of the Nashville,
tra rain that fell in the spring
Murrell Hartsfield were hostesses
discussion Mrs. Grace Wilson lead
Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail- Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks
and early summer. Crops are be- Mason Memorial Hospital during chall.
at the home of Mrs. Overbey.
in prayer.
Mrs. Charlie Wicker spent Wed- way right-of-way, thence South
the past week included:
ginning to suffer.
The afternoon was spent inforA short business meeting was
Honored
Attie S. Miles, Gilbertsville, Ky. nesday afternoon with Mrs. Odic eighty 80) rods to a stake, thence
mally and an ice course was servheld. Those present were Mrs. Jack
Mrs. Leila Linn, who was strick(47)
Murray.
six
forty-seven
rods,
East
Pogue.
Mrs. N. L.
Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks moved ed by the hostesses. A shower of
Newport. Mrs. S. S. Herndon, Mrs.
en with paralysis some time back,
Mrs. R. C. Etheridge. Paris.
Sorry to report Mrs. Jim Wicker- (6) feet and seven (7) inches to into the Otho Winchester place on attractive and useful gifts was pre0. B. Turnbow, Mrs. Coleman
is seriously ill at the Clinic Hosa stake, thence North eighty (80) Wednesday, July 19. That, after- sented the honoree.
Mrs. Hubert P. Taylor, Martin, son as being seriously ill.
Everyone that is interested in pital. We are so sorry Mrs. Linn
Hurt, Mrs. N. P. Hendricks, Mrs.
Tenn.
cleaning is worse again.
The guest included Mrs. LumsMiss Margaret Styles of Murray rods to the Wadesboro and Egg- noon they were honored with a
graveyard
Macon Miller, Mrs. Frank Vaughn, the Smith
.
Mrs. J. T. Beard. Benton..
visited over the week-end with ner's Ferry road, thence West household shower by friends and den, Mrs. B. W. Overbey. Miss
. Mrs. WS B. Milstead, Mrs. Paul please bring lunch and tools and
James Lee Harmon and Dot Linforty-seven (47) rods and three relatives.
Dan Keith Taylor, Went- - —
Madge Patterson, Miss Gracie Nell
iss "Azilee Charlton.
Daily and Mrs. H. I. Neely and two be ready to work on Saturday, ville are on -the sick list this week.
Miss Ruth Cove, Murray.
Orene. Orr visited Mary Cather- (3) inches with the Eggner's FerThose present were: Miss Louise Jones, Miss Mary Martha OverAugust 19.
visitors.
Mrs. Bess Linville is up part of
Ky.
Boaz.
Wilcox,
Wm.
Edw.
beginning.
of
ry
point
the
to
road
week.
ine Morris Tuesday of last
Mrs. Prentice bey, Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk. Miss
Jones, Mr. and
Elder Hawley's Brother Dies
Mrs. Marie Walston moved into the time.
Frances
Mrs. Ronnie Parker, Brandon,
PLOT 4
- Mr_ and Mrs. Rudolph Key, Mr.
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Wilk- Jane Seay. Miss Mary
The Rev. A. M. Hawley, Baptist her new home in Murray last
Mrs. Warrick 'Wilson of the
C. E. Wilkins, Benton.
Beginning at a point on the inson. Mrs. Gaylon Wilkinson. Mrs. Johnson. Miss Frances Bradley,
and Mrs. W. T. Morris and son,
minister at this place received a Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Huie Ross
away
River vicinity passed
Margaret L. Key, Farmington.
Howard. Mr. and Mrs. Oman Pas- South side of the Murray and Claud Gooch, Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Miss Martha Nell Wells. Mrs. 0 C.
message from Cleveland, Ohio, bought Mrs. Walston's place here Blood
Mrs.
last Friday at her home.
Miss Viola Neufield. Murray.
chall, Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byers Eggner's Ferry 'road one hundred Luter, Mrs. Cleon Cunningham and Wells, Mrs. R. A. Shell, Mrs. WalMonday of this week announcing and are now making their home
Nobles
the
in
been
dUrirtgiss
.bad.
- Patients dishissed
were among those who attended- .Iurty-une tall rods _anti
Glenda June, Mrs. Raymond Parka lace Key, and_ Mrs. Ed Morris.
the death of his brother.--J—Hawiey, here.
Hospital at Paris. Tenn., for some past week:
Pleasant feet east of the East side of the and son, Carman, Mr. and Mrs.
South
at
singing
the
which occurred in that city. Mr.
and
Morris
Royal
Mrs.
Mr. and
time suffering with carbuncles.
Miss Violet LaGrande, Hopkins- Grove Sunday afternoon.
Nashville,
Chattanooga '&
St. James R. Wells, Mrs. Roy Vaughn
Hawley was 68 years of age and children of Detroit are visiting
Mrs_ Ruth ' Dunn died in the vale, Ky.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and Louis Railway right-of-way. thence and Jean and Jerry, Mrs. Bill ArALMO TO GET BLACK TOP
was reared near Big Sandy, Tenn Mr, and Mrs. Jessie Mathis.
home of her niece, Mrs. Carl Vick.
Mrs. Elia, Bell Shires, Indianap- Mrs. Odie Morris Sunday were South eighty (80) rods to a stake, nett, Julia Fay and Alice Ray, Mrs,
He had lived in Cleveland about
An all day picnic was enjoyed after several months' terrible suf- olis. Ind.
rods
East
(46),
thence
forty-six
and
Morris
Gaylon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
GroTaylor,
Tom
Guthrie
County Judge John W. Clopton an3b years and was buried there. last Friday by the Adult school at fering 'of cancer, Sunday.
Everard Hicks. Murray.
daughter.' Grevinna Vee and Zi- and six (6) feet seven (7) inches gan, Charlotte and Barbara, Mrs. nounced Wednesday evening that
Brother Hawley was engaged in a Dexter .They spent the day in
Evans of the Cherry viMTS. a B. McCuiston, New Con- pora Morris.
Fate
to a stake, thence Northy eighty Richard McNutt, Mrs. Tommie At- the State Highway department had
revival at McCuiston's Grove and Noble Park. Everyone carried bas- cinity but formerly our neigh- cord.
Wicker. Miss Emma 80) rods to the Wadesboro and kins and Jessie Mae. Mr. and Mrs. agreed to blacktop six tenths of
Charlie
did not leave his work to attend ket dinner and dinner was spread bor, also died Sunday. We are
Mrs. Norman C. Shires. Indian- Hooper. and Mary Catherine Mor- Eggner's Ferry road, thence West
Raymond Outland. Mr. and Mrs a mile of city streets in Alms).
the funeral.
at noon hour. Those enjoying the very sorry to hear of these deaths apolis, Ind.
ris were among those who attended with the South side of the Wades- Carnell Wells, Mn and Mrs. Amos Work was supposed to have started
Dickle Jones Dies
picnic were: Mrs. Gene Woodall, of our friends and our sympathy
Mrs. Mabel B. Etheridge, Paris.
and
boro
Eggner's
Road
Ferry
"Mug"
the fuperal services of.Mrs.
Wells, Mils Maydell, Mr. and Mrs. this morning according to Judge
Dickie- Jones. 72, residing near Mrs. Carrie Reeves, 'Mrs.' Jessie is extended all these bereaved ones.
Mrs. Chas. Hire. Murray:
forty-seven (47) rods and three Sid Curd ind Wanda, Mrs. Luther Clopton.
PaSehall.
Taylor's Store 6 miles west of Jackson, Mrs. Maxie Puckett and
and
Puryear.
Cravens,
Elkins
Henry
Aggmiller
Mrs.
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke (3) feet to corner of beginning.
Hazel, died suddenly at his home son, Mrs. Bob Mathis, Mrs. L. B. Mary June. Mr. and Mrs. L. D.
Fred Bailey, Murray.
visited in the home of Mr. VarPLOT 5
Tuesday noon. He had been work- Coursey, Mrs. Curtis Copeland, Linville attended church at Mt.
Ted Bromley, Danville, Ky.
dyke's mother, Mrs. Haughtie VanBeginning at a point on the
ing in the forenoon and coming Mrs. Merle Andrus, Miss Luzerene Zion near Buchanan, Tenn., SunMrs. A. H. Young, Murray.
dyke. Chester Lee Vandyke re- South side of the Wadesboro and
home to prepare for dinner fell Ernsterberger, Miss Martha Skaggs, day and were dinner guests of
Dan Keith Taylor, Hazel.
turned home with Mr. and Mrs. Eggner's Ferry Road one hundred
to the floor and only lived a few Miss Gracie Thorn, Miss Hilda Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Jackson and
Maggie Sparks. Murray.
poles twelve
11881
eighty-eight
seconds.
James Edw, Wilcox, Boaz. Ky. Vandyke to spend a few days.
Pritchett. Miss Mae 'Woodall. Miss family and Mr. and Mrs. Garvin
Dortha Orr visited Sunday with (12) feet east of the East side of
He is survived by his wife. Jen- Lois Walston and Miss Maud Wood- Linville and baby.
& St.
Chattanooga
Brenda Mae Key.
the Nashville,
nine Jones; two sons, Commodore all and visitors for dinner were
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Stom and
Mr. and Mrs, Jack Key. Mr. and Louis Railway right-of-way, thence
Mrs. A. D. Paschall, Mrs. A. D. sons and Miss Elizabeth ThompMrs. Ceylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs. South eighty (80) rods to a stake,
Paschall, Jr., both of Paducah. and son were Sunday dinner guests of
Jack Key, Mr. and Mrs. Odie Mor- thence East forty-six (46) rods
Mrs. Dan Linville of Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom and famris and Zipora Morris visited part six (6) feet and seven (7) inches
Mrs. Alice Pritchett is visiting ily.
of Sunday afternoon in the home to a stake, thence North eighty
Singing Is Success
her brother, Monroe Jones, near
visited Henryetta
Sue Morris
At this church Sunday after- of "Uncle" Jim Hooper and daugh- (80) rods to the Wadesboro and
Vancleave.
Stom Sunday night.
MERIT LOAN SYSTEM
Eggner's Ferry road, thence West
or ter. Miss Emma Hooper.
Miss Dortha Caldwell has been
Miss Frances Linville and broth- noon the following quartets
Frank Poyner had a tooth drawn with the' South side of the Wadessongs which
lovely
sang
duets
malaria
with
week
peat
the
for
dinner
ill
Sunday
were
Ralph,
er,
System
The Fr.inkfin Plan Merit Loan
boro and Eggner's Ferry Road
enjoyed by.' Thursday of last week.
fever but is 'how improving.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Lin- were inspiring and
otTers available cindi credit up to $300
Mrs Fannie Pitman visited Sun- forty-seven (47) rods and three
people: Parks
hundred
Dewey Hopkins of Paducah spent ville and Dot. Afternoon callers several
to hipitiand mid wife or single person•
Parks day in the home of Mr. and Mrs (3) feet to the beginning.
the week-end at home.
were Mr. and Mrs. Tosco Collins quartet. composed of Dave
The above described five plots
Mrs. Hugh Edwards is on the and Jacky. Mrs. Sam Noah and and his daughters. Miss Vera Wavel Paschall.
ON JUST
Outland
Sorry to report the illness of of real estate are taken from the
sick list.
Taylor Buchanan of Union. City, Parks and Mrs. Raymond
to-wit:
YOUR PLAIN NOTE
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ernsterberger Mrs. Joe Such/man. Mrs. Ellis and son Purdom; Armstrong quar- Junior Orr, little son of Mr. and above described property,
The North part or the Southeast
of Connie Arm- Mrs. Vester Orr, of. Murray.
and daughter of Paducah were Shoemaker and Clara Lou and tet, composed
Ti) Al'Pl.Y- YOL1 mny use any of
the.
and
E.
4
R.
12.
Section
of
Qr.
visFarris
Melvin
Larue
reMrs.
Misses
request
and
Mr.
Every
the three ways.
Sunday evening guests of Mr. and Miss Sibyl Simmons, Jim Bur- strong and children.
eels. our prompt attention.
and Harue and J. C.; One Key, ited in the home of Mr. and Mrs. North part of the Southwest Qr.
Ernsterberger.
Mabel
Lewis
Mrs.
Mrs.
Craig,
Lathan
ton.
1. Telephone us. Tell us of your
of Sec. 12 T. 3 R 4 East; thence
daughters. Wess Spann.
Farmington and
Ira
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Barnett and Stom and Leola.
money needs.
West with North boundaries of
the
Humming Bird.
family of Paducah were Sunday
Miss Barbara Simmons of Paris Misses Mildred and Marelle;
2. Cut this ad out — write your
said Quarter to the Northwest corname and add,esui on it - - and
evening visitors of Mr and Mrs. is spending the week with her Murray Quartette: Vester Orr,
ner of the Southwest Qr. of Sec.
mail to us.
Minus Barnett.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Chester Marine. Jesse and John
3. Call at office—conveniently lo11, T. 3, R. 4 East; thence, South
Key. The duets were as follows:
RUSSELL CHAPEL SCHOOL
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Skaggs and Simmons.
cated. Private consultation
with the West boundary of last
WilRebecca
and
Nell
Iva
rooms,
children of Washington were .guests
Mrs. Mabel Collins and Jacky Misses
named Qr. about eighty-three (83)
By Dorothy Geurin
with kerson with Otho Winchester at
of Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Skaggs the spent Saturday afternoon
COn Men tiat dealings.
Winchester and
After a ball game Friday with poles to a black walnut; thence,
past week.
Mrs. Dave Harmon and James Lee, the piano. Mr.
East, parallel with north bounMr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis and Mrs. Harmon is slowly improving. Mrs. Winchester also sang a duet. Woodlav.m, we have started the
at the piano, who added sixth week_ of school With much dary of said land to the East
children of Providence spent the
Bro. Perry Cotham preached a Others
singing were Mrs. pleasure.
We have added some boundary of the Southwest Quarweek-end with Mr. and Mrs. Frank very interesting sermon to a large much to. the
Tay- new posters to our school room. ter of Section 12, T. 3. R. 4 East;
SECWRITY CO.
crowd at New Providence Church Connie Armstrong, Mrs. Bert
Starks.
and
Wilkerson,
Nell
Iva
Miss
lor,
iswoorsted *
The visitors for the past week thence North with East boundary
I have recently purchased the interest of J. L.
Miss Evelyn McDaniel has re- of Christ Sunday afternoon.
Corner Broadway ond 4th Streets
were Mr. Joe Futrell. Mrs. Hettie of last named Quarter about
and Miss Olivene Moore.
Jones
Grogran
Lucille
weeks'
three
Mrs.
after
home
turned
, 705.6 Taylor Building
Root.
of the Farley & Butterworth Coal Co., and
Farley
the
to
thirty-eight
poles
(38)
beof
McCamish
Jo
Miss
Mrs.
Little
Scott.
Cozy
Mrs.
Charlton,
Mrs.
Mrs. Lon Linville called on
visit in Paducah.—C.A.
Paducah, Kenteeky
Phone 1.24
is Visit- Gussie Geurin. Mrs. Ethel Geurin, ginning.
Bess Linville Tuesday afternoon. Chattanooga. Tenn.. who
thank the people of Murray and Calloway
to
wish
Save and except all the land
Mrs. Ailene Charlton and Jane Geurin.
Leant mad. is all •••rby
Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Adams and her grandparents, Mr. and
Those whose names we failed to hereinabove described which is loIt Pays to Read the
for their past patronage and solicit your
Aubrey visited Mr. and Mrs, Al- Jim Wrather, favored the audiCounty
ence with a solo. Her aunt, Mil- mention in last week's issue mak- cated West of the East boundary
fred Downey Friday afternoon.
of
line
accompathe
Roberts,
ChattanooWrather
grade,
dred
Nashville,
third
are
roll
honor
the
ing
business in the future.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nix Wilson
grade, ga & St. Louis Railway right-ofJimmie ruiner: fourth
spent Monday night with Mr. and nied hersart the- piano.
line.
way
director.
music
Howard,
Rudolph
Neva
Garland.
family.
Mrs. Earl Stom and
We hape it will not be a great
PLOT 6
Mrs. Eva Farris and Dot were read Romans I and the Rev. Claud
I carry the Highest Grade Coal which has
A portion of Lot Number eightyThursday guests of Mrs. Larue Wilson led in prayer. The Revs disappointment to many people
the
gave
Hazel
of
erend Mr. Pratt
that we have called our ice cream five (851 as shownlaan the plat of
Thompson and Nancy.
always been handled by R. T. Farley & Son.
supper off August 19 until August Dexter Extended. Said lot is one
Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker and Clara benediction.
We are glad to announce there 26th. We extend a welcome to hundred twenty (120) feet North
Lou and 'Miss Sibyl Simmons ant
BLACK DIAMOND Egg and Lump, Yellow Pine,
another
congregational everyone.
and South and two hundred (200)
spending this weelc in Union City. will be
Grove
South
at
singing
Pleasant
East
feet
West.
and
lot
Said
is
Tenn,
, Red Ash and No. 6 Stoker Oil Tested,
located on the
side of Lot
Dot Linville spent Saturday the '.second Sunday in September
MeREEL VISITS
to
Number eighty-five (85) as shown
night with Miss Frances Linville at 2 p. m. You are invited
by the plat of 'Dexter Extended.
and attended the ice cream sup- come.
Thomas McKell. Cole county,
See Deed Book 6. page 409.
,
per at New Providence, which
Okla., was a visitor in the Ledtook
and
Clark
Mr.
Ruei
Mrs.
they
For the purchase price the purmust have been a success as
ger & Times olTicet-Saturday. He
Nashville
to
baby
Saturday
their
o'clock.
10
chaser
at
out
must execute bond with
were all sold
for treatment. Mrs. Clark remain- is a former Calloway county man approved securities, bearing legal
—Poop-Deck-Pappy
ed in Nashville with the baby for and has not been back here since interest from the day of sale un1898. He left here in 1896. He 11
a few days.
til paid, and having the force and
Riley Gunter and Mike Erwin here for a visit with his brothers. effect of a judgment. Bidders will
ICE CREAM AT IfEATH
painted tiam Langston's house last Billy, Jim, and Jeff McKeel.
be prepared to comply promptly
week.
with these terms.—George S. Hart,
Thirty Boone county farmers Master
The Heath school will glee an
Miss Theo Gunter returned home
Commissioner.
.WE DELIVER
PHONE 150
ice cream supper Saturday night, last Friday after visiting for sev- have received truck crop marketAugust 19. Proceeds will be used eral days with her aunts. Miss ing certificates on the Cincinnati
It pays to read our CLASSIFIEDS.
for the benefit of the school.
Julia Gunter and Mrs. Tom Erwin. market.
and Robbie, and three grandchil-

and one sister, Mrs. Hunter
HAZEL NEWS]dren
Wilkes, of Swann district.
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OUR FELLOW DRIVERS

•

Priton Gotham

Barrere-Britt Concertino Will
Appear at Murray Jan. 24, 1940

Wolfson and Nancy Dolly, Wolfson will leave Friday on a motor
trip through Mexico.
Mrs. Eugene Guerin iMiss Muncie Shroae and children left toage of nineteen he was
The Barrere-Britt "Concertino" At the
day for their home in Detroit af, winning first prize. That
graduated
,
Mara)
which will appear in the
ter a visit with relatives in Murfirst
Winner of first place in the imJanuary year, too, he organized the
m
auditoriu
College
State
ray. They were accompanied by
promptu speaking contest at Louiscritics chamber ensemble of woodwinds,
by
hailed
been
has
24:1940,
Mrs. 0. T. Farley. Miss Sara ElizConState
ville last week in the
the Societe Moderne d'Instruments
abeth Farley and B. C. Allbritten.
vention of FFA clubs. Preston as "the last word in chamber
Tenn. last Thurs- who will be their guests in Dea Vent. This organization was the
especnobody,
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purcium and were in Martin.
surprieed
Cotham
music."
their tr6d.
accompanied
of the Barrere Little Symseed
who'd
and
those
s
different
classmate
Mr. and Mrs, Foreman Graham re, day, having
his
ially
thirty-one
Presenting
Mrs. B. T. Chamblin
which is famous throughout
walked
Grogan left today for
he
when
Ben
phony
Mrs.
debate,
him
_turned yesterday from Dade Park house guest.
heard
solos,
in
ons
instrumental combinati
there for her return
Greenfield. Tenn.. where she has
today.
near Evansville where they at- of- Memphis.
out of the contest room with, 140
America
quintets,
home.
duets, trios, quartets and
tended the races.
accepted a position as English and
as the first place award.
no" is
filling various posts in the
After
"Concerti
rat
Jr.
reld,
Barrere-B
schools.
Stubblefie
high
the
Verhon
the
Mrs.
in
Latin teacher
Those yvtur knew Preston were
Miss e•attie Venable left Sleekflut- Colonne Orchestra and the Paris
from Hickman
Mrs. Ed Sudhoff. of Cincinnati,
confident there wasn't a single'per- composed of Georges Barrere,
day for Hopkinsville to visit her turned last Fridaytwo weeks with
parMischa
her
of
spent
guest
'cellist,
:tie
Opera, in 1905 Georges Barrere
the
where
been
has
Britt,
,
doelsetcould
who
'Mrs.
Horace
who
ist,
son' in the state
brother and his-wife. Mreand
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. ents. Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Helton,
ter lit making up things to sae on Elzon, violinist, Jerome Rappaport, was invited by Walter Dainrosch
Keith Venable, where she will her parents.
by
was joined for the week-end
most any subject, so they weren't pianist, and Gerald Kunz, violist.
to cisme ea this country to join
spend a week. She also will visit Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob James of Pa- Mr. Sudhofe, and they returned to
y Ora bit nervous when he put his
in •Bowling Creep.
Both great musical personalities, the New York Symphon
dinner guests of Mr. Their home in Cincinn,
q Sueday.
were
ducah
until
hand . in the hat and drew last
Miss ,Clara Waldrop, daughter of and ,Mrs. W. N. Lennox at their
names of Barrere and Britt chestra. Here he remained
McCdnnell
the
F.
D.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Friday at Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T Waldrop. re- hoine. Thursday evening.
hyphenated the orchestra merged with the
been
have
of Big Springs.
to
Holton.
seem
son.
and
,It was some farm subject the
turned Friday from Columbia.
owners. Philharmonic in 1928 when he reMrs. H. I. Siedd and -Miss Fran- Texas, are guests of ber parents.
young high school graduate drew through the lives of their
Mo.. where she made an acquaint- ces Sledd have returned from
Holton.
the signed in order to devote his time
D.
M.
Britt,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
flutist.
the
a
just
for
Barrere,
sat
down
out, - but he
ancoe visit preliminary to her going Prattville, Ala.,. where they spent
Crass is the guest
Rosalind
Miss
the to solo engagements find work as
at
teens
to
their
had
he
what
r
in
to
arrange
met
An
Septembe
minute
'cellist,
there for residence
several weeks with the former's of Dr and Mrs, Loyd Moore and
say and rhea stepped into the judg- Paris Conservatoire of Music and conductor of his Little Symphony
to study Journalism at the Univers- parents. Mr. and Mr. T. J. HinDetroit.
in
Hamilton
Gladys
Miss
-ing room. When he came out, he played Chamber Music together and Woodwind Ensemble, Mr. Barity of Missouri.
were accompanied
They
ton.
Mise__Ruby Eudora Smith. of
faculty of
had the championship.
Mrs R. J. Shacklefure. Nashville, home by Miss Mary Kathryn Hin- Benton. who has accepted a posiwhile still in their "Pantalons rere is a member of the
• Young Cotham is 19 years old
In July. t h e Juilliard Graduate School
is spending this week with her son ton of Alton. ill., who will be tion in -the Training School for
ockerse
tknickerb
courts"
and is the son of Mr. and Mrs
and his family. Mr. and Mrs. J. their guest for several days be- next year. and her mother, Mrs
graduated from where ,he conducts a special class
Ben Cotham of Lynn Grove, He 1895, they both
H. Shackleford.
fore returrung to her home.
George Smith, will move to Murfirst prizes on in woodwind ensemble. He is an
with
oire,
Conservat
high
is a graduate of Lynn Grove
Boone Hill, Sharpe. president of
Miss Naomi Lee Whitnell is ray - at an early date and will octs. A few American citizen and makes his
instrumen
class,
his
of
ian
respective
their
setel.51, valedictor
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco the guest of Dr. and Mrs. W. M. cupy fieme of Mr. J. G. Glasgow
last year. During his high school years later, they were again to- home in this country.
'Association, was in Murray on _Moores and family of Nashville. in College Addition for the winter.
,•..c Monday.
talc,n.
career, he has been an active FFA gether in the ranks of the celeBritt Is Belgian
The Rev. A. . Havens, president,
Miss Carolyn Carter. of Laurel.
member. During the last three brated orchestra of Concerts-ColProf. W. W. Chumbler. principal and 0. L Boren. secretary. 'of the Miss., is the guest of Miss Marian
Horace Britt, 'cellist and coSunday
a
Grogan
to
Bobbie
was
,left
according'
school,
years,
Club.
of Brewers high
local Rotary
onne, under the direction of Ed- founder with Barrere of the "Cone
Sharborough_
who was his instructor in agrifore-allearrunoth cave
afternoon
visitor in Murray Monday.
Travelers Safety Service
Mite Carrie Allison, who has
ouard Colonne and Gabriel Pierne. certino," was born in Belgium ol
the
of
raised
has
he'
assembly
year,
last
culture
Marofficers'
Carter.
the
where
Mr. and Mrs. Haley
sPell1 the past few weeks in MexIn 1905. they both came to Belgian parents. At the age of seven
project,
Monhis
class
and
as
tobacco
burley
Sunday
-heed
'Mureay
to
was
moved
have
club
tin. Tenn..
ico. returned to Murray for sevAmerica, and Awe, that time have he commenced to study the 'cello
why."
by
He
year.
ed
reason
one
acre
per
accompani
the
$250
know
makingnt
were
They
or
emPlaerme
has
jiffy
a
day.
Carter
in
MaMr.
Rob
finished
where
"I'll be
eral days' visa with Mrs.
was an A student, making only been united very often in various in Antwerp with Gustave Faes,
with the New Concord Milling Mrs. Haver) and Mrs. Boren.
son, before leaving for her home
one B in his high school career, combinations of Chamber Music. It at eleven he passed a brilliant exMr. and Mrs. George Hart and in Draper, Va.. to spend the reICompagy. • They are living at the
daughter. .Lochie Fay. and Mr. mainder of the summer vacation.
motor and Dept in mathematics.
Torn McElrath home.
was, therefore, quite natural that amination to become a student of
Mrs. A. H. Waldrop, and other! Jane, left this week on a
the
Last fall. he was a member of they at last decided to associate Jules Delsart of the Paris ConBlackburn relatives. His wife and two' chil- trip to Panama City and Other
Mimi Dathal Chrisman, Akron, and Mrs. Wells Overbey spent
Walter
Mrs.
and
Ur.
Hopthe Lynn Grove stock judging
0.. arrived Sunday night for a weekend with friends at
have returned from Baton Rouge, dren. Bob and Bud. who had been , Florida resorts.
their efforts in an Ensemble in servatoire, and at fourteen he was
2-weeks' visit with her -sister.
he studied on his mas- visiting at the Waldrop home for , Mr. and Mrs. Alton Barnett re- team that placed 8th in-----Kentucky which they could unite their par- gradeated, winning the "premier
where
La..
Diuguid.
Ed
.
Hale.
teams.
90
_Vernon
among
her
the
with
and
tnethera,
during
..-bere.
U.
'...-Delizia
S.
experience, as prize" for 'cello. A year later, folsome time, returned with him to, turris week from Chicago and
. ter's degree at L.
One would think that- young allel education and
Mrs.. Alma Ctinsinan. and family Joe Whitnell, 'Tullus Carraway summer session.
Salem. Theye were accompanied Dun ee, Ill.. and Oak Park,
as well as their mutual artistic ideals. lowing successful engagements as
up
farming
take
would
Pat Moore, and John Neal attendCotham
returnhas
in liareel.
Mason
Marilyn
Miss
from Salem by Mrs. Mayme Schw-; whe e they enjoyed instruction in a vocation from all the success
soloist with the two most imporMr.'med Mrs. lrve Brewer. Mr: ed .the double header last Sunday ed from Elizabethtown. Ky.. where cozy. alto of Salem.
Fills Gap
the use and care of evergreens. The he's had at it. But not He's interCincinorchestras of
no"
"Concerti
of, .Mr. and Mrs.
and •Mrs.. Genie Gilbert.; and -Mr. at. St. Louis 'between the
guest
itt
the
tant symphony
was
she
Barrere-Br
more
The
the St. Louis
Mr. and Mrs Bryan Mason. of t nursery in Dundee covered
ested in the ministry, and will
an Small - Were lief/ Reds and
where.
and. Mrs.
.
England
mesical
to
went
the
he
been
Dick Hagan.
in
had
gap
France,
two
a
The
fill
acres.
to
Park. Mich., are visiting than 600
enter Freed-Hardeman college at seehis
visitors of raierives near Little Cards.
Mrs.. Wells Purdom and chil- Highland
and
They. guests of Miss Etheleen Shankle. a Henderson, Tenn., this fall on a life of this country. Extensive introduced by Sarasate, he made a,
county.
Fenton
J.
Calloway
in
H.
Mrs.
relatives
and
Mr.
SunJr..
County
Wells.
in
Marshell
..Cyjarese
dren. John Neal and
•in Oak
outside triumphant London debut and
daughters. Clara. Etta. and Ann have returned from a short visit wia .•.••• a to Michigan Monday. sister of Mrs. Barnett.
scholarship studying toward that works for Chamber Music,
day afternoon.
Chicago.
ere seldom played throughout the Provinces.
- end Mrs. C. A.• Bishop and Park.
Mr.
.
quartets,
top-notch
he's
string
a
Mrs.
debater,
As
end.
of
and
Mr.
Mrs. Walter Owersieel son. Mr. spent the weekend in
parents.
her
of the with
"Captain" Robert F, Moss and He and Ralph Crouch last year heard, although there is an unbe- At the conclusion of a concert tour.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. W. Frost spent
and Pans J. C. Simerions and son. Mr. Fenton is manager
Belote. in Mayfield.
Murray Hosiery Mills.
Mary Tuesday visiting in Wickliffe and wife, of Pinkneyville Ky.. spent the won a decision over LaCenter, the lievable wealth of repertoire, not ofa_Ceina, Japan, and Indo-China
Tarry and
Mrs. W. J. Hendricks MiSia
Hazel
Misses
week-end with their sister, Mrs. J. teant that ultimately was runnerMiss Hazel Sammons has return- Lassiter will return the latter part Wednesday at Reelfoot Lake.
C o.
Pentecost of
mie Lou
quintets, formed by the Britt • came to the United States
county
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Frost and P. Lassiter. This was their first up_ in Kentucky and which went only in
University of
the
d
Tenn.. Mrs., Noah Doran and sort ed to her school in Lyon
from
week
the
of
20 years. and to Los Angeles to compete in the entire Barrere-Britt "Concertino," where. he eventually establishe
weekend here
in
home
the
Murray
to
their
to
spending
visit
returned
'Meer
have
baby
of
Gleason.
they
where
Liscomb
,
Sue
Peggie
Kentucky at Lexington
His
but in quartets, trios, duets, and his home and became .a citizen.
in Louisville after spending . 10 were very irtuch pleased with the National debate tournament.
Mee Nell, with. her family. She is teaching have studied this summer
Term.. were geests
soschool about 3
parents, progress of Murray.- He 'was boat even solos. The repertoire extends American debut was made as
Doran and IStre. -Connie Paschall' in thea Hubbard
. M. Oliver Jaynes and daugh- days visiting Mrs. Frost's
captain on the Tennessee. Ohio.
miles from ettrmingEarn.
of Pasadena. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
the pre-Bach period when the loist with the Chicago Symphony
Nancy.
from
and
of Hazel Friday.
Janet
ter&
i rivers
orMr.- and 'Mrs- Zelna Carter .and Calif.. will arrive Friday for a
LOVING MEMORYBlackburn, in- Cumberlaer-and Mississipp
Mrs. Charles Shires_ InchanapaProf. Walter
flute was so much used in en- Orchestra and the Philadelphia
Saturday for a
Mrs. Vernon structor in the chemistry depart- for many years.
of chestra.
and
moderns
Mr.
he Ind.. who has been visiting Mr. family left last
with
the
visit
to
music
semble
trip to Detreit.
In loving memory of my dear
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ei Elliott and
ld. Sr. They will be acand Mrs. Harold Ezell and Mr. week's vacation
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Thirteen of the 17 cars were deare supervised by the local agri- the sun would be barely discerni- that time they were often used.
a fine Christian gentleman and I railed, and six crashed into the
ApartRENT-Furnished
culture teacher, and help the state ble without the aid of a tele- Then a French surgeon produced a FOR RENT-Two nice first-floor FOR
am sure the son has all those good river canyon. In these were the
rooms with water in kitchen. Pri- ments. Steam heat. Electricaldepartment in determining what scope, whereas Sirius would con- complicated type. It was a band
qualities along with his qualifica- scenes of the greatest horror.
Rowlett,
D.
vate entrance front and back. ly equipped. Mrs. J.
with a pad which screwed down
One of the most entertaining mu- degree the -boy it entitled to have.
tions for Commonwealth's AtThose passengers still able to
sume the earth as quickly and corn- over an artery. From this screw
Water and lights furnished. See 711 West Main. Phone 157-W. tic
In 1936. Roberf had as his first
torney. There will_ never be law move began rescuing and applying sical programs ever presented in
a
would
furnace
blast
a
as
plete'y
at 1308 Main.
Stites
enforcement until menare elected emergency aid to the more seri- the Murray College auditorium was project, the feeding of a ton lit- gnat for it would take 400 suns to came the name tourniquet, an offFOR SALE-Metal roofing buildpigs 155
9
fed
He
pigs.
of
ter
"tourner,"
French
the
of
shoot
who are not afraid to enforce it ously injured.
Continental
that given by the
20x36 ft. Strong framing.
1937 OLDSMOBILE Deluxe fourweigh 2200 make Sirius.
meaning turn.
Heroine of the wreck was Thelma Gypsy Ensemble Wednesday, Au- days making them
or cannot be bribed or intimidated.
Reasonably
golbarn.
beautiful
door touring Sedan,
Make good
lot.
the
on
$84.47
clearing
pounds.
When I saw the votes cast for Ristveldt of Chicago, attractive gust 9. ,
tic
den beige finish, in excellent con- priced. J. M. Rowlett.
a
bought
he
money
this
With
Parasol
Leaves
Carry
Ants
Pink Curd it fairly took my breath. stewardess and nurse who, although
ditions low mileages city _d_r_ivesits A
'Dead' Snake Lives tee Bite .
seand
applauded
boar
most
the
Perhaps
•
jersey
Duroc
purebred
becalled
so
are
ants
Parasol
Just think of it! His getting a injured, gave aid until she colcar you can appreciate by seeing. WA NTED-PaSSA ge
The belief that snakes do not die
lection was Ador Berger's violin sow to have as a continuation cause they habitually carry small
large majority in every one of the lapsed into unconsciousness.
Our -10w price will interest you. for two girls within next week.
until sundown is probably bases on
following
the
beginning
project,
the
to
"Listen
jaws,
of
their
in
interpretation
flowers
and
leaves
precincts and 641 more votes than
Dr. E. A. Betts, Pennsylvania
We trade on easy terms.-Mau-ray Will help share expenses. See
reflexes
nerve
their
that
fact
the
year in 1937. That same year he umbrella fashion. Parasol ants do
all the other opponents. Pink, how State College professor, was cred- Mocking Bird."
Motor Co. DeSoto-Plymouth deal- Stites at Ledger & Tunes.
and
function
to
cont.ieue
sometimes
certified
of
acres
also .had five
lte
not carry small leaves and flower
did you do it? Well, you must ited with saving many lives by apers. 512 West Main.
Members of the Ensemble were
respond to stimuli after death. In
yielded 45 bushels per
FOR RENT-Two or possibly three
have promised every body a honey plying some 30 tourniquets to the Franz Alters, piano, Frank Sikora, corn which
petals to obtain shade from the sun,
him $1100. His
case. says Collier's Weekly, FOR SALE-60 acre Farm; good private rooms. See Mrs. /Sofia netted
one
and
acre
ppnd, and a silver spoon to eat injured.
cello, Maria Andre, accordion, An- hog project netted him $80 for but take the leaves into their nest they caused a snake to bite a man
Maddox, 208 South Ninth St. tfc
ti
land;
crop
acres
50
buildings;
Lost All Friends
if. with. Congratulations! -• And
Ador Berg- that year. For the year 1938. Rob- and make them into a cake, which fatally after it had been not only
miles North of Kirksey, Ky., on
"Never have I seen a more cour- ton Jaonwiez, bass and
.here's hoping you live up to confias
colony.
serves
the
for
food
ert's projects included two and
highway. Close to good graded TINY BABY GRAND BARGAINdead for more than an hour but also
dencs and trust the voters put in ageous display of nerve and cool- er, violin conductor.
one-half acres of corn, one acre of
_
and church. J. W. Law- Left on our hands by party unaschool
skinned.
Maprogram:
Their
"Countess
other
the
ness," he said.. "than by
you.
Are Not Great Patriots
tobacco, three cows and three
Ky., Route 2. Al7p ..ble to finish payments, this handKirksey,
rence,
from
by
ritza"
"Czardas"
on
had
I
Kalman;
friend
Every
passengers.
It's quite a contrast in Pink's
some Grand Piano will be sold
calves of Angus beef; and he still
saliome men," said Hi Ho, the sage
Business
Old
Insurance
Fire
election and that of __Prof. Dick the train was killed instantly."
by
Victor has his registered boar and sow.
"The Fortune Teller"
HAVE STRAY Jersey male at My to reliable person for $147.80. balBy dawn several hundred Ne- Herbert; Two Hungarian Dances These projects have nbt been sum- of Chinatown, "make the mistake
Hamlin. If I remember 'twas back
Fire insurance dates from the farm. About 18 months old, dark ance due on account. Instrument
at thinking that they are great pain the Eighties he was elected adans arrived and relieved the in- by Brahms, all by entire ensemble; marized yet.
great fire of London in 1666. The
color with 'White spot on left has .had most unusual care. Quick
triots because they have gotten into
county judge and did not carry a jured passengers.
diswidespread havoc caused by this
a
in
In 1936, Robert won $25
shoulder. Owner please call for action 'necessary. If you want a
a Hungarian Rhapsody by Popper.
on
cheers
three
giving
of
habit
the
They had been summoned by Ensingle voting place th the county,
real bargain, write today and give
Hp
disaster created a demand for pro- same.-L. Clint Jones.
trict essay contest, which was sponby
-Rua
presented
Sikora;
Mr.
the
provocation."
slightest
but when the votes were all count- gineer Necox, who ran a mile down
good references... Address ACstired by the Dairy Products Astection and ill the remaining years
Enesco,
by
preRhapsody
manian
ed he had carried the county over the tracks to the nearest telephone
sociation. In 1938 he won a lovof the Seventeenth ceatury several STREAMLINZTS, 1939 WRECKER COUNT. care at this paper, and
by
followed
sented
Atidre,
by
Miss
with
returned
He
aid.
summon
to
his opponents by getting a sub'Down to the Sea in Ships'
ing cup for having the best dark
companies were formed for this nur- SERVICE. New equipment. 24- we will let you know where to
ltc
stantial vote all over the county. the Harney section crew to join a Tango as an encore; Symphony fired tobacco irf the Purchase disThe quotation "Down to the sea pose.
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker see piano.
(Am I correct?) Prof. Hamlin rescuers.
of Romance and Dance by Johann trict at a fair which wes held in in ships," is in the 107th Psalm:
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
ALL CARS and _
CALLING
"Many of the victims were liter- Strauss, entire ensemble; Gavotte Paducah. In 1937-38 he Was pres- "They that go down to the sea in
taught the Uterback school before
phone 97; Night phone 543-W. TRUCKS-Drive 'out to W. 0.
Pansy Ancient Garden Flower
his election an& he had to lick ally torn to pieces with hands, feet by Gossec, presented by Mr. Jan- ident of the sophomore class of ships, that do business in great waSales
Chevrolet
Co.,
Motor
Porter
Vaughn's. Service Station, ColdThe pansy is one of the venerable
John Hardy Curd and Billy Utter- or arms cut off and their bOdies
in 1938-39, ters; these
see the works of the ancients amsng aarden flowers. It and Service.
Russian Gypsy Life by Rub- Hazel High School and
water Road, 100 yds. from Colback most every day and myself otherwise multilated," said A. C. owicz;
president of the local chapter Of Lord
and His wonders in the deep." is so old that its origin is vague,
lege Campus: Fill up with that
now and then. Not that I was less Munger. Omaha attorney. "It was inoff. presented by Mr. Berger; the Hazel FFA. In 1938 Robert
four
acres
FARM FOR SALE.-121
deserving but a little more care- an incredible sight to see, that big "Dark Eyes," "Two Guitars" and made the judging team of dairy
although botanists believe that It miles aouth of Hopkinsville, on a good Super-Shell Gas at 48e per
'Innocuous Desuetude'
train piled up like matchwood." "Play, Gypsy Play," from "Count- cattle and wTnt to Louisville to
ful not to get caught.
descended from a" small perennial pike. Good land. Good improve/ gallon. Help a Man from Kentucky win a free trip to the
The phrase "innocuous desuetude" violet -that grows in the cooler parts
On his way to the scene Presi- ess Mariner by Kalman, entire ena the State fair and helped the
On one occasion I tripped Fletchmeets. Level. $6.500.-B. I. Ter- World's Fair. I am the only Shell
_
_
er _Bogard-- as he was passing..up dent Withani_ M. Jeffers of the sem We.team to-place 16th out of a group is from Grover Cleveland's mes- Of Europe.
ry, 1105 McChesney Ave., Nash- dealer in Calloway county in the
he entered sage to congress, March 1, 1888:
the aisle and he fell on .the floor Union eacific"lernsed it "murderltc
ville. Tenn. In addition to', this regular pro- of 90 teams. In 1939
winning column. Contest closes
the, district contess participating "After an existence of nearly 20
'like a tree as "Prof's" back was ous sabotage:' and said a nationFostered Silkworm Industry
Alters
piano
Mr.
a
gram,
presented
in the swine enterprise contest years of almost innocuous desueof August 31. W. 0. Vaughn, A24p
supply
at that time turned. So he called wide hunt would be continued unSALE-Large
FOR
Benjamin Franklin, when he was
solo, and Mr. Berger gave- his in- placing first which entitled him to
Fletcher up and spanked him til the perpetratdrs were found.
tude, these laws are brought forth." In England as agent of the Colony crushed, lime: $1.50 per ton at
A coroner's jury Monday concur- terpretation of "Listen to the Mock- enter in the state contest which
crusher. Hrisendine Bros., New
soutidly and of course I expected
of Pennsylvania, sent home silk- Concord, Ky.
was held in Louisville last week.
.
A17p
to get mine too, but the' "- Prof." red with railway officials that a ing Bird."
Manila Fiber From Plant
cuttings
mulberry
and
eggs
worm
the
in
first
placed
;Also
Robert
said, "Now see if you can't stand rail deliberately "misplaced by
Prof. Price Doyle ended the
the
from
obtained
Manila
Aber
is
so as to establish the silkworm in- 1933 FORD V-8 Tudor with trunk.
up!" Never asked why he fell. Such person or persons unknown" caused chapel program by extending the state on his knowledge of hogs.
runs good. and many thousands of
It was at this same time that he abaca plant which grows only in duairy in this country.
are boys. Well. I believe in man,y the wreck.
wish that all present would be
The price of funeral
name
The
the
islands.
Philippine
good miles of transportation for
took his test for his state farmer
President A D. McDonald of the
respects boys are better now _and
the small sum of $125.00. We Is often a misleading
degree. Robert was very highly comes from the city of Manila from
Southern Pacific and other high of- back September 18.
more eager to learn.
Robin Has Many Songs
in selection of a
factor
trade. Easy terms. -Murray Moelated when on Friday night the which most of it is exported.
If you are in' need of rain we ficials of the company. were at the
Students of bird life credit the tor Co., DeSoto-Plymouth dealers. competent funeral disuperintendent
Peters.
Harry
Hon.
investigation
the
rector. We in the 50
would be glad to divide with you scene directing
robin with one of the most complete 512 West Main.
ltc
of public instruction, awarded him
years we have been esQueen Liked Marjoram
as we have had about 8 inches to and repair operations.
musical repertories of the bird
here, ,have
tablished
with the gold - State Farmer pen.
It. will be three or four days befall in the last 3 days and it is
the
of
mint world, citing instances of birds that FOR RENT-Garage
Marjoram is an herb
Apartment,
earned a reputation for
Even though Robert is very family. It fs imported mostly from
fore the road will be usable. Mean,raining now.
L.
L.
See
Street.
Main
West
repeatwithout
half-hour
a
for
comsang
possible
making
type
the
not
proud of his pen. he is
while trains were being routed
Eugene Erwin.
Frame, Germany and Hungary. ing a musical phrase.
tfc plete freedom from conVeal or phone 104.
to be "stuck up" about it. He is
over the Western Pacific tracks.
at a
prices
about
liked
The
Bess"
percern
"good Queen
letter to' a noted farm maga- just .p real Kentucky farm boy fumes in which it was tiled.
--fk-Ms--Rieks, Woodford county,
We .have 3 0, L C_ BROOD SQW5, lime when such freeFuture
the
in
believes
fully
orWeliptet
Mark
and
Glasses
Removing
aine. on barley says: "I have noted
already bred and 21 0. I. C. dom is worth more than
has completed the construction of
For countless centuries, many shoats. All fine breeding, that, we anything else.
pros and cons on barley in your Farmers motto: "Always a Gena model cattle barn.
Draws Water From Great Well
What this means to
peoples of the Orient, particularly
esteemed columns. Let me add -my tleman".
will sell or let out on the shares.
you is simply this: Our
San Gimignano. the famous town the Chinese, have removed their -C. A. Purdom & Son.
The requirements for a State
1 tp
voice.
for fair dealreputation
follows:
as
are
of towers in Italy, draws its water spectacles, as a mark of respect,
"I wonder why none has men- Farmer degree
1. Complete satisfactorily two supply from a great well which was when talking to another person, says FOR RENT-Furnished apartment, ing and the same fats
tioned the one great big advantwhom we
all
price to
with modern conveniences. Mrs. serve is your protecage of barley to the farmer, name- years of instruction in vocational driven in 1273 and has not failed in Collier's Weekly.
Workmen Wednesday began coilin
membership
and
Poplar.
agriculture
505
Randolph,
Mayme
more than six centuries.
ly, its value as a cover crop.
tion that the services
structiop of a new bridge on the
tfc you request will be
Telephone 315.
"You can try wheat and oats FFA.." with outstanding farm proStates Levied Tariff Duties
Paris highway inside the city limits
Master
Chevrolet
gram.
-1939
SALE
FOR
rendered with dignity,
of
lots
and
years
get
fail to
a stand
'First-Water' Diamonds
was •Coupe.. Only 13.000 miles._ Actual reverence and econnear the Murray Hosiery. Mill and
Before the Constitution
2. Pass . some occupational test
of clover and grass. but with barin
term
used
is
The
"flrst-water"
We Invite taw
omy.
the ice plant, tearing away the
full
Car
staff.
'had
state
less.
each
1789,
state
no
more,
in
the
,
by
adopted
price. $595-sno
ley you will get a good stand. The supplied
old structure and necessitating, de3. Earn and deposits in a bank ot reference to diamonds that are- se control over its trads with - all Oth- belongs to 0. 1w. 'Partner. See it inquiries at all timeless.
in
lies
reason
early
the
maturity
pure and colorless that they can ers, and some states levied tariff at Porter Motor Co.
Sours by incoming traffic from Haltc
Sincerely,
and the very light straw' of barley, invest at least $250.
zel or New Concord.
4. Be familiar with parliamen- scarcely be distinguished from wa- duties.
making this crop a great nurser.
Churchill
H.
J.
River
Ohio
acre
SALE-400
FOR
procedure, by having held of- ter when immersed.
Senator T. 0. Turnei said traffic
"I think seed dealers miss the tary
Farm. About 125 acres upland
Home
Funeral
from New Concord will be routed most important sales point they fice in a local chapter.
Pennsylvania 'Pretzel State'
sowed to various grasses and
group dis-5. Be able .to lead
7
Telephone
over Sixth street and vehicles from have in many communities when
Forest Fires in Michigan
Pennsylvania is called the "pret- meadows. 100 acres valuable timHazel will turn in at Eighth street. they fail to point out barley's great cussion for 40 minutes.
In 1881 fierce forest fires burned zel state" because many of its
Murray, Ky.
cultivastate
high
Balance
ber.
team.
judging
school
Make
6.
completed
, The bridge should be
for days in the region between Sagi- towns and cities make pretzels that
superiority in that respect.
WELL EQUIPPED
• 7. Show marked attainment hi
within two weeks, it was believed.
"Fertilizer dealers can profit scholarship.
nal..., bay and Lake Huron,-destroy- are eaten throughout the country.
Complete Line of Parts and
from the feel that barley responds
‹
8. Possess qualities of leadershim leia
.04
o$11•41/Prjualar.:
1;
well to commercial phosphate par'Werth
perty.
Gen-uine R.C.A. Radio
When Sleet and Snow Fall
ticularly, also to other commercial
Tubes
Sleet usually falls when the tema
in
ferlflizer
lesser degree. I have
Early Use of 'Mr.' and 'Mrs.'
perature is slightly below freezing.
seen barley yield jumped 10 to /2
In Atnerican Colonial days, the Snow falls from freezing temperabushels an acre by applying 150
"Mrs."
and
"Mr."
were
prefixes
ture down to sub-zero.
pounds per acre of 20 per cent
Tobacco averaged $14.14 for the generally accorded only to the genJ. W. Carr left Tuesday morning phosphate."-signed. Charles J. Mctheir
and
ministers
including"
try,
Early Method of Baking Bread
Gill,
first two weeks in the Georgic
for Koleen. Ind., to attend the fuThe earliest known method of
Up Sifti,l'S at
bright' tdbacco crop. Farmers re- wives.
neral for his brother-in-law, Alvathis
$8,843.517.12 duringbaking bread was to lay the mass of
Holland-Hart's
dore Ashcraft, who died near Lin- LYNN GROVE YOUNG PEOPLE'S ceived
Idea of Bicycle Old
time. Last year's average for the
dough on hot stones and to cover it
ORGANIZATION
ton, Ind., Sunday.
There
$20.34.
was
weeks
twp
is
first
bicycle
the
of
idea
general
The
with glowing ashes.
For Service
Ashcraft was a brOther
The Young People's Organiza- is a prospective crop of 109,000.000 suggested in ancient carvings, but
Carr's first wife aid died at the
AlaFlorida,
in
year
this
pounds
successfully
not
was
machine
the
'
Food in Flaps of Br.esA
home of the mother of Glenn C. tion meets every Sunday4 rsight at
Lynn Grove Methodist church at bama and Georgia with deer half, developed until the Nineteenth cenIn Persia the cooked food' sold
Ashcraft, Murray.
7:00 o'clock. All young people are of the crop sold.
tury.
in bazaars is folded up in long flaps
invited to attend. The following
of bread, from one to two feet long,
program wilL
,
be presented:
Wealth
and
Poverty
and carried home,
SUPPER
CREAM
ICE
Subject: - "Inheritance"; leader"Poverty is no disgrace," said
Martha B. Harris; music; hymnMen Killed in World War
Uncle Eben, "but you'll mehhe find
supIce-cream
an
be
will
There"Faith of Our Fathers"; Bible quoAlmost twice as many men were
to be
tation by everyone; prayer-Isaac per at the Outland Sahool. Sat- dat wealth Sin' nuftin'
killed in the World war as in all
Ford; introduction-Tennie Rogers; urday night, August 19, accord- ashamed-of." the wars from 1790 to 1913.
"In the Beginning"-Barbaranelle ing to a report by Mrs. Lola Rye.
-Quarts Most- Common Miner&
Harris: `'in the 13tri,ining floe= leather:Tom Thumb's Name
Quartz is the most common and
Mildred . Swann: announcements;
Tom Tlattrnb was 31 inches tall
widely distributed of all minerals,
hyrtin-"An Evening Prayer"; benand is found in almost every kind and his real name was Charles
ediction.
Stratton.
of rock.
BROWN'S NECK WILL
ENABLE HIM TO PLAY
Traces of Ancient Indians
Novelist Once Justice of Peace
Perry county tamers have orFOOTBALL THIS FALL
Traces of ancient Indian life are
We Have Purchased the Day & Nite Cafe From
Henry Fielding, Eighteenth cendered 172.390 pounds of phosphate tury English novelist, was at one abundant in the Grand canyon reOur Brother, Lloyd Workman, and Will ConJoe Brown, Danville center, has since the first of the year, with
time justice of the peace for West- eon.
beeh given permission to play foot- more orders on the way.
tinue to Give You the Same High Class
The ejeture, "Under the 4-H minster.
ball at Murray State College this
First Gold From Appalachians
Service as in the Past-May We
fall, after physicians had declared Flag" attracted a lame crowd in
The first gold mined in the United
May Be a Misleader
him "entirely recovered" from a Robertson county.
Serve You?
the
from
catne
States
Appalachians.
„Tod Tunkins says a person who
The Farm Security Administravertebrae injury suffered wbile ifl
high school. Brown played in 1937 tion has aided several Breathitt has a large following isn't necesRed Cross Founded in 1881
at Murray'. but last yea? *as not county communities procure pure- sarily a leader. He-may be a mi.
FRED WORKMAN
ELMO WORKMAN
The American Red Cross was
permitted on the squad because of bred bulls.
jeader.
•
Six Ion-litters are almost ready
founded in 1881.
the neck injury.
Oar showing at the Evansville, Hessivi Froops Fought for England
Ind.. show -by Union county 4-H • The total number, of Hessian
ICE CREAM AT UTTERBACK
Goldfish Colored Brown
club members.
The goldfish is colored brown
troops who fought for England m
of
The
regfounding of a herd
There will Ise. an ice cream sups
ID native state.,
the Revolutionary war was 29,867.
per,Srftorday night. AUgust 26. at istered 'cattle by „A. W. Gobbert
purebied
Daviess
brings
county's
anwas.
it
viand.
Utterback
the
herds to five.
It pays to read our CLASSIFIEDS. It spays to read our CLASSIFIEDS
nounced today.
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Gypsy Ensemble
Presents Program.
In Auditorium
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Phosphate4Orders
Must Be Placed
By August
- 23rd

Bank Cashier In
Robert Hendon
Paducah Holds Out Gets FFA Degree
...$15,000 Over Period At State Meeting

•

tf

•

Important
Facts . . .

Letter to Magazine
Expresses Confidence
In Barley for Farmer

Bridge Building
Makes Necessary
x•x 043•Es x•x iES•ESC
Traffic Detours
RADIO SERVICE

1

SUPREME

Dr. Carr Attends
Relative's Rites In
Linton, Indiana

Important Notice

All Around Us

Radio Service Co.

DAY' NITE
LUNCH
Now-Open All Night

Phone 23

52• ..S3•03•DS3134K•
M•22•Sg• .,

TO THE VOTERS OF THE THIRD
JUDICIAL DISTRICT:

I wish to express my deep appreciation to
the Democrats who supported me in my successful race for Commonwealth's Attorney; I
shall always be grateful to yipu and will endeavor to repay you for your confidence and
support by rendering efficient and faithful
service as your Prosecuting Officer.

er

=Nib

Kentucky Farm
Notes

Sincerely and gratefully,
JOHN T. KING. .

Goldbloom Ice Cream, all flair. pt. 15c
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College Farm Demonstrates Use of
Low Grade Tobacco as Fertilizer

Buchiraan News

Ungrazed Woodlands Provide Cash Crop, Prevent Erosion

County Crops Tc
Have Good Yields

Mr. Carman stated today that the
result of this combination of last
year was very gratifying. He also
stated that there are 20 other combinations stiperior to this one in
Prof. A. Carman, head of the West Kentucky.
After the lespedeza hay is haragriculture department at Murray
State College, reports a remark- vested, there will be 20 acres of
able difference in yiel& of the crop Italian rye grass sowed. The rye
where the tobacco was used. The grass will furnish early spring pascorn, where tobacco was used, ture and the lespedeza- will furshows 7 to-,10 days advancement riish summer and fall pasture. If
over corn where there was no to- this practice is proved successful
bacco iipplied. The potatoes. cab- it will greatly bedefit the farmers
bage etc.. showed a very- decidedi of West Kentucky where pasture
increase over those where this is greatly needed, Mr. Carman
stated.
,fertilizer was not used.
There are 14 acres of No. 13, U.
The seed bed for 20 acres of
Italian rye grass and crimson S. hybrid corn and 8 acres of Kendover is in condition to be nawn. tucky 960 hybrid corn, both showing -a• very premising yield. 'These
two hybrids will out-yield the
average local torn by' at least 50
per cent," remarked Mr. Carman,
when asked how much they would
produce. He stated that every in-i
Alcation pointed to a 14 or 15 bar-1
eel harvest from this corn.
Two hundred very fancy pullets!
have been selected from the flock
which consists of 1000 birds. The
Sugar, fine granulated,
selection has been in process" all
46c sm-ing and summer, in order to se10 lbs.
Sugar (cash item) Crystal
lect the very best. The birds will
or Godchaux, 100 lb.
be placed in the laying house about
$4.70 September 1. The eggs will be used
Bag
lac at Wells Hall. The last of the
Crackers, 2 lb. box
.. 23c chickena.. other than the laying
Peanut !cutter,- qt.
Salad Dressing, qt. .. 23c flock, were delivered to Wells Hall
Huskies, (reg. size) 2
. Saturday. August 12.
Mr. Carman reports that seven
boxes
1 Sc acres
of barley and seven
10c of oats will be sown this fallacres
Coffee, we grind, lb.
for
Coffee, Canova or Maxfeed in place of corn. "By this we
25c can produce' enough feed and
well House, lb.
'Cherries, sour pitted,
greatly reduce 'erosion of the soil."
10c the ...ag chief stated.
can
18c Five acres of fine dark fired
Meal, 10 lb. bag
10c tobacco will be produced by Rob5 lb. bag 15c ert Mayfield, overseer of the farm.
Vinegar, bulk, gallon
Mr. Mayfield reports that his ars
:
24 lb. bag Flour, large
Mixing Bowl
79c bition is to grow a crop. of tobacco
superior to any crop.ever produced
Flour, Lynn Gro*e Best,
on .the farm.
24 lb. bag
59c The farm has purchased a herd
19c sire from the Jones Brothers at
Jar Tops, dozen
Jar Rings, 3 doz.
10c Yorkville, Tenn.
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Friday and Saturday,
August 18-19

Livestock

BOGGESS
PRODUCE CO.

-IA
meet in separate class rooms.
- Prayer
Meeting will be held
our
CLASSIFIEDS.
It
pays
to
read
EAST ST. LOUIS. III.. Aug. 16- Wednesday might, at 7:30.
Hogs 6,000, 5,500 on 'sale: opened
active. 10-20c higher on •180 to 230
lbs. at 5.95.1 6.05; small lots at 6.10;
few around 270 to 280 lbs. 5.50;
light lights and pigs steady to 10c
higher; 140 to 160 lbs. 5.10sr5.60,
130 lbs. down 4.505,4.90; sows 3.75
ii 4.85,
Cattle 3,200, 3.000 on sale; calves
1,800, 1.500 on sale; native steers
liberal; no early sales; 18 cars -of
western grass steers in run, market not established on butcher
yearlings
and cows but opening
The importance of farm woodlots in a sound :and list program cannot
be overemohasized, soil conservationists claim. A well-managed Wood' deals steady; sausage bulls steady,
top 6.25; cows 4.755i 5.75; canners
lot adds considerably to the farm ircome. Grazing of aciodlots, as showr
Kroger's
Pillsbury Best, Gold Medal,
above, prevents reproduction and provides 1,ttle forage. The woodlan, and cutters 3.2541 4.50; few butcher
lucbb 65c AVONDALE Or BOKA 45c
st
.Caa
k
L2y4olnb'.s
yearlings 7.5010 8.75; vealers 25c
Saran below is fenced against grazang and a selective cutting policy •
higher than yesterday's close. top
24 lb. sack
sack
followed.
".
slaughter
range
9.75; _nominal
Fruit Acid, box
Sc
heifers
6.2541
,
9.75;
steers 6.2511
9.75:
20 oz. Twisted
2 large Chips°, 1 Metal
24 oz. Sandwich or
Clock
replacement 5.75u9.00.
CENTER RIDGE SCHOOL
VANCLEAVE SCHOOL NEWS
Loaves 15c 12 oz. CC
ez
zi V
Riyeenna
Basket
49c
. Hvoemsestyle 25c16 o
24 3
0xL
Sheep 2,500, 2,000 on sale; marLoaf J
Matches, 6 boxes
18c
17
By Elaine Barnett
ket unestablished, with early sales
This writing, finds us with five
confined few choice sorted lambs
Jello, all flavors, box
Sc Our school seems to be pro- weeks passed swiftly and happily
gressing nicely. We have started away Each pupil and teacher -has
The followorg patients were_ad- on shipper accounts at 8.50.
Fine Granulated
Pure Cane, 25 lb. Bag $1.25
Oxydol, small box
9c on
another week of school and the
,
during these five weeks to milted to the Clinic HO-vital this
10 Lbs 46C
-P&G Soap, 7 bars . • 25c pupils seem to -be enjoying their tried
make our school one' of the best week:
Sc work- and are having a good time. in the county
Charcoal per bag
,
Miss Naomi- Maple. Murray.
. 39c
ticight 3blabg
lb.
lbFrench 3_g
alb. CCc Splos
We are having a good attendWe have improved the looks of
Mrs.,Seldon Brandon, Murray 8
• MEAT DEPARTMENT
ance every day
our. rooms by painting tables,
Mrs. 0, R. Jeffrey. Murray.
‘
1
,'" lb
I9c
Fresh Pork Liver, lb. .. 10c We are selling candy to get
benches, book cases and by adding
Mrs. N. S. Daughty announces
Nice Spring Lamb, lb.
15c basketball, a fountain pen. and a postures of various kinds to every the arrival of a 'boy at the Clinic
BARS 25c
LAUNDRY SOAP
Ap Giant OK or Giant P and G
4 lb. carton Pure Lard 32c bat and softball.
room The work table and orange Tuesday. The boy was named N. S.
The death of Mrs. S. F. Oglesby,
We thank Mr. Arnett for having crate-seats are, prosang very useful Jr.
114, who succumbed of complicaAged Country Rant,
sent us coal and water.
_
-Mte•-lantet-rsctwards.-nstar-Mus:rap;--eilysts--st-the„ home of her daughters
ist the papile of The low.L.. grad-.s
We are lookang, for our pictures
, Mrs. J. L. Lynn, Murray 5.
Our grades for the first month
Small Lux Flakes 10c, Large 25c
SCOTT
Mrs. M. 0. Grugett. near. BackusBox Bacon, lb.
25c in this week.
were not as good as they could, Mrs. James Ralph Wells. Murray. burg on August 3, was announced
3 Rolls
Those who recently visited our have been, but most 'of us arc
Sliced Bacon, no rind,
Mr and Mrs. Walter H. Benedict here today.
Bars
school were Mrs. Rosie Duncan.
Towels, Roll 10c 25c
no waste
20c Clint Donelson. Aggie Collins, striving to raise our standing 'dur- announce thearrival of a boy at Eld. Coy Chester conducted
ing the next four weeks. Miss May- the Clinic Hospital this week They funeral services at the Mt. Olive
Cream Cheese, lb.
22c Clarence Duncan. James Collins belle Stall. and Miss Mildred Ram- reside in Junction City. Ky.
CLIFTON
Kroger's C. Club PORK and
Christian church. Mrs. Oglesby
Veal Chops, 2 lbs. .
35c and Jack Miller.
Cans
or
Mrs. W. A. Cullum, Murray.
5-16
oz.
sey, were the only pupils in 'the
Church
Christian
member
of
the
a
Bologna, 2 lbs.
25c Will be with you all next week. four upper grades who received Small child of Mr_ and Mrs, Er- since early girlhood, is survived
BOLLS
3-28 oz. Cans
nest Phillips, -Murray route 5.
Vada
Mrs.
Sausage, 2 lbs.
25c EDGE HILL HONOR ROLL all A's and Es.
by two daughters,
Murray..
Foster,
colored.
D.
L.
.
1
Last week we purchased two
C. Club, 2 lb. box 23c
SODA
Grugett. of the county, and Mrs.
Packers GRAPEFRUIT
Salt Butts, lb.
. 8c
Mrs. Talmadge Robinson. Murray. Edna Green. St. Louis; and two
health balls and our third softball,
2 Wibesco
Sugar Cured Butts, lb. . 12c First grade: Mary Gertrude -tut we 'feel that se-team who Carr B.•a 1-augsacia-Murray. ....
of
Oglesby.
Raleigh
brothers,
No. 2 Cans
Pork Steak, 2 lbs.
35c Swift, Joan Guthrie. Mildred Tyler beat the strong team from Potter- Mrs. George Patterson, Puryear, Graves county, and Roscoe OglesAnna Faye Lem- town, as our team did last Friday. Tenn,
by. of St Louis.
Paying 17c in Trade for . Second grade:
Food King TOMATO
Elwood Stubblefield. Murray 3.
No.
ons: Wanda Sue Callie.
is deserving of a new ball every
Eggs
colored,
Murray.
Buster
Bumpas.
Tyler
Evon
grade:
Third
Cans
week. This coming Friday we are
r2i 1OcToni Lee. Murray.
Sixth grade: Westley Lemons. planning on doing to the Dexter
ez
.PHONE 12 PROMPT DEL Faye
were
disfollowing
patients
The
Todd
team as they did unto us two
LON
We Pay Highest Market
Eighth grade William Franklin weeks ago. sending them home missed:
PINEA
Prices For
oz. Cans
Mrs. Ch$rles Hammond. Union
Keel, Euple Lemons
badly defeated.
12 oz. Cans
EE
Our various clubs are putting City. Tend.
EGGS, POULTRY,
•
Mrs. Hubert Witty Brandon. Ky.
PPLEJUICE
No. 2 Can
forth every effort to have their
Little Betty Lou Witty. Brandon.
and CREAM
-BIG "K" SANDWICH
side at the top at the end of -the
Little Wanda Sue Witty, Brandon
Avondale Brand KIDNEY
first eight weeks. The contest beMiss Marelle Ward, Murray.
tween the two sections of the
Miss Virginia Travis, near Shilafr
seventh and eighth grade history
No 2 Cans
Little 1,3otsie Lancaster. Dover.
class is a very close contest. The
SALAD
8 oz. C. Club 10c
Mrs. R. L.. Grandy, Murray.
Wild Cats are, 11pW leading by a
Baby, Michiel Grandy. Murray.
Box
10c
three score lead.
'Mrs.' Cecil Boy.t: Murry.
Embassy' Qt
St.
(Depot)
Patrons don't forget we are exMaple
East
.Little Suzette Boyd. Murray.
t pectin,g you to visit us- every opMrs. J. 18' Shackleford and baby'
portunity you have.
of Murray
Per Pound
CHUCK CUTS
Written by Elsie Morris. Robbie Fennell. and' Lorendd

KROGER
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

75`24

FLOUR

Clinic Hospital Notes

Mrs. Oglesby Death
Is Reported Here as
Occurring August 1

2

BREAD
SUGAR
COFFEE LC111311:cki
so

25
25`

111111111gINCERINESIMIIII

MURRAY
PRODUCE CO

11111111111111ENINEECIEIR

ICE CREAM AT, STOW'
There will be an ice Cretaill'supper at the Stone school house this
coming Saturday evenifil-Music
will be furnished by the Parker,
and Harts
•

COST LESS NOW
10c
LIVER, lb.
10c
BRAINS,1b.
12/
RIB ROAST, lb.
1
2c
8c-121/2c
MUTTON, lb:
7c
LARD, lb.
Sc
SALT BUTTS,'lb.
15c
CHUCK ROAST, lb.
25c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
25c
HAMBURGER,2 tbs.
- 10c
BACON-BUTTS; lb.-11c
VEAL-STEW,lb.
GOOD SLICED'BACON, lb. . . . 18c
2 lbs. ARMOUR'S STAR BACON g5c
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS

SW ann's

FOOD MARKET

Grocery

24-Phones-25
Nice Good Eating Apples. gal. 7c
60c
Pk. 1St. Bushel
46 oz. Grapefruit Jules. Brace's 15c
20c
Libby's
25c
3 Not-. eans
10 lbs. Fine Granulated, Sugar 4k
sec
10 lbs. Best Cane sugar
50s
24 lbs. hood Flour
24 lbs. Mack's Best Flottr•in
70c
Towel Bag
7G(
lb. Bucket Pure Lard
53.60
50 lb. can Pore Lard
20e
1 doz. Sunkist Lemons
I
One 1-4 lb. Jet fine Comb
Honey
.I
Nice New Extracted Honey, lb. 12,
15 oz.' Storage Picks:fp Raisins 10c
10e
1 lb. Package Prunes
13,
2 lb. box Crackers
23c
'2 lb. Jar Peanut Butter
RAMO. for washing dishes and
clothes, small sire 10c, large 2.1,
69c
Fruit Jar* Os. 65e et
9:.(•
1-2 gallon Jars 13c to
10 to 12.,c
Nice Lean Bacon,
20c
Nice Sliced Bacon.
Entre Best Sliced 1 lb. box 25c
Nice Dressed Fryers and Swift's
"
_
Branded .Beef
-Tay in Trade for Eggs lac
High Price In Cask

- Thor
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cis
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron
and Rags

lb..

Bros.
Shrqoat
MEAT
MARKET

Free Delivery

TOLLEY & CARSON

Phone 214

Fine Meats and Canned Goods

Heinz Baked Beans, Lge. cans, 2 for 25c
Topmost Grape Juice, qt. bottle . . 33c
18c
Swift's Cocktail Sausage, can
Topmost Grapefruit Juice, No. 2 can
23c
3 for
4ce
15c
Extra large can Grapefruit Jx.
1 2 lb. pkg.'"'-`4S -a'n4:l leelet4
Kraft's Cheese, /
Assorted Cold Cuts Lunch Meats, lb. 28c
33c
Krey's Pure Lard, 4 lb. carton .
Bacon, Sliced, No Rind, Fine Flavor,
23c
Pound
Spam, the Meat of Many Uses,
33c
12 oz. can
Dill
14c
Pickles, Qt. Jar, Sour or
23c
Salad Dressing, Qt.
Rinso, Large Box 22c, Small,3 for . 2'5c
_Spry, for Fancy Cooking, 111b. can 21c
23c
Toilet Tissue, 6 for
PHONE' 37

PROMPT DELIVERY

25c TISSUE 6

25c

JUICE 4
ORANGE JUICE

25c CRACKERS

12c

423

257_

K

25c

,
6

'It

'pc 25c
25c

131/2c
Pound
15c
29c
15c SLICED BACON Lb. 19c
COTTAGE

DRY SALT

CHEESE Pound 10c
JOWL MEAT Per
LARGE
;STEW PLej 10c BOLOGNA 2 Pounds 25'
RIB VEAL
Lb. 71
/
2c

Country Club Roll

Country Club

Pound' 25c
BUTTER
WHITING FISH 3 lbs 23c POTATOES 15 Lb Peck 23c
PER DOZEN
432 SIZE
15c
LEMONS
ONIONSYellow
Pound
CABBAGE
Per
21/2c
10 lb. IZteg
25
1c
c
BANANAS 4 Pounds 19c
ORANGES 344California
Size Each

HAMS

g)
Whole or Half
Lb. Gel
Tz•teieciaaed

WESCO EGG MASH

lop,Poup.d Bag

$1.69

10c
MASON JAR TOPS doz. 19c 1 JAR RINGS, 3 doz.
Cookies, Cream Saha. Lb. 10c
JELLO, Ass't. Flay. pkg. 5c

•

yr6.,
ty

4

SPREAD8-oz26C"ClujbarlOc 19c BEANS 4
EATIEs
23c
DRESSING
VEAL ROAST
Hickory Smoked
BACON Whole or Half Slab
$3.49
4 POUNDS
50 lb. Net
LARD

„r
-

JUICE

Offic

25c

BEANS

VEAL STEAK Per Lb

o.

farm
redtc
cellei

8

LUX SOAP 4

TISSUE

., • • ,

SHADY

We wish to extend our heartfelt
Our school has been progressing
Mrs. Pres Wilson was buried at thanks to our many relatives and
nicely and has ended five weeks'
Blood River cemetery Saturday af- friends for their faithful Siervice
of successful work.
ternoon. She is survived by her shown us during the illness and
The fourth and sixth grades
husband. %Valle Wilson, and four death of companion and father, Some Tobacco Shows Signs Of Wild- have completed their health book- t
fire:
Cotton and Pastures
sisters. Mrs. Ina Neese of Paris. Stanley C Kirkland, who died of
Icts.
Are Good
•
Mrs. Gustia McGhee, and Mrs, El- heart trouble August 3, 1939. We
'The eighth grade class is worksie Robinson, both of Buchanan. want to thank Dr. C. H. Jones for
ing on geography booklets.
With the harvest season nearing,
Mrs. Johnnie Freeland of Chicago. his untiring effort to save our dear
The school is selling candy to
are get a softball, dodge ball, and
and two brothers. Howard. and one, also thank Bro. R. F. Gregory crops in Calloway county
Merdie Talley. and a host of other for the kind words of sympathy, showing signs of above-the-average health ball.
relatives and friends also survive. the Churchill Funeral Home for yields, especially in hay crops and
Our softball team was defeated
Mrs. Land Farley and-daughter their service rendered, the singers corn on bottom land.
team, Friday.
by Independence's
to
the
called
been
recently
have
for their sweet singing. Thanks
Although wildfire and rust is beEdna Hopkins, Charlie Burkeen,
bedside of her mother who is very for the beautiful flowers. May ing discovered this week in some and James Finnel were absent
ill at Sparta. Tenn.
God's richest blessing rest upon tobacco fields, it is not widespread part of last week because of illMr. and Mrs. Euin Miles and each of you Is our prayer.-Mrs. enough to greatly curtail the yield ness.
sena have returned to their home Stanley C. Kirkland. Mr. and Mrs. of a crop that has all indications &
Our attendance for the first 111
in Detroit after visiting relatives' Bennie Finney, Mr. and Mrs. Fred being a bumper one both in quality month was 99 per cent. 'We hope
here.
Kirkland, and families.
and volume. If, however, a period that every body will continue to
Shelby Lamb was a Saturday
of damp weather should come, the attend regularly.
night and Sunday guest of Benny
rust might spread and ruin a great
The honor roll is as follows:
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Robinson.
percentage of the weed.
First grade, Reba Dell Hopkins;
Wayne Nanney was killed in an
Some early fields of uark to- third grade, Willodean Goodwin,
A.
V.
Havens, Minister
automobile accident last week in
bacco have already been cut and Kathleen Ross; fourTh grade, Jane
Illinois. We., extend our greatest
The rresbyteiiis:. Lnurch will put in the barn. The quality of Ross; sixth grade, James Finnel,,
sympathy to the family.
worship with the First Christian leaf in most instances is broad and W. H. Hopkins; eighth grade,.Cor,
EVyan Morris spent a few days Church, Sunday morning at the heavy. Most corn is
in the roast- della Burkeen.
last week with Bob Morris and regular morning worship service, ing ear or tasselling stages. Cotton
family.
beginning at 10:45. The Reverend bolls are freckling and ripening.
our CLASS/FIEDS.
Mr. and Mrs. Euin- Miles and Howell Porgy, minister
of the Clover and grass crops in general It pays to read
and
Calloway
sons, Mrs. Boyd
Presbyterian church, will deliver are good, abundant rains through
daughter, and Carolyn Robinson the sermon. using as his subject, June and July
have kept pastures Paying in Cash for Produce
were Friday afternoon guests of "The Drama of Life." ,
in good shape. A good rain now,
Delivered
Mr. and Mrs. Demoy Roberts and
Motion pictures of the Mission- however, would
be
welcomed
daughter of Puryear.
ary work of the Christian Church throughout Calloway county.
Horace Calloway visited his par- will be shown at the Sunday night
Truck and garden crops have
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charley Callo- church service, beginning at 7:30.
produced bumper
yields. Beans.
way, and family last week.
The Young People's Society of
Miss Rubene Fergeson is visiting Christian Endeavor will meet in potatoes, summer peas. vegetables Heavy Hens
11c
Miss Frencec Brown this wee.k and the young people's parlor. at 6:30, in general, and watermelons have
11c
come forth plentifully. Although Heavy Spring Chicks
attending the meeting at Mt. Zion, Sunday evening.
8c
Pete Prince was a caller of Carl
The Sunday School. led by late frosts curtailed the peach and Leghorn&
and Wayne Wilson Sunday.
6c
Superintendent R. L. Wade, will apple crops somewhat, some Or- Roosters
plentiful
meet at 9:30. Sunday
morning. chards have produced
13c
Classes for all age-groups, led by yields in this county. The fruit is[Eggs
strained and competent teachers, largely sound.

A demonstration in the use of
low grade tobacco as fertilizer ha.;
been carried out at the college farm
that has created much interest in
Calloway County.,,,

_
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00 a year in Calloway
$1.
Marshall, Graves,Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere
the State of Kentucky.

SECTION TWO

$1.50 a
year to any address
$2.00 other
a
than above.
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEW* EVERY WERE

TVA MAY CONDEMN Bluff, Gilbertsville
Clash in Double
LAND FOR QUARRY To
IS COURT DECISION Bill at River Park

.ed
en,
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illrat
ipe
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Louis A. Vogel Loses Suit
To Maintain Property
On Own Terms

ns;
in,
me
lel,

AUTHORITY •MAINTAINS
IT REQUIRES LAND

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon August 17, 1939

)13.

[co

Yo
1c
1c
Sc
6c
3c

LYNN GROVE YOUTH New Way to Advertise Brings
WINS FFA CONTEST Customersto Wyoming Tavern

Three More of Tobacco Festival Beauties

Clubs Are Tied for Top Honors
In Jaikeon's Purchase League;
Game Will Be Sunday

Pine Bluff, of Calloway county,
and Gilbertsville of Marehall county, 'the two leading ball clubs e.
the Jackson's Purchase Leagu,
will meet Sunday afternoon at tie
Bluff diamond in a double-header
attraction to determine who will
continue to lead the league. • With both teams up to par, the
so-called "breaks" will determirie
the winner of the 2-game "go". It
will perhaps give Gilbertsville's
manager something to think about
when he checks the Pine Bluff
lineup arid finds seven men to
hit from the left side of the plate,
enough to give any right-hander a
severe headache.

The Tennessee Valley Authority'
has the right to condemn land for
use as a quarry from which to
obtain stone for construction of the
Kentucky Dam project at Gilbertsville, the United States District
Court of the Western District of
Kentucky has ruled.
The question was raised by landowners in an amended answer to
a TVA condemnation suit. The
landowners claimed that the sole
purpose for condemnations of their Pine Bluff Tips Pryorsburg 1-0
MISS JOSEPHINE GALUSHA
property was to obtain stone for
Eddyville, Ky.
Holding Pine Bluff to 4 scatterthe dam and that this was beyond ed hits.
Saxon for Pryorsburg. saw
the authority of the Government.' his
hope of winning from Pine
The land will not be flooded when Bluff
fade away as Odom at short
the reservoir is filled.
bobbled- one and let' L. &icy get
The Authority contends that land to, first in the 4th inning. Huey_
which will not be flooded is needed stole second and then scored easily
for other -purposes, such as malaria on Curry's stinging double blow
control and peevention of erosion to give Pine Bluff a 1-0 score and
and reservoir silting. However, the which ended the scoring of the
Authority asked dismissal of the game
amended answer on the ground
Batteries for , Pryorsburg were
that even if the landowners' allegSaxon and Henson; for Pine Bluff,
ations concerning TVA's proposed Kingins and Lyons.
Burial Is In Hicks Cemetery Monlimited use of the land were true,
Kingins, who has tossed brilday. Noted Cherry Resident
they did not constitute adequate liantly %Pis season,
hes allowed,
ground for defense.
„Was Woodman
, ..o-acoring for the opposition .An his
After argument of the TVA -mo- last 19 Innings on the hill and has
Fayette
Evans. 7t), a farmer of
tion before Judge Shackleford been touched for only 5 scattered
the Cherry community, died at
Miller, Jr
isville, Ky.. on hits.
his home Sunday afternoon after
issued an order
July 31, the cou
a 2-months' illness of paralysis.
August 2. 1939, c
etely sustainFuneral services were conducted
ing the Authorit
position, - The
Monday afternoon at the Cherry
suit, United States Government ex
Missionary
Baptist
church, of
rel. Tennessee Valley Authority.
which Mr. Evans was a member,
versus Louis A. Vogle. will now
and
burial
followte
in
the Hicks
I* 'tried to determine the value of
cemetery.
the land to be acquired by TVA.
Mr Evans. a Woodman, is surEld. John Kloss. Baptist minister
The suit arose when Vogel, a
resident of Marshall county. refused from Paducah, will begin a pro- vived by his widow; a daughter.
an offer the TVA made him for tracted meeting in the yard of M Mrs., Fred Lassiter; Five sons,
his property. He maintained his T. Tarry in Dexter. it was an- Solon, Tom, Treman, Mason. and
land would not be affected by flood nounced Tuesday by Eld. C. H. Milburn Evans: and by two sisWilson, supply pastor of the Dexter ters, Mrs. Perry Thornton abd
Waters from the dam.
church. Much succet was realized Mrs. Bertha Culpepper, of this
in an open air meeting at the county_ There are also nine grand•A pasture demonstration on R. same place last year, Mr. Wilson children.
0
Wilson's Livingston
county said.
Pallbearers were Fred Hargis,
farm, of sweet and crimson clovers,
McClure,
Edgar
Geurin.
Services will be held each eve- Odie
redtop and lespedeza has made ex- ning at 7:30 o'clock, with
George
Shelton, Joe Hargis. and
no day
cellent growth.
amnions except on Sunday. Elder Ike Bucy.
e.
:•-Klima. a Catholic for 23 years, has
been engaged in the ministry conApproximately 30 bushels of
sistently since he became a Bap- hybrid seed corn were planted exR. HALL HOOD
flat
perimentally in Wayne county.

MISS FLORA*LEE HOLMES
BentOn. Ky.

MISS SHIRLEY MATTOX
Madisonville, Ky.

e cast of 500 to be presented at
the Butler Stadium on tbe eve- Body Is'Brought Here From Kannings of .September 1 and 4, one
sas City, Mo., Where Death
complete performance each eveCame August 11
ning.
Miss
Martha Crass. 59, died in
The pageant, produced and directed by Harrington-Russell Co.. Kansas City, Mo„ Thursday Cif last
of Ashville. N. C., will have as a • ek. The body was brought to
theme "The Golden Dreams To- Hazel Monday where funeral -servbacco Brings." It will „present in a ices were conducted at the Baptist
prologue, five sseees and twenty church by Elder R. F. Gregory,
episodes the colorful and spectac- Burialwas et Hazel cemetery.
ulifr story of the Golden week.
The parents of Miss Crass•formThe scenes are: 'The Romance of erly lived in the Blood River comSnuff" in the dazzling court of munity about 10 miles east of HaLouis 14th; "The Comradeship. of zel. After the passing of her brothChewing Tobacco" showing a cat- er, the late Kim Crass, who met
tle town in the gay 90's: "The So- a tragic death from a fall from
phisticated Cigars," featuring a bull a hay wagon about 20 years ago,
fight and a Spanish dance; 'The she moved to Kansas' City where
Dream-Haunted Pipe," the best she has resided since.
loved way to use-thegolden weed
She is survived by four sisters,
showing pipes and smokers of other Mrs; J. 14,. Fullerton. Mrs. Clyde
Illations; and "The Modern Cigar- Workman. Kansas City, Mrs, w.
ette" showing romantic scenes sug- S. Beard. Paris, Mrs. Peddie Workgested by the brand names of pop- man, Murray. brothers Fraqk Crass,
ular cigarettes. In the shadow of Kansas City. and E. D. Crass, Murtwo.si.gmettee sweet romance Dads.sqy. Jsg, was a member et the
a wae.
Baptist church and a Christian
lady.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
The family asked this correspondent to publicly thank the HaAttorney-at-Law
.
r?te Gillespie. -the 'eel people for the many kindnesses
offices Peoples savings Bank Bum
Test plots of hybrid corn on 20
The 'barley acreage in
Lyon genial capable strong' preacher and shown" them.
Scott farms have made excellent I county is double that for last secretary bf the Student's Baptist
PHONE 71---Res. 469
growth.
year.
Union of the state will occupy the
pulpit morning and evening. Broth-"
Life
er Gillespie is here arranging with
.........................................................................................................................................
gitaezzizzatrazataalle17
Ralph Churchill local Student's
Union Campus secretary for the
coming of the Baptist Student's
Union Convention which meets Accurate Portrayal of Jesus' Life
with our church October 13-15, this
is Scheduled in Sound Movie
is perhaps the most important conAt Methodist Church
vention of Baptist students meeting in -the Mate.
-•"The Life of Christ," a sound
Church School meets at 9:30 with motion picture portraying the life
classes for all ages- in separate of the founder of Christianity, and
rooms to study the Bible lesson, put, out by the National Educationtaught and directed by faithful al. and Religious Film Company.
competent Bible teachers and •of- will be shown at the First Methficers.
odist church here Thursday night
Training Union meets every Sun- beginning at 8 o'clock. it was anday at 6:45, with an inspiring in- nounced Tuesday by the Rev. J.
structive Bible study program „ler Mack Jenkins, pastor of the church
all The Unions beginning with the
According to Mr. Jenkins, those
Juniors.,
who have seen the picture proMid week meeting Wednesday nounce it to be one of the best
evening at 7:30. This meeting is on the screen, and leaders of all
being more largely attended by churches attest to the accuracy of
members and friends than before. its religious background. Filmed
this is `as it should be, for in this in Egypt and Palestine. it has been
Meeting we study the Bible,. en- shown in more than 2.000 churches
gage in singing great gospel hyrfsee in America.
with joy and delight, also the 'fel•
lowship is of the highest order.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Immediately following' the midweek meeting is the brief but vital
Sunday. .August 20, 1939
study of the Bible lesson for neat
The pastor tvill preach at the
Sunday.
morning
worship
ho u r. 10:50
To All the services of the church
a cordial invitation is extended to o'clock (please let our people be
"Kindliness
ON
TIME)
in the
on
one and all by the church.
-•
Human Heart."

-FM. John Kloss to
Conduct Meeting
at Dexter Church

3

./

of Christ" To
Be Shown Tonight

It's Great to Have My Family
In My Own Home!

My wife and I have been wanting a home of our own fdr a long time.
I'm a salaried man and didn't think we could afford one.
Then_ someone told me about. the advantages of having a regular savings
account, and. we started sa-vi,pg some each week.
Soon we had a nice nest egg for a down payment on a home of our own.
We are paying the balance like you pay rent.
Why don't you start a regular savings account and you, too, can soon have
a.nest egg, and the start of a home of your own.

BANK OF MURRAY
Big Enough to Take Care of You—Small' Enough to Be Aware of You
Member Federal Deposit Insurance ('orporation-Account* Insured Up To $5,00

1
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Cotham Is Rated Best in ImpromThe following unique way of adptu Speaking in State; Robert
!dappled grey chickens with roup.
vertisihg a tavern was published
Hendon is Vice-President
"TWENTY-SIX. HEAD
OF
iS a recent issue of the Douglas
HOGS: One hired man. coming 37
(Wyo.)
wfis
Enterprise.
paid
and
Representative of the high qualyears old; three old bores, coming
ity of agricultural instruction in for by the tavern-keeper (Pete's 20; fourteen Rhode Island Red
rates.
regular
display
Tavern)
at
high
Calloway
schools
county
the
sows .
.; seven Brown Leghorn
was the showing made by delegates In editing the copy. we have de- pigs with golden hair hanging
from the schools in the state con- leted several passages, but the text down their backs; and seven bowvention of the Future Farmers of is substantially the same. Strange legged egring pigs.
to relate, the ad brought in the
America in Louisville this week.
"FARM MACHINERY, Etc.: . . ,
Preston Cotham. Lynn Grove customers.
Narrow toed corn cultivator With
"PUBLICK SALE: The under- mortgage attached; two bull rakes;
student, won first place in Kentucky'
,in- the impromptu speaking signed. intending to commit suicide, one cow rake: one sulky
wife: DeHis
as
subject was "Feed
will sell at public auction at Bung- ! Laval hay loader, with 40 rods of
contest.
a Factor in the Total Cost of Milk." vine, one mile north of Wart Fac- .wire; Dear corn planters; Crow
The boys drew their subjects from tory. on the Bullfrog Road. east of corn, separator; road drag. never
"the hat" and after a few minutes Appendicitus Farm-someday next used; International riding saw; set
study addressed the audience on week-beginning at 1 G. M. sharp,
,
rope harness; twine condition: one
the assigned topic.
the following prescribed property! pint gasoline; one old-fashioned
Robert Hendon, Hazel. was elect"Eighteen head of' horses-one buck-saw with full directions for
ed a vice-president of the organi- spavined mare. 39 years old, one use; one. triple extension bicycle,
zation. Robert Carleton, Kirksey, bay horse. weight 413 poueds; one patent level with jewels; one Volplaced third in the state contest iron gray gelding - mare with false stein-Fresian plow, will be fresh
in oratory, but did not qualify for teeth. always five years old;, one by .day of sale: one Berkshire
the right to represent Kentucky soree horse, well matched: one wheelbarrow, geared 120. can trot,
in the national contest to be con- mare mule with colt at side; one pace, or gallup; ... one pearl handucted later this year in Ames, brown - worked horse, a good feed- dled chilled plow with velvetine
er . . .: one running horse, runs flowers; and one 6-cylinder stone
Dr. J. A. Linke, one of the found- at the nose; nine head of colts, six boat . with_ 'automatic cuf-oft.
ers---of-the''Neitional organization, steers'andthree- geldings: and one
"SOME HOUSEHOLD GOODS:
received an ovation when he ap- pedigreed Holstein- stallion. .
Talking machine, bad as new; side"Twenty-four head' of cattle-- board, nothing in it; six kegs,
peared before the farm boys.
"Today. not tomorrow, as youth Twelve cows, good kickers, will empty; 18 pint bottles, empty; one
speakers are prone to tell you- farrow in August; seven yearling keep-it- still, large capacity; twin
you are the backbone of our de- heifers, coming four years old; two beds, one good as new; one baby
mocracy." the - National adviser brood cows with cream separators buggy with balloon tires; also other
at side; one Pooland China bull, articles too sad to mention.
said.
"Yours has been the task, not good as new; two calves with ,"Terms of sale cash-balance in
alone of learning theory," he con- pink stockings and high military jail . .
tinued. "but of -making theory heels; seven condensed railch cows,
work. You have learned to serve, two of which are bulls: also 3
not to be served- Yours-will not fell cows, two of which never fell:
Read the Classifieds
be a future on relief if you are one Plymouth Rock calf, will have
pertrue to the precepts of your or- pups by day of sale, weather per-i
mitting.
ganization."
"SHEEP, GOATS. and POULNew Method
TRY: SHEEP: One Hampshirt ram
SHOESSOLE
with' de/iehable rims: seven yous,
ten lambs, seven Mary and three
not.
Half Soled and Heeled
"GOATS: Five billy goats with
--at—
red 'whiskers a la mode, do excellent team work as they are
August's Fourth Sunday singing very strong, also unexcelled for
will take place in the courthouse dairy work as each is a good but•
here at 2 o'clock on August 27, ter: three nanny goats; one goatee.
"POULTRY:- One Republican
it was announced Tuesday by John
Key, who is sponsor of most of rooster, has pep; one Democratic
Calloway county's singing events. rooster, has pip: four dozen hens
Singing will be in charge of the with egg: 40 _spring chickens. 6
Basement Elmus Beale Hotel #
Murray quartet, of which Mr. Key years old: one single-comb Jersey
is a member, and the audience will red haired girl some chickenn:
1111111.1111111.....M.11111
join in Old Harmony songs.
seven hens can note; and seven

I

Tobacco Festival at Princeton Will
Feature the Pageant of "The Smoke Flower"
• .
For its third annual Tobacco
pageant the Festival cor- Miss Martha Crass
Fayette Evans, 70, Festival
poration offers a production entitled "The Smoke Flower," featurDies of 'Paralysis ing the romance of tobacco, with Is Buried Monday

t
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• There is never any controversy
ERAST MeliLVAIN. PUTS
beauty and value of
SPECIAL PRICE ON GAS about the
kindness and jesue ift the 25th
chapter of Matthew has made it
CYNTHIANNA. Ky.-Ernest McIlvain, an ardent Johnson follower, the basis of entrance into the
is selling a high-priced." high-pa3W- heavenly kingdom. If you' are ever
ered, anti-knock gas these .days to in doubt about the requirements
:some of his friends who shared that open the door into the Kingdom of God, just read that chap'different opinions with him as to
all doubt.
the outcome of the governor's race ter. That ought to settle
. Mr. Mcnvain calls his product At the evening hour, 7:45 o'clock,
the pastor will preach on "Public
Johnson Super Power gas and retails it to his special friends at 41- Prayer in History."
If you have not read history you
cents a gallon.
Linus Lebue first Johnson Super might be surprised to learn how
Pont. customer, reports that he often !Keit have lifted up their
intends to buy his 'ten gallon's of hancle to God in public flrayer.
The officers and teachers of our
_Mr. McIlvain's special gas in one
,
gallon lots and that he will be Sunday school are making an
expecting a thorough windshield earnest effort. to hold up our atcleaning. free air, and plenty of tendance d u ri n g the summer
water with each 41-cent purchase months. So far we are greatly enHad John Young Briawn been., couraged by the record made. Let
us keep it up.
nominated. Mr. Mcnvain would
Our children and young people
have been giving gasoline away
i,pstead of receiving such premium will welcome your children to their
programs at. 7 &clock each ,Sunday
prices.
evening.
In the heat and fret of the sum•
J. S. Holbrook. Letcher county,
mer how much we' need the comcannot meet the demand for -his
forting blessings of the gospel.
purebred buck, lambs at - $20.eech
Come -to the house of God on the
Sabbath day and receive there the
pIropraesic:'Inc science that
blessings that God has in store for
—.makes pet:Tie well and
you.
happy.
The -pastor will aPpreciate the
opportunity to speak to amp' visDR. W. C. OAKLEY
itor or stranger at the close of the
_ chiropractor
• sservi<e,
909 West Main
Murray
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor,
Murray:Mon., Wed., & rri. P. M.
s
Benton; Tues., Thurs. & Sat.'
It pays to read our Gluons&

., .
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CREPE

August Singing To
Be Held on 27th
in Courthouse Here

NEW LOW PRICES

DUTCH'S
SHOE SHOP

_

co nog pROOrif
YOUPONT HAVE TO COVER FOODS'

New Told-Wall"
Frigidaire
•SAVES FOODS'VITAL JUICES FROM DRYING OUT!
•PRESERVES FOODS' HEALTHFUL NOURISHMENT
DAYS LONGER!
•CUILT ON ENTIRELY NEW PRINCIPLE!

•An entirely new kind of refrigerator,the "ColdWall" completely surrounds food with cold, keeping it so vitally fresh and moist that you don't need
rovers ofany kind!...Come in. See"X-Ray" Proof
of this amazing new advantage. See why foods are
saved from drying out. Why vegetables and fruits
do not shrink, wilt, change color. See also why
food odor-and-flavor transfer is checked. Only
Frigidaire has the marvelous new "Cold-Wall"
Cooling. See it today!

ox-RAY"

See why Frigidaire does
not depend only on
"one-spot" cooling. See
how "Cold -Wall" cooling literally surrounds food
with protecting cold THROUGH THE WALLS! See
how moisture-robbing air currents are ended, how
odor-and-flavor transfer of foods is checked. See how
the "Cold -Wall" Frigidaire maintains uniform low
temperatures and 85-100% humidity.

14 Other
Frigidaire Models
Starting at.

SEE WHY YOU DON'T HAVE
TO COVER FOODS!

119"
Model Illustrated
Cold-Wall 6-19 9234.50

METER.MISER _ Simplest Refrigerating lileeltanista Ever Bak
-Cuts current cost to the bone! Unseen,Trouble-free. Protected
for 5 years against service expense. Os/y Frigidaire Has Is!

4v4 FRIGIDAIREMMETER111SER
•
"

R.E.A. Users: Get Our Prices On All Elec

Appliances

• Johnson-Fain Ap 'lance Co.
South Side Court Squtire
•

Phohe 56
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intersects said river.
11. it now runs West across Qr. the slough
acres is bounded as thence East with the meanderings
Said three
slough
to a maple on a
said
of
follows: beginning at the divasioa
The meditattalts of man upon the Great Eternal and upera the acute
corner between the I). S. Hen- bank of said slough. thence North
Cotirollitallon of The Wormy lodge', l'Ion Callaway Timms am! The
dricks, it being the S. .W. corner to the beginning.
my
y which is life ere as old as the first eiiiiseiiiiisneas of self. Pei
Times deo alil Ot Weber O. Orli
Conveys another tract
Also:
of the middle- third described in
Mira:heroic pert at Ancient Greece. cried out in Inspired verve: "Who*.
rubtlidiast tir This Calloway Pieldishing Company.
deed from E. S. aHopson tel D S. one-third (1-31 of the N. E. Qr.
Not th Irootlit Wised, atiteray. Karstooky
I. man and what not' A dream *IMAM • 114111•414Aa la 114111, taut whesi some
Hendricks, thence in the S. East of Sec. le T. 2 R. 6, East this bef11014, a ell* y of 141111 fall* abut hint and la
direction about sixty ke0) Poles ing' the middle third.
Poidisheti tiod stvert splendor el,
P It Saalieen tool itilist Mt Neal
Also: another tract beginning at
more or less to a maple being on
J141.14 PI Neal
Itilttor and AdVfsell*11111 Manor"
the bank of the slough, thence in the S. W. corner of the above
yrtwn
teseskesspeateas
stye
sueho
stuff
are
as
dreams
eve
wade ed
Isttoisse
(h. ,INAIrOf/44 a 1611111 sai )
/
1
41•1114101a.
elan* mad malted
a westernly direction with the tract at a rock and running South
and
Itelse are rottraliett by a sleeps cense. the mood that supslough about ten ill!) poka more to Blood River. thence East with
plements Om lairstioureaus, half-aweke philo•olitsy of 1411
-or less to the line bouuded the Blood River to Mrs. .1. R. Denwho
kind deeded front M. M. Scott and son West line, thence North to the
NAM
At his brother's deathbed observed that "From the
up lying lips o:
4
et al. thence North fifteen i151 South line of the above third Qr.
nir voiceless dead there curries no word. but In the ttiglit ef death hop.
poles more or less to a hickory, it thence West to the beginning rock
sees a star -arid listening Inve can hear the tootle of a wing"
being the S. W. corner of Alice containing five 151 acres more or
Ithatwapeerea "This lila Is a tale told te an Idiot. tun II round
Heildricks' land, thence East to less.
For title see Deed Book 56. page
the beginning'.
thry.augnitytnit nothing." Is reirodled bs the somber Hebrew phtl
Also: Another tract and being 133, office of the County Court
aaliher
Rtiaich.
uhri
writes
in
Ecelesteuites
that
this
lige
Is
•
seareh
striss 714-11111T
one-third il-31 of the N. E. Qr. Clerk..
aig Atte,wend and that "all III vanity and vexation of spirit Also the following described
of Sec. 15, T. 2 R. 6, East said 1-3
ftiles
Coneesasional
*tut tioory wee
to be taken off of ,the West side land:
_
Heraelltue pinning his coatartion upon the faith that all thing
fitinevart Coutitted Tenn , *14*rent, Iteriteielly,
Pirewhere
4101 acres of land more or
Ten
of said Qr.
eneshiedly chanson*, sibeeeverd taturativela (hot
bathe.
Adwrii.$44114.1.....,,i
waged Caltoway larismty matkiel
less-out'of the North West corner
thirtahh
.
Also:
Another
tract
tarettehea meta applies/mon
twice in the ,lame riv:iess" and Virgil in his "Amend" reensiuseing
03i acres of land on the waters of Sc.', 14. T. 2. R. 6. East, boundWe setae's. tho tight to telert nits ailteitillittar. Isittelr• to ihr
are the first to flee
hi, youth. dealers.. sadly that "the beet stays .
of Blood River and on the East ed beginning at a reek at foot of
114
t,I41111011 p hill fur the sliest lithe-est
‘anne V•••• n•••411,
.
Or i
end of the N. W. Qr. of Sec. 15 hull, thence North with Section
All signify a diligent reaching-out tor saniethIns hoped tor by'
of sous Hader*
line tq Section corner, thence
T. 2. R. 6. East.
never found, a catholicity
sympidleas, a eamethina of the Mart. thi
Also: Another tract 'beginnings East .wath Section line to West
menet of whose hiding plisse Was diseathed by Jesus Christ waste Me
Denald Weeds reseed* Evelyn Vestiges
*deist IdaltIng of at the N. lt. Corner of the N. W. line to_ g rock at- foot hill,
thence
C011.114V-Achlition,
said "1 cams that ye might have llfe sad that ye might have it MOM C. Henry Gorden in "Heritage of Ste Deitert." Ram Oral western Qr. of Sec. 15, T. 2. R. 6. East at West to the beginning corner.
certain
a
hickory.
Also:
A
piece
thence
South
forty-six
of
classic which conies eaterilay te the. Mega
land
Se Varsity Tbsalie.
teal poles more or less until strik- lying and being on the waters of
1%, Pint Methedist church of Murray has secured
EMI& Fir- Also featured In the Harry Sherman tletaillaeilaS alie Robert Beresl.and
ing the river, thence down said Blood River and being out of the
doubt iler City est Murray is inswing 'II should Meth trstytng the einexaMpled life of Christ, tamed with sound MIS Itiphr dldney Toler.
river with thecanderings of said N. E. Qr. of Sec. 15, T. 2, It. 6,
tleowth is I14# 4144.141 MAI lan1.44.9-1-10•1•4•14.01 fag- progreat and Commune:1S end 'the,'inductional.% fit be preseeited at $ o clock tonight
*a OVA intro unto
said land of Alice East off of the East side of said
and
eon. Italy, and hire Lula Pas- Miss Paschall was aLul a guest in Hendricks. thence East to the be- Quarter; containing fitty-three and
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duel
and
Mr.and
Mrs.
Walsie
the
home
of
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and
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Dick
ginning. containing two
acres one-third 153 1-3.1 acres niore or
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site a Dalitinstr approciatios Oohs
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i
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see
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---initeetiritte.
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For title see Deed Book- 50. page
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Avon Park, Fla.. soon.
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Belle of the Beach

New County Studes
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Tenant Loaf* To Buy
• Farms Spread TO New Counties
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"resident," guests failed to be
Floyd
Taylor Herndon, .. Evelyn
Macedonia school with a very badcounties where the program was
booked 'for any new infringeRuth Gingles. Shirley Nix,„ Willly infected foot caused from stepstarted last year. The 11 counties
ping on glass and cutting her
Belle of the beach and queen of the e-atnpus is revels', million-dollar- iam Thomas Utley, Porter Martin, ment.
diagonally lined were the first to
Ginath Owen, Alfred Billington,
foot.
list
of
who
heads
the
featured
Grable
starlets
In
Paralegged Betty
be designated in this state year
Hera Jane Spiceland, James LassiBernice Wieehart and.,a_UnCle.
-before last. In the old counties
mount's aiste-reHhig Campus comedy, **Minton Dollar Legs," Way and ter, Mrs: Ruth'Grogan, Audrey
Jeff Stubblefield were shoppers at
numerals
indicate the number Of
Freeland Store Thursdey afterpocin. Friday at the Varsity Theatre, south by east is Jackie Coogan, looking Rose Oliver, Thomas Marshall
loans already made to buy farms.
Gaint,
Martha
Nelle
Wells,
Lucille
Mr. and Mrs. John Freeland, Mrs at Betty. Due west is John Bartley. And east by north is Olympic swimIn t _gradually increasing proPollard. Lowell Gingles, and - GeGeorge Freeland, Miss Maurretl. ming champ, Larry ,crabbe.
neva Outland.
Sunday, August Si-. 'a tent meet- gram Congress has appropriated
.
Clenderion and Miss Berline WiseBED,.LEAD 'to come __ _ __ a_ ing begins at Coldwater Church of $40,000,000 for Tenant Purchase for
-'hart were Thursday supper guests
The grand .jury Thursday placed Christ at 3 p. m. The services this fiscal year. Of this amount
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell and Mary, and Miss Pat WeethersPoon
of Mr and Mrs. Clay McClure.
spent a while Sunday morning at indictments against the following will be in charge of Luther Pogue, the Secretary of Agriculture, last
"Uncle" Jeff Stubblefield
of friends, of Macedonia.
Mrs. Guther Osborn andeaon of the bedside of "Aunt" Lue Hetes- in the fourth sitting -of circuit minister. and Curtis Doan, song week, allotted $1,331,295 to KenMacedonia spent from Tuesday
court Thursday for the' indicated leader of Mayfield. There is room tucky. This will enable about 222
Hazel
were Friday guesta' of her den who is very ill.
,
morning until Thursday morning
for 'als5upt 1,000. people to be seat- industrious farms tenants to - buy
offenses:
—Ky. Bell.
with his brother, Mr. and Mrs. parents, Mr. and Mts. Elutes
Tom Bailey and Toy Lenning, ed under _the' large tent. These and improve farms in this state.
.
Willie Stubblefield and daughter, Mitchell.
Applications for loans to buy
charged with banding and con- gentlemen have
held succeseful
Mrs. Manic Allbritten. of Green - A large crowd 'attended the
federating, were alleged to have revivals for the past two months, farms may be made to the nearest
graveyard cleaning Saturday at
Plain.
"banded • and confederated for the
I read in "Curds" South"Report- FSA County Supervisor. G. C. Dyer
Miss Maurelle 'Clendenon and Macedonia.
of Mayfiejd, is county supervisor
Miss Pernias Mae Simmons and
through
with purpose of intimidating, alarm- er, Holly Springs, Miss., that Paul -for Calloway and Graves counties.
We 'are going
Miss Berline Wisehart spent a
ing, and disturbing or injuring" Johnson was nominated In the
while Thursday afternoon at the brother. E./117, were Saturday din- these long, hot days now. Several
William Packman, and "transport- primary for Governor of Mississ- His "office is located in the WPA
bedside of Mrs. Rena Hatfield, who ner guepag, of their uncle Wayne crops of tobacco will be cut this
ing Packman in, an automobile ippi. And we _have }Sewn John- office ets Murray on Monday mornWilliams'
and
daughter,
Misi
NoWeek.
I
doratathink
the
men
willis veil' feeble.
.
against his will" in Carte-Way coun.
non nominated. ings, and, applicetions can be made
Miss Joe Mitchell' of Detroit ar- vella.srn the afternoon Miss Pernie be sorry when the Weed is in .the ty, Ky. It was charged the deWhat a coin- 'there at that time.
,rived here Friday.. morning to Mae/and brother and Miss Novella barn.
"Sweet -Pea" visited her old fendants "beat up" Packman at
cident,
and Yaspend two weeks with her parents, spent a while 'with Miss Marleader
ends, while Eld. Coleman Overby
Vick.
home place Wednesday where she the same time.; Bail for each ,was
Cochran was in the chair 'No. 1) it took 61
dah
Mrs.- Hiram Shekell and daughter, spent her -childhood days. The set at $500. e.
Senator
elected
Haffdrd James. charged with aspin-lutes . fer a 'shaves shoeshine
Miss Estelis of Poplar. Bluff, Mo., stick arid dirt chimney that stood
in the "run off". and haircut. You see, Brp. Coleee
atult a$
n2
co
l obattery, was given bail
arrived. here Tuesday ta spend a at the log kitchen has tumbled s
My real name man is "ball-headed'eand Wilson
,at
few days wkth her, ister, Mrs. down, and weeds have egeown so
is "Cochran" had to hesitate about which hair
Henry Ellis, and Mr. El is and other high where poppies, lilies, 'and - Dewey Outland and Robert Parks
and I have to bob. You see, I'm gray-headed
If 93 out of 100 neer, eked at relatives and friends
charges
around Mace- roses were. The big leg house were indicted on identical
been and Bro. Overby "ball-headed". It
never
random declare they were helped donia.
that we loved so well is almost —that of ehild desertion, with bail
lected'.to ncith- is "whittle-to-cut" as to who ae the
Charles
al
$250.
for
each
listed
by a medicine, would' you believe
Mrs. Mary __Wilson-Tend baby, of ready to fall down. We children
in"cept school worse off! Now Chatterboz. skew
in its merit? Record of'the fa- Detroit arrived here Saturday) aft- cbsdigh every spot of this,- old Klnley, Jr., was indicted on three,
_trustee."'Course Eagle the door—the back-door!
counts of storehousebreaking, with
mous Query athong women of ernoon to spend a few days with homeplace.
I" could have been 'lected to Con—"Eagle"
A saw mill is being placed on-R. bail in each case set at $250.
leading cities in 12 Southern her mother,. Mrs. Monnie Mitchell.
Flint Mohundro and Hardin Man- gress. eS) But I preferred to be
Dr. Fisher was called Tuesday L. Hart's place northeast of where
States shows 1206 out of 1227
"nobecle'e humble serv_antas,
indicted
for
using
abusi:tinge
were
night 16. see Wayne Wallianteatelifi Franit-Gtbson and tronstan - Millerusers queried say CA RI)'U
their bail fee " At the November election me
operated a mill several yearg ago. ive language, and
helped them. That figures 93 out is vety weak.
W. W. Mohundro, and John Brown will -vote under
Rubie Fay Oliver attended Sun- was $50 each.
Miss Estell Shekel! Vielted‘ Miss
of 100! What a record!
checitecharge. was given the "Rosester". "My white folkson
a
mild
day School at New Providence
,Calloway Circuit court
bail of $300, and Raymond Higgins have gime down to the: ocean te
Wtimen all over the South are Pernie- Mae Simmons Saturday
Sunday.
night and Sunday.
on a charge of grand larceny made swim—they tell me that thing has -Mlle E. Miller, AdminIstestrix
eager to tell of their experiences
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons, Miss -Ivan Latimore happened to a 11.250 bail.
of
William
Miller,
Plaintiff
no'bottem on either side.
.
with C AR D U I. They were Frances" Grubbs, Miss Dolly Mae serious aaciderit last week. -While
Vs. Order Of Reference
I had 2 ears of white corns 3
Bail for Clarence Eldridge
weak,_ rundetane nervous. Those Maynard of Ceetarelasseenspent
esy `se -^eet easelooteen
receiv- years 5T5-1eddie WoakiniTi—krffet lierarldine Miller, Et Al,
are symptoms of functional dys- week-end with their teacher, Miss the baler. Ire was carried to the charged With knowingly
Defendants
ing stolen property, was set at - -and I planted it in- the horsemenorrhea due to malnutrition, Maurrel Clendenon of A11/10.
doctor and is nor"goingabout $250. Paul Holland. Jr., was in- lot. The stalks are now 16 ft.
It is ordered that this 'cause be
on
crutches.
which CA R DUI helps to rereferred
to George Hart- Master
A large crowd attended the ice
dicted on counts of storehouse- tall and have 2 ears on each, 15
Mr. and Mrs. tommy Parker breaking and dwellinghousebreak- inches long. - I have, to use a step- Commissioner of this Court, to
lieve by stimulating appetite and cream supper at New Providence
visited Mr. Parker's sister. Mrs. ing. with bail set at $200 and $.30) ladder to reach the roasting ears. take proof of claims against the
digestion and building physical Saturday night.
Miss Joe Mitchell and sister, Herman Hill Sunday. They also in the counts respectively. Carl And listen, "Ole Crip", I am NOT estate of William Miller, deceased.
resistance. Try CA R DUI!
stopped by for a few minutes' Ray and Alfred McGehee, charged exaggerating!
and all PERSONS holding claims
visit with the Olivers and we, got with stealing from a common car"Dove season 'ixopen" nothin'! against said estate will present
to see their little daughter. Rubie rier, were given bail of $50 'each. Any bedy that would murder a their claims against said estate,
Fay.
gentle, harmless turtle dove is. duly proven, before this Court's
Mrs. J. L. Lynn was carried to
black at heart as a black cat on Master Commissioner, on or, bethe Clinic Sunday morning.
a coal pile at midnight on the fore the first day of the August
Many thanks to the one ebat
dark of the moon while' blank Term .of ,the Calloway Circuit
sent me the news item. Any time
Co,urt,
_er .he, braver barraniide obsc-ursaethe sky!
North
singing
-at
.will
be
a
_There
you Loeust -Grovessfolies-have 'visit'.'
Preacherman in Courtyard said: red, from collecting same in 'any
ors di' some news and you don't Fork the third Sunday afternoon. "Believe on Jesus and "be saved, other manner except through this
want to send it in, just let me Everyone is invited to come and that's all there is toeit." Acts 1,0-)3'1. suit.
hear from you. It will be great- take part.
Witness my hand as Clerk of the
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. Did he read the next three verses? Calloway Circuit, Court. this the
ly appreciated.
No chile! Why do the - heathen
at
visited
Rudolph
Key
Mrs.
and
Miss Sylvester Dodd left for Derage, and the people imagine a 27th day of July, 1939..
- C. L. MILLER,
troit Saturday to visit her brother, the bedside of Mrs, Mollie Wilker- vain thing?
Quote' the aavep
Wilkerson
sufson
Sunday.
Mrs.
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
Cletus and his son, Jimmy. never more-.
Sunday
fered
a
stroke
of
paralysis
By
Lucille Johnson, D. C.
'Mrs. Yinell Futrell is returning
Mr: and Mrs. --John Harper.
to her home in Detroit 'after a and is in a serious condition.
and
son
of
Dexter
visited
at
Jesse
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris, Miss
two'weeks' visit with her parents,
Hale's over the week-end. Last
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Parker. Mr. Zipora "Morris Howard, Mr. and week, Jessea sisters, Daisy .Dean
Mrs.
Gaylen Morris and daughter
and Mrs. Freddie Parker will acvisited Mr. and Mrs. Oman Pas- a nd 'Kathleen romped the farm,
company her home. over from corn field to the waterTruman Oliver visited Houston chall Sunday.
Leonard Paschall and Boone Pas- melon patch, with Bonnie Lee and
Miller and Ivan Latimore Sunday
chall visited Mn, and Mrs__ Kerne Betty Jo in the lead. Happy. glad,
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Alf Downey -took OIT Sunday.
A protracted meeting is on at
Misses Erie, Daisy and Arnie
up hand and 'foot" and stepped it
Kirksese this week. Charles ,House
off to ArthureDowney's Sunday' to Orr of Mayfield visited Mr. and er of Paducah is in the pulpit. Do
spell's,* day, They hve at Pink Mrs. S. B. Orr Sunday.
Miss Sunshine Farmer spent the the boys and rneneaim to repent
Curd's place.
weekend
With Pauline and Wilma and be baptized? No, chile. They
Neva
Houston
McClure, Ben
are headed , for "you know where-.
Trevathan and Setae few other Paschall. "
Miss Love Orr is spending the After a man pews 25 years of
young folks came ,by here Sunday
week with her grandparents, Mr. age he is .almost a hopeless case.
in a sport model car.
Had.hose three women "drawn
ruin Trevathan arrived here and Mrs. Leroy Kusitendall. Mr. straws7 and only one have been
Friday from Detrdit to spend a Kuykariciall' raesome better at thfr the candidate,'she would have been
short visit with relatives in Cal- writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Orr and elected by 40.000 votes for _Secreloway.
tary of State. .Now they are padMr, and Mrs.- ITN-Car 'Prevathan Miss leettie Lee" Groom visited Mr. dl' -up Salt river doing some loud
visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy Farley and Mrs. Enloe Tarkington Sun- "balling".
day. -Sunday.
e
Was in Smithp barbershop 'the
Miss Ernestine Page and Wright
There was a family- reunion at
other day. "Nulrnber 3" cut me
Mr. and- Mrs. Farley's Sunday. A P es.e hay- retuned home from a hair good' in 6':nefutes and 6 seein
ss-ce. Ark.—Happy Jack.
large crowd was present and •plen,
—and—
ty of fine food was served at the
•
noon hour.
THE BETTER YOUR VISION THE BETTER
Oscar Trenathan- killed a large
chickdn -*sake Friday at the OliYOUR SCHOOL WORK
ver home. The reptile measured
nearly six feet in lerteth. The
high
school,
is
a
grade
it
whether
true
snake
was in a hen's nest swallowThis is
ing an egg when it was found.
school or college student: 80 pr cent of your edix
This makes the second snake that
has. been' _killed down' here this
catiOn is obtained through your eyes: Defective
year. The ether one tried to swalvision may 0ot cause paip, yet be. a handicap ih
low a chicken but 'found it to be
OUrStdorless, Oilless
not
have
schoolstarts,
why
too
large and only swallowed -it'
'study .. . So before
,to the witness.
1:14 Cleaniy
eyes
tested.
your
Mrs. Bill Igunn. of this community, died Sunday.—Sweet Pea.
•
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Stella Gossip

Locust Grove News

Arnett Child Dies of
Ruptured Appendix
Funeral services' for Little Miss
Mary Ellen Arnett, 8-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Galen
Arnett of near Lynn Grieve, who
died Saturday from a ruptured appendix after a 3-day illness, were
conducted Sunday near I, y n n
Grove.
E'TOWN

TO INCOIIPORATE

The city council of Elizabethtown has' passed three ordinances
taking in three nelk sections to
the city. (Editor's Note) Cities
everywhere are planning on taking
in additions during the next few
months in order to show a populotion increase which will be
taken in 1940. Paris, Tenn., is
contemplaUng a similar move.

Mr. and Mrs. George Washburn
and family visited in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Louis Sunday.
Miss Ruby Lewis returned borne
Sunday after a week's ,:visit with
Mies Neva Burkeen.
• Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Houston,
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McCLerd
and children attended the baptizing at the river Sunday afternoon
for candidates of the Sugar ,Creek
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Childress and
Hamp Childress were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. anst Mrs. Walter Fennel.
Mrs. Ola Travis and children
Were Thursday night gues.of
Mr. and. Mrs. Franklin Parrish.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Thompson
attendedeservices at Palestine Wednesday and were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence McDaniel,
Mr. and 'Mrs. Homer Burkeen.
were guests Thursday night of .
Mi. and Mrs.. James, Hugh But.
keen.
The
.revival 'meeting'deed Eatuneeday night ,at Palestine. The sere'
vices have been in charge of The
Rev, C. E. Evans.
Mr. and Mrs: Earl Lee visited
the larter's parents, Mr. and Mrs
Milburn Hollend . over the week.
end and 'spent Sunday with Mrs'
and Mrs. Buck Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Oakley visited over the week-end with the
latter's parents and sister. Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Brooks and Mrs. Stanley Duncan and Mr. Duncan, and
attended church services at Palestine.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Turner were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Neely
Brooks and Mr. and Mrs. R.
Brooks Thursday 'night.
"Uncle Dock Mardis" 'Visited in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nalt
Adatns Sunday.—Blue Eyes. •

Rye grass will be sown soon in
In Todd county, nearly 200 soil
samples have been taken since tobacco and corn fieldds and on
January, to determine what treat- many Korean lespedeza pastures
in Edmonson county.
ment soils require.
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1206.Women Say
"Yes" to 1:;ieotY
.t
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Order • of Reference
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Do You Think That Glasses Make
You Unattractive?

Sycamore Center

Is One of the Pew Things You Can't Buy When
Y\e\Need It Most
\•

FrFiarezee &\41/Ielugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Casualty

:

Telephone 331
— —

First Floor

_,Bonding
GiatIin Building

"It Does Make a Difference Who
Writes Your Insurance"

TIME FOR YOU
TO GET ...

,"irOu Needen't Worry—Glasses Can
_
Help Your Appearance

No Smell!

Proper .examination;„ and glasses ;Lf needed, an,
your best EYE- INSURANCE.

,*Carload of western eikes have
been. bought .by Lewis. county
fail-ems at fairly elow prices.

Bid

REMOVES ALL SOIL

Savings On All School Clothes!
•

H: B. BAILEY, Jr., Optornietiat-

and perspiration from your summer garmenti.
Clean Olothes are Cool Clothes, so

Girls' and Misses; Dresses, Underwear, and Lingerie, Boys' and Girls'' School
Shoes, Overalls, Bbys' Shirts, Wash Pants, and Hosiery.

H. B. BAILEY

Phone 567 Now

. Shop In The Big Cool Basement Store For Real Bargains e

JEWELRY STORE

Prescriptions

Wisi-Side Square

Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

Jones Cleaners

0, TURNER

WELLS PIRDOM—THOS, EMMA% Mgr.—GARNETT JONES
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Behind the Scenes in caiMAITAC AAA SIMPLIFIES
WEED CONTROL 1
American Business
CONGRESS SESSION r

Pine Bluff,News

Alice, we can rest assured of sweet morning.
A precious one. has gone before
sleep in the iir.RIS of Jesus.
To greet us on that •- beautiful
May heaven's blessings rest upon
shore,
the grief stricken relatives and her
in Jesus. blessed sleep.
Asleep
loved ones.
From -which twine can ever awake
After funeral services, her bode
to weep.
The 13th annual West Kentucky was laid to rest in the West Fork
Written by a Cousin.
Amateur Golf Tournament, the cemetery to await the resurrection
oldest meet of its kind in this part
of the country and attracting a
number of the beat golfers in Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee, Southern Illinois, and Southeastern Missouri, will take place
over the sporty course of the Mayfield Golf and Country Club MonCooled by Refrigeration—Prices 10c and 16c
day, August 21, P. Alfred Lindsey.
chairman of the committee, said
today.
Ralph Romer, Clarksville, Tenn,
won. the championship last year.
The West Kentucky Amateur is
a 36-hole medal play tournament,
starting at 9 o'clock in the morning. A luncheon is served at noon
in the clubhouse and ell golfers
participating in the tournament are
invited to use the course the preceding Sunday without,. charge.

Gotf Tourney Will
Take Place Monday
On Mayfield Links

Hello folks! Hope all are feel11
The sick list has increased around
hers. of which we are very sorry.
0. D. Parrish has mumps and
the whooping cough is in the
There's Nana a good nun played ea ela
NTW YORK. *Aug. 17—BUST- electrical appliances. refrigerators.
Secretary
of
Agriculture neighborhood and summer colds
NFSS—Industrial and business ba- radios. or automobiles.
olsi futile."
with sore throats are prevalent.
' rometers. like the temperature. -May Proclaim Quota
AUGUST
"Old Crip— in person is on the
continue to climb, but from now' THINGS,. TO WATCH FOR —
As Supply Demands
.
1
1r
,
20—The
rotatbsy
'telephony
ailing list.
over
1938.
ein the increases
will Miniature kitchenettes
may be
CLI•21 IfCCS patented. 1E96.
We need rain here to Make
not look as handsome as they did buiit into some 1940 auto models
MORE UNIFORMITY
turnips grow.
.
-in the first half. This is because _•„ ;transparent doilies and table
21—The kends Chaster Oak'
W. F. McCage and Cullie Steele
The last six months of ‘.1938 saw -a mates made of celluloid
. . an
IS NEW FEATURE
was blown down,
have painted their houses.
marked improvement in the busi- electric iron which automatically
1856..
ness picture. Estimates made by lifts itself when not in baseThe meeting at the Valley closWASHINGTON.' Aug. -11—Four
22—United
Slaws
won
the
It,.
remainder
the experts for the
of sport shirt with "self-closing cotamendments to the 1932 Agricul- ed Sunday. Bro. Taylor preached
temanonal OAP Race,
1939. howeVer, still make encour- - tar," requiring no buttons or snaps
Jesus
to the people and and the
_
1851.
tural Adjustment Act, designed to
aging readings: consumption of
. automatic air-conditioning for
simplify and make more effective -Lord added to .the church daily
rayon this year will break the smoking pipes. with a valve in
23—Commodore Oliver Ha*
operation of tobacco marketing such as should be saved. Act 2:47.
.1936 record high; new all-time the stem whkh opens when the
We aaw the picture of the Witty
ccrd Retry checi. 1811
quota provisions, were passed durhigh for_silectric power production bowl of the pipe "gets too hot for
ing the recent session of- Con- twins on ate, front page of The
may be reached
24—The new United States
this month. The ianoker's comfort . . . tengress and have been signed bs. Ledger & Times,' We can claim
Capitol Building was
although the year's' peak point is pin game for the .home, with the
some soet of a .record for twins in
President Raosevelt.
started 161a
generally reached in December: . pins made 'if plastic
. frenchthis community as these two late
Recommended by tobacco farm- arrivals make two sets in this
building activity should run at :fried onions in :cans . . . also rice
ZS—The
city
of
New
Orleans
ers,
these
amendments change the particular family 'and Mn--and
least 16 per Cent ahead of --the :pudding - with raisins . . . river
was founded. 1718.
date for proclaiming tubaeco mar- Mrs. J. H. Smotherman have two
last five -months of
'
1938.
!toy:boats with a pilot house which
keting
quotas:
proVide for quotas sets of twins in their home now,
• • • ,•. •
1is lowered from bridge deck by
4626—Severe earthquake
equal to the actual 'production on and last but mil least Mr.. and
• wAssreG•ecjae....tt is -nos stoodi the -ptish of e biitton—for use on
causes damage In Jaya.
the farm acreage allotment: avoid Mrs. Harry Sheckel have triplets
numerous
low
river- with
--4I,
1883.
lseason in the District' of Opium•••••
the necessity for a bt.C13114 refer- --three boys. known as the Bugs.
bia. but the„Wagee-and Hours Di- bridges.
Our deepest gratitude goes out
endum
on burley and dark to•. • • •
Big meeting is going on at Pine to all our neighbors who were,so
"vision of the - Department of Labor
bacco
for
the
same
marketing Bluff .this week. The Rees. . Lloyd sympathetic and helpful in both
is being ihundated just The same. i FIRST PREVIEW--The 1940 au- is expected, in view of Dr. Ryan's
year. and change the penalty fer Wilson is doing
Enforcement of - the wages and tomobiles are "just arounelthe cor- findings, that 1940 model cars will
the preaching. He neighborly acts and kind deeds.
excess
marketings
from
a perhour, law is now .so far bekincliner." with
some manufacturers' tend to make greater use of safety centage of the gross price to a sjs a very able speaker and you during the illness and death of
plate
throughout
the
car
in
order
that only about' 13 per • cent oft holding their -previews this month
Will do well to hear him. There our mother. Mrs. S. F., Dglesby.
the valid 'complaints pouring in A preview last week in Toledo to increase motoring pleasure and flat rate per pound.
wag one profession at the first We feel our indebtedness and obFlue-Cared Growers Aided
have been investigated and only'concerned- mat the cars but the safety—especially for back seat
service, of the revival. We hope ligation to You all.—Her daughEfTets of these amendments are for a good meeting during the en- ter, Mrs. Veda Grugett. and fam_3 Per cent of the cases closed- I glass ,,that is used in car win- drivers.
outlined in the following state- tire session.
When the schedules of wages and doves. .Dr. A. H. Ryan, noted
ily.
hours are tightened in. October.' csikaeo physiOlogist, who has
Miss Lena ,May Boy spent last
HEADLINES IN NEW YORK— ment by the AAA:
"One
amendment provides for weekend as the guest of Miss
difficulties of the division will be spent the last three months mak- Spain to buy 250.000 bales -of cotton
further increased. Elmer F. Aa- ing exhaustive scientific tests to in thi* country . . . United States the proclamation of a quota by Ophelia Eldridge.
IN MEMORY OF ALICE GRANT
the Secretary of Agriculture an
drew?. administrator of the law. determine the relative merits of renews strade with U.S.S.A
W. I. Fielder and family visited
from
time
the
beginning
told Congr1.
of
the
ess that the 22.001
Mr.
Fielder's
mother,
at
New
Consafety sheet glass and safety plate Amax and Navy Departittents anAugust 9, 1839, the death angel
he wanted wets - only ailwar:711i :glass, • presented his •tiadings to nounce appointment of Civilian marketing year to December L
•cord, over the weekend.
came and took from us our dear
the total supply of any kind of to.
to perform 75'
t ef
Jim Hodges( Colored) of Chicago cousin. Alice Grant. She leaves one
members of the motor industry. War Resources Board, headed by
bacco exceeds the quota level de- is visiting his sister, "Aunt Mariah"
but Congress
.;:N.4t9kteg to Safety • window glass: due to vis- Edward B. Stettinius. Jr., chairgrandson and a host of relatives
$1.200.000 so
1-now That ion distortion caused by slight man of United State Steel Corp- fined in the act. The marketing Dillard and Golden. her son, who and friends. It seemed hard to give
the division will operate on a 50 waves in it. produced 62 per cent oration . . . Despite the fact that it year begins on July 1 for flue' is in froth a CCC camp on his vaup cousin Alice. but God's will
cured tobacco and October 1 for cation.
per cent efficiency rate.
greater eye fatigue than did safety was allegedly -economy-minded,"
had to be done. She was loved by
• ••••
all
other
kinds
of
tobacco.
OrigWell.
well!
The
ball
team
won
plate. Dr. Ryan's „tests showed. the recent 'Congress appropriated
everyone. She was kind to all and
-BREATHING"'CUSHIONS—One Headaches were 140 per cent Snore $10.472,354.914 for this fiscal year. inally the date for proclaiming the another game Sunday! Come to obedient to friends: .always ready
-noticeable etilltacteristi...,of the numerous. A passenger's ability to a new peace-time record . . . De- quota was between November 15 the--Bluff next Sunday and see us to lead a helping hand In all her
go up against Gilbertsville for illness she -was patient and gentle.,
present recovery movement-is the read letters and signs quickly was partment of Agriculture estimates and December 1.
"This amendment is of particu- two games --Old Crip.
predominant, part played by' in- reduced 13 per cent. Although cotton crop at 11.410.000 bales
If we are as faithful as Cousin!
lar
interest
to
flue-cured
growers
dustries making goods- which the 4sfety plate glass is standard equip- smallest in • 4 years . . Packard
because
many
feel
that
a
favor4consurment feire.---4roq4 windshields, it Motor Company reduces prices
ClilLaREN
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on 1540 models from 3120' to 2400 able vote on quotas for the MO
and announces largest 'newspaper crop would tend to improve any BALCONY, Nights. Sundays. and
air
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advertising campaign in company's extremely unfavorable market sit•
history . . . American farmers re- uation that might develop in the LOWER FLOOR. Nights. Sunda"
marketing
of
a
large
crop
such
as
ceived $2967000000 cash for their
Holidays
•
and
33o
products in first half year. or 4 the 1939 crop.
"In the , tame amendment, the
per cent under same months a year
'Secretary is authorized to Increase
ago.
the national quota by as much as
10 per cent-not later than December 31 if additional tobacco is
needed to meet market demand
This upward adjustment in the
Vacationists are pouring into our amount ef the national quota
community. It seems that every- would be ha'r'd upon information
one gets a vacation except the 'which became available. from repoor old farmer, and he never vised statistics or from the trade
has a season when he can leave after the proclamation of the
for vacation: Any way the ar- quota.
rival of friends and' relatives for
More Uniformity Attained
a Lew .daYs' visit.breaks the.nlenota..
second,-..amendment provides
ony of the farm.
that the marketing quota for .any
Mr. and- Mrs. Atmer Lassiter and farm will be the actual producchildren of Clinton. D. are visit- tion on ttw acreage allotment esing relatives and friends in Callo- tablished tbr the farm rather than
way. Mr. Lassiter was R. F. D. a fixed number of .pounds. This
Carrier for 17 years at Almo be- means that a farmer can sell,
fore being transferred to Ohio.
without penalty, the actual proMr. and Mrs. Oicar Windsor and dluction on the tobacco acreage
'VE got to think of my future. No weak
daughters of Akro, 0.. visited Mr. allotment for his farm. In fixing
and Mrs. Sid Windsor and Mr. and the acreage allotments. I he
bones or poor teeth for me. No sir! I want to grow
Mrs. Willie Baker last week.
amendment provides for a uniA Poromount Facture wort,
up to be strong just like the other kids. That's
"Uncle Frank" Rogers of near form increase in allotments deBETTY CRABLE • JACKIE COOGAN
Lynn Grove is still very 111. "Uncle termined for small farms.
why mother gives me
Frank" is known in all the sur-This small-farm preseiSiOn will
JOYCE MATHEWS • DONALD O'CONNOR
rounding communities for his ar- give more uniform and equitable
Directed by Nick Grinds.
dent church work.
treatment to small farms than was
Mrs. 011ie Paschall spent last possible under the original act.
Tueday and Tuesday night with
-effeCL
means
Idurlock. Mr. Plsafill that a small farm, an which the
is in the hospital at Outwood, and normal production is less than
his many friends 'are wishing a 3,200 pounds of flue-cured and
speedy recovery for him.
,
less than 2,400 pounds of other
100
A family reunion and birthday kinds of tobacco, will receive an
And you know, I've felt great ever since I started
dinner was held at the home of increase equal to 20 per cent of
lane Grey's smashing
Mrs • Callie Lassiter Sunday. It its ,alltstment. provided this indrinking it. But here I am wasting time when I
was the birthday of Audy Gaertner. crease does not ,bring the total alstory of love caught
could be playing. Why don't you start drinking
son-in-law of Mrs Lassiter. whose lotrnent over 3.200 pounds in the
home is in Pontiac. Mich. A de- ease of flue-cured and 2.400 pounds
SUNBURST yourself. You'll see what I mean!
in the six gun fury of
licidus dinner was served di • thei in the oase of all other kinds of
lawn. Those present were: Mr. tobacco..
a ruthless tight tor
and 'Mrs. Burie Reaves and daUghSecond Referendum Barred
ter *ilda Jean. Mr. and Mrs. And"This same amendment also 'inWestern land!
ry Reaves, Mr. and Mrs. Baeil cludes x provisibn whereby the
Bowlen and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. alhitment for a farm in any year
Lubie Page' and daughter. Mr. Will be reduced by •amount equivand Mrs. Atmet..a.,assiter, Jackie alent fo any tobacco marketed in
and. Jane. Mr. and 'Mrs. Audy violation of the law in the precedGaertner. Mr. and , Mrs. Wirgil ing_ -year. This _provision Is inLassiter, Dean. Joette and Lar- tended to prevent marketing of
ry. Keith, Mrs. Molly Holmer. Mrs. tobacco grown on one farm under
Susie Bowlen, Mn. Callie Lassi- the'allotment for another farm,
ter. Misses Irene and Crystell Bow- and woulff apply to each farm inleti4tharlie Kennedy, Voris Las- volved in such violation.
siter.• Arco Reaves, Ralph Lassiter
"A third amendment provides
Gaertner, Bonell Reaves. Calvin that a second referendum on marAfternoon keting quotas for burley and, fire
and Max Murdock.
callers were Mr. and 'Mrs. Willie cured and dark air-cured tobacMurdock. Music for the occasion co cannot be held in the same
was furnished by Misses Irene and marketing .year'The act originalCrystell Bowlen and Ralph L. ly required the secretary, if supGaertner.
plies of burley and dark tobacco
'Mr. and Mrs. Jack Story of reach -c-t certain levels,' to proOH,YEAH? Site melts ye.AlmCs . visited Mrs. Bell Story claim a quota and conduct .a_refer.,NO*
bergs—dazzles uncles— "ye •t•,
and Mr: arid Mrs. Lee Humoiseies- endum on...rnarkeiing quotas
frazzles fiancees! She's
the niaziceting- year then curre
-- •
Sunday.fun and fury thrill-pocked
• AudY-.Craertdet. an. ,cmploye of even though growers previously
In on• side - splitting ox- '
Pontiac. may have- voted unfavorably on
Body
Works,
Fisher
plosion I Carambal
Mich.,- has been called back to quotas' for -*at _marketing , years
work. Mrs. Gaertner wtH.. remain
Clairr and Fatima. Mr. and Mrs.
for a few more weeks:Roy Suggs of - Detroit is spending Chris- Schultz raiait sons, Harold
Gerald."Mr. a'ndjLrs. Dewey
and
a few days with friends here and
Schultz and Martha -.To. Mr and
near Bell Ci
Guthrie and
family,
Mr and
rs, Garland Young- Mrs. Ed
'blood of
reit •called on Olive Edith. Paul Ed. Bee abd Dee; Mr.
Oyt for a short time list week, and Mrs. Jodie McClure and chilMrs. Youngblood,is a favorite cous- dren. Sue and Raymond, Mr. and
in and I enjoyed their visit very Mrs. Robert Adairis, Bobbie June
and Mary Ann, Gayto
.n Schultz,
Mrs. Rachel Doublin and Peggy
- Henry Schnitz 1. Honored
Relatives and friends of Henry Ann Canter —Olive Oyl.
Schultz gathered at his home
Green Bros, Grayson couroy. are
Sunday in honpr of his birthday.
Experienced travelers to Si,Louis'
Mn. Shultz has been in extrtmely. pasturing 300 steers on 200 acres
t..yi solved thee hotel problems.
red clover.
of
bad health --kr the past. several
Ti. Amer...4r prov eles a localisms
month.t but he enjoyed the day
claresteeet to all points oF Wised
so much. Eight sisters and benttrand to t,eaportsbon,and realers were present,
IS IOW OCCOMMOCI4b0a• at PM/II
delicious dinner was served
that do Sat mirnol,. any secrifics
'a
•
on the lawn-end the afternoon was
of cornlort or service-A/v.0y% roe
spirit in conversatioh- and kociak- Fire, Windstorm, Auto Liafood tke Atser,can. ,
ing. The only- feature to mar the
bility, Compensation,
day was,the fact that Mr_ Schultz's
Health and
ROOM WITH BATH ire
twos children. Connie and Mrs
Accident
Ancil Downs were unable to be
present. . .
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SEVINTH STREET AND
MOST CONVENIENT SPOT IN
MARKET BOULEVARD
Those present were Mr. and .1Wrs.
LINDA HAYES
Henry Shtetz.and son Bonnie, MT..
HARRY H O'NEILL. PAUL
and,,
,
Mrs.Fred
MacBRIDE
Doublin
'and
son,
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•
WE WRITE BONDS
GARAGF AND
.= Jennie „Shankle and
Orval: ii0b
'FAIRING FACILITIES.
$T•10
Junior, 'Mr. and .Mra. Dalton lifc
Phone' 159—Murray, Ky.
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It's sensotionol news! ..it's incredible new , '
...it's on exciting thrill-packed picture!

VARSITY

1110
-CHILDREN
ADULTS—Balcony. Matinee Except
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, Maumee., Except
27e
Sundays apd Holidays

Why suffer from the heat these warm,sultry afternoons and nights when you can enjoy the
best of entertainment in perfect comfort. Visit our air conditioned theatre and forget the heat

"Well,

• Protemus Palaver

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

les

Like

A GRAND—GAL TO
KNOW! EVERYBODY'S

I

This---"

CRAZY ABOUT THAT
EXPLOSIVE BLONDE—

ilk

I

PASTEURIZED MILK

SATURDAY ONLY

Mak.. says:
''Just becasieeonse
other darn• pinned your
ears back
don't take
it ant on Maisie,''

•

RUTH HUSSEY
IAN HUNTER
CLIFF EDWARDS

'Phone 191 For Delivery

Order a Quart a Day for Each
of Your Family

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

-Membr"'•

•

Murray Milk Products Co.

TWO

WHO MAKE SCREEN HISTORY!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

HE HAS A BOMBPROOF HEART!
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STOP AT THE RENOWNED
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THE
GREAT
BROADWAY
STAGE HIT
REACHES
THE
SCREEN!
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